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fter rap from the Supreme
Court, the Election
Commission (EC) on Monday
“censured” Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath and
BSP supremo Mayawati for
their communal remarks during campaigning and barred
them from holding any public
meetings, road shows, giving
interviews and making public
utterances in media, including
social media, for 72 hours and
48 hours respectively.
The EC also barred Union
Minister and BJP leader
Maneka Gandhi from campaigning for 48 hours for her
communal remarks.
Yogi has to stay away from
campaigning till 6 am on April
19 while Mayawati can resume
campaign after 6 am on April
18. The EC has written to
chief electoral officers of all
States informing them about
the decision to ensure that the
orders are not violated.
Both Yogi and Mayawati
will not be able to campaign in
the last day (April 16) of second phase of polling for 97 Lok
Sabha seats across the country.
Mayawati and SP chief
Akhilesh Yadav were scheduled
to address a joint rally in Agra
on Tuesday.
Yogi was served the notice
for his “Ali” and “Bajrang Bali”
remarks, which he made while
addressing a rally in Meerut.
He compared the Lok Sabha
elections to be a contest
between “Ali”, a revered figure

A

T 0RR^aSX]Vc^42^UUXRXP[bcWXbXb
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WPbQTT]_dcPVPX]bcP2<

in Islam, and Bajrang Bali, the
Hindu god Hanuman.
Mayawati was issued the notice
for her speech in Deoband
appealing to Muslims to not
vote for a particular party.
The EC Principal Secretary,
Anuj Jaipuriar, issued the twin
orders soon after the Supreme
Court took note of the communal remarks made by the
BSP supremo and Yogi during
their Lok Sabha poll campaigns. The court asked the EC
about the action it has initiated against them.
According to EC officials,
this is for the first time an allIndia ban has been imposed on
politicians against campaign in
elections and also it is for the

T <PhPfPcXfPbXbbdTS
cWT]^cXRTU^aWTa
b_TTRWX]3T^QP]S
P__TP[X]Vc^<db[X\b
c^]^ce^cTU^aP
_PacXRd[Pa_Pach

first time such a restriction has
been put against a Chief
Minister. “It is for the second
time that the Uttar Pradesh CM
has been issued a show-cause
notice by the EC. On April 5,
he was asked to be ‘careful’ in
future. This is the first show
cause and action against the
BSP president ... The severity of
the action is, therefore, different,” EC officials said.
A Bench headed by Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi has summoned a representative of the
EC on Tuesday while agreeing
to examine the EC’s contention
that it has limited legal powers
to deal with hate speeches during electioneering.
In its order related to Yogi,

T <P]TZPWPS^]CWdabSPh
[Pbcc^[S<db[X\bc^e^cT
U^aWTaPbcWThfX[[]TTS
WTa^]RTcWT;^ZBPQWP
_^[[bPaT^eTa42cTa\TS
XcP_^[[R^STeX^[PcX^]

the EC said, it “strongly condemns” the impugned statement made by him and “censured” him for “misconduct”.
Responding to a show-cause
notice issued by the EC, Yogi
had said his “Ali and Bajrang
Bali” remark was in retaliation
to Mayawati’s appeal to Muslim
voters in Deoband Saharanpur,
saying the tone and tenor of her
references to Muslims stood to
aggravate differences between
religious communities.
Defending her appeal,
Mayawati had told the EC that
her message was actually meant
for the “Bahujan Samaj”, of
which Muslims are a part.
The EC, in its separate
orders on model code viola-

tions by Yogi and Mayawati,
observed that being senior
leaders, they should have
desisted from “making statements that have the undertone
and propensity to polarise the
elections, which is not confined
to the constituency only where
the statement is made, but to
other parts as well, due to fast
dissemination of information
in this digital age”.
The punishment for Yogi
was higher as this is the second
time as he has been found guilty
by EC for having violated the
model code of conduct. The EC
had earlier let him off with an
advice to be careful with his public utterances in future.
In a separate order, the EC
said it found the speech made
by Mayawati to be highly
provocative “with the tone and
tenor to aggravate existing difference or create mutual hatred
between religious communities,” therefore violating the
MCC. The EC had issued a
show-cause notice to Mayawati,
asking her to explain in 24
hours why she violated the
MCC and the Representation
of the People Act. In the 2014
LS polls, The EC had banned
BJP leader Amit Shah and SP
leader Azam Khan from campaigning in UP for their controversial remarks.

hile an FIR has been registered against veteran
Samajwadi Party leader and
former UP Minister Azam
Khan for his “khaki underwear” jibe at his BJP rival Jaya
Prada,
the
Election
Commission on Monday night
barred him from poll campaign
for 72 hours. Besides, the
National Commission for
Women (NCW) and Delhi
Commission for Women
(DCW) issued show-cause
notices to Khan for his
“extremely disgraceful, offensive, unethical” remarks to
“show disrespect towards dignity of women.”
NCW Chairperson Rekha
Sharma tweeted that the NCW
would request the Election
Commission to bar Khan from
contesting elections.
“You are required to provide a satisfactory explanation
to the Commission on the
matter,” NCW under secretary
Barnali Shome said in the
notice to Khan.
The video of Khan making
the “abusive” remarks has gone
viral. Khan, however, has
denied making any such comments against Jaya Prada.
Meanwhile, Union External
Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj
asked Samajwadi patriarch
Mulayam Singh Yadav to take

W
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action against the SP candidate
from Rampur.
“Mulayam bhai, you are the
patriarch of the Samajwadi
Party. The Draupadi of Rampur
is being disrobed in front of
you. Don’t make the mistake of
staying silent like Bhishma,”
Sushma tweeted, tagging
Samajwadi chief Akhilesh
Yadav’s wife Dimple Yadav and
SP leader Jaya Bachchan.
Attacking Jaya Prada on
Sunday at a rally, Azam Khan
had, said, “I got her familiarised
with the streets of Rampur. I
didn’t let anyone touch her or
even use filthy language. You
made the person your repre-

sentative for 10 years. But the
difference between us, people
of Rampur, people of Shahbad,
people of India, is that you took
17 years to recognise the person, and I realised it in just 17
days that the underwear the
person wears is khaki.”
Reacting to Khan’s
remarks, Jaya Prada said, “It
isn’t new for me. You might
remember that I was a candidate from his party in 2009
when no one supported me
after he made comments
against me. I’m a woman and
I can’t even repeat what he said.
I don’t know what I did to him
that he is saying such things.”
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ongress chief Rahul
C
Gandhi on Monday took to
social media offering the AAP
four of the seven Lok Sabha
seats in New Delhi. Reacting on
the offer, AAP convener and
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal accused Rahul of helping the BJP by dividing antiModi votes in Uttar Pradesh
and in some other States.
“An alliance between the
Congress and AAP in Delhi
would mean the rout of the BJP.
The Congress is willing to give
up 4 Delhi seats to the AAP to
ensure this. But, Kejriwal has
done yet another U turn. Our
doors are still open, but the
clock is running out,” Rahul
tweeted.
The AAP has already
announced names for all seven
seats in Delhi, while the
Congress is yet to announce its

candidates.
Sources said a fresh round
of talks can be held between
the AAP and the Congress on
Wednesday to be mediated by
NCP leader Sharad Pawar.
Senior Congress leader Ahmed
Patel is likely to represent the
Congress’ while Sanjay Singh
may hold fort for AAP.
Sources said AAP will propose tie-up in Delhi, Haryana
and Chandigarh with a seat
sharing ratio of 5:2 in Delhi.
The seat-sharing arrangement of four for AAP and
three for Congress has been
arrived at on the basis of the
vote share of both parties in
2017 civic polls, a Congress
leader said.

Rahul used the hashtag
“AbAAPkiBaari” to target the
AAP leadership to come out
with its side for an alliance with
the Congress. Hitting out at
the Gandhi scion on the micro
blog, Kejriwal said, “What Uturn. The talks are still on.”
“Your tweet shows that an
alliance is not your desire but
only a pretension. I am pained
that you are giving mere statements,” he said. “Today, the
foremost issue is to save the
country from the threat of
Modi-Shah. Unfortunately, you
are helping Modi by dividing
anti-Modi votes in Uttar
Pradesh and in some other
States,” Kejriwal tweeted in
Hindi.

he BJP on Monday
T
announced names of
Bhojpuri film star Ravi Kishan
from the Gorakhpur constituency in Uttar Pradesh. The
party also nominated Praveen
Nishad, son of Nishad Party
founder Sanjay Nishad, who
dumped the SP to come the BJP
fold, from Sant Kabir Nagar.
The BJP dropped sitting
party MP from Sant Kabir
Nagar, Sharad Tripathi, who
had recently beaten a local
party MLA with shoes in a
meeting, and allotted his ticket
to Praveen Nishad.
Praveen
had
won
Gorkahpur, a seat held by Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath for
over two decades, in the
famous by-election in 2018 on
the SP ticket with the backing

of the BSP. Yogi had vacated the
seat after taking over as UP
Chief Minister. The victories
in three by-elections —
Gorakhpur, Phulpur, Kairana
— had laid the foundation of
the SP-BSP-RLD alliance in
UP against the BJP.
Kishan, whose name figured in the list of seven Lok
Sabha nominees from
Gorakhpur, is the second
Bhojpuri popular actor-singer
to
be
picked
by
BJP after it fielded Bhojpuri
singer-actor Dinesh Lal Yadav
“Niruha” from Azamgarh
against SP chief Akhilesh
Yadav.
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Ranchi/ Giridih: Security forces
on Monday gunned down three
extremists at Bhelwaghati area in
Giridih district in a fierce gun
battle. However, a Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF)
jawan was also martyred in the
encounter. The forces have
recovered arms and ammunition
from the encounter site, about
200 Kms away from the State
Capital.
Additional Director General
(Operations) Murari Lal Meena
said that the encounter took
place early on Monday morning
when a joint contingent of CRPF
7th Battalion alongwith State
Police was on search operation
in the area.
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He said that the team was on
search operation in the area at
around 4 am on Monday morning, when the Maoists suddenly started firing on them. The
jawan returned fire and in the
encounter three naxals were
killed and a CRPF Jawan mar-

tyred. One AK 47 rifle, three
magazines, four pipe bombs
and two motor bikes were recovered from the encounter site.
CRPF officials informed that the
body of the martyred jawan,
Bishwajeet Chuhan, has been
brought by a chopper to the

Capital City and will be sent to
his native place in Assam after
formalities and offering him
tributes by security officers and
top officials of the State government.
They added that the Maoists’
squad was led by Sidhu Koda.
Forces are looking for more
recoveries and a search is being
conducted in the encounter area,
sources said. Jharkhand is going
to polls in the final four phases
of the Lok Sabha elections while
Giridih district is going to polls
in the sixth phase of the Lok
Sabha elections on May 12.
Later, in the day, martyred
constable Bishwajeet Chuhan’s
body was brought to CRPF
133rd Battalion in Ranchi, where
Chief Secretary DK Tiwari
alongwith senior police and
security forces officials including
DGP DK Pandey, CRPF IG
(Jharkhand) Sanjay Anand
Lathkar and other paid tributes
to him.
PNS

Ranchi: The Congress Election
Committee (CEC) on Monday
announced Gopal Sahu as
Congress candidate from
Hazaribagh Lok Sabha seat.
Congress general secretary and
in-charge of CEC, Mukul
Wasnik, on Monday announced
the name of Sahu for
Hazaribagh seat in New Delhi.
With the announcement of
Sahu’s candidature, the party
has announced the names of all
seven candidates for Lok Sabha
elections. The seven seats in
State which the grand old party
is contesting are Ranchi
(Subodh Kant Sahay), Khunti
(Kali Charan Munda),
Lohardaga (Sukhdeo Bhagat),
Dhanbad (Kriti Jha Azad),
Singhbhum (Geeta Koda),
Chatra (Manoj Kumar Yadav)
and Hazaribag (Gopal Sahu).
The Congress, which is
part of grand alliance in State,
is contesting seven seats, while
in rest seven seats Jharkhand

Mukti Morcha (JMM) is contesting on four seats, Jharkhand
Vikas Morcha on two seats and
RJD from Palamu.
However, the Congress and
RJD are having a friendly fight
at one seat as both the parties
have put up candidate on
Chatra seat.

Gopal Sahu is a senior
Congressman and for past six
years he is working as treasurer of State Congress. JPCC
spokesperson, Lal Kishore Nath
Shahdeo said, “By fielding
Gopal Sahu from Hazaribagh
seat, the party has once again
reposed the faith of its senior
leaders. The Sahu family is traditionally Congress party supporter in State.”
Gopal Sahu, who hails
from Lohardaga is younger
brother of former Ranchi parliamentarian Shiv Prasad Sahu.
Shiv Prasad Sahu had held the
Ranchi seat twice in 1980 and
1984. Gopal Sahu’s younger
brother Dhiraj Sahu is
Congress Rajya Sabha member.
Gopal Sahu in 2005 for the
first time contested the
Assembly election against BJP
candidate and present Urban
Development Minister in
Raghubar Das’ Cabinet CP
Singh; however, he suffered

defeat on the hands of Singh.
The Hazaribagh seat is
likely to witness triangular
contest as apart from Jayant
Sinha and Congress’ Gopal
Sahu former Hazaribagh MP
Bhubneshwar Prasad Mehta
the Communist Party of India
(CPI) candidate is also in poll
fray. Mehta had represented the
Hazaribagh seat twice in
1991and 2004. The Left party
had
been
demanding
Hazaribagh seat from grand
alliance,
but
the
Mahagathbandhan decided to
keep away CPI from the
alliance. Later, Mehta criticized Congress and BJP leadership for having a secret deal
over the Hazaribagh seat.
The name of Gopal Sahu
came as a surprise as earlier
names of Saurabh Narayan
Singh (former Hazaibag MLA)
and Yogendra Sao (former
minister and Barkagoan MLA)
were doing the rounds. PNS
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am Navami was celebratR
ed with gaiety and fervour
in the city. Colourful professions marked Ramnavmi celebrations in the city on
Monday. Devotees in large
number participated in the

celebrations with members of
several Akhara committees
displaying dare devil acts
through out the route.
Subernarekha
ghat
(Sakchi), Kapali Ghat (Sonari),
Domuhani ghat (Sonari), Sati
Ghat (Kadma), Bhuiyandih
ghat
(Sitaramdera)
,

Bodhanwala ghat (Bistupur)
and Baroda ghat (Bagbera).
Drone cameras were used
for aerial surveillance near
composite control room
(CCR), near Sakchi police station and near Sakchi roundabout, Mango roundabout and
Subernarekha river ghat.

All the licensed akhara
committees had their own
videographers to record their
immersion procession while
the administration from its
own end deployed videographers at Sakchi CCR, Kadma,
Sonari and near Mango police
station.
East Singhbhum civil surgeon deployed medical team
with ambulances, first aid kits
at 19 locations primarily on
routes taken for immersion
procession, namely Gandhi
Maidan roundabout and
Mango roundabout (in
Mango), Kapali Ghat,
Domuhani, Ram Mandir,
Bharat Sevashram Sangh (all
in Sonari), Ram Mandir (in
Bistupur).
Divers (around 14) mostly local fishermen trained in
rescue acts were seen at all the
major ghats. Road blocked: All
roads coming towards Sakchi
were barricaded at various
points. Liquor shop: All liquor
shops were closed across city.
Armed police equipped
with tear gas shells along with
paramilitar y forces were
deployed at sensitive. The procession comprised band and
sankirtan parties formed of
devotees coming from other
parts of district especially for
the occasion. It was much

fun-filled and colourful affair.
This year, 175 akhara
committees participated in
the procession and went
through several areas before
culminating on the banks of
River Subernarekha. The procession followed the old route
that consisted of 25 different
paths.
All the licensed akharas
committees took part in the
immersion ceremony which
continued till late night carrying huge saffron and red
flags on five major ghats
namely
Subernarekha
(Sakchi), Kapali (Sonari), Sati
(Kadma), Domuhani (Sonari)
and Bhuiyandih (SitaramderaSidhgora).
Members of Sakchi Bal
Mandir displayed stunts on
two wheelers, while almost all
the major akharas of Sakchi,
Sonari and Kadma displayed
stunts with traditional
weapons and tubelights as
devotees danced to the tune of
drum beats.
Several philanthropic persons and social and religious
organisations had opened
stalls selling edibles. Gates
and banners of welcome were
made at several places. Young
and old persons enthusiastically recited keertan in the
procession.
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he Dance Group of
Jamshedpur Public School
T
once again made their school
proud by representing
Jharkhand at the Dance Festival
and Cultural Exchange programme held at Thailand in the
first week of April. The team
along with their teacher
returned home after receiving
a lot of appreciation from the
hosts as well as participants

from various countries.
The team was awarded
'Top Class' at the International
cultural event and the dance
teacher Bharti Banerjee was
honoured with a certificate
from the Head of Thailand
University Suwit in the presence of the king and the
Governor of Thailand. Students
and teachers from seven countries(Thailand,India, malaysia,
Indonesia, Korea, Singapore,
Srilanka) participated in this

cultural exchange cum workshop.The dance teacher Bharti
Banerjee also got an opportunity to demonstrate Indian
dance forms which was taught
to the participants from other
countries.
The students who participated in the programme were
Dipti Mukhi, Sanchita Kumari,
Dipanshu Prasad, Vaishnavi,
Reetika Prasad, Anandita
Indaji, Shobhna Das and
Sonakshi.

B^PaX]VcT\_TaPcdaTcWa^fb[XUT^dc^UVTPa
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ising temperature and heat
wave have put life out of
R
gear across Bokaro-Dhanbad,
the Coal and Steel belt of
Jharkahnd.
The maximum temperature hit about 43.2 degrees
Celsius with 9 per cent of
humidity around noon.
People prefer to stay
indoors due to unfavourable
weather conditions.
The blistering wind blowing since past few days makes
everything worse across the
city, said Vikram Agrawal a resident of Prabhat Colony Chas.
“It not only caused discomfort to the residents but
also led to distress fully or partially among the animals and
birds residing in and around
the district,” said J Thakur a resident of Jaridih village.
Notably, due to overexploitation of groundwater,

CWTcT\_TaPcdaTWPb
Ra^bbTS#$STVaTTb2T[bXdb
Bd\\TaXbP[b^X]RaTPbX]V
X]SXbcaXRcb^U9P\bWTS_da
1^ZPa^P]S3d\ZPcWT
bcPcT\T]caTeTP[b
the water table in twin districts
has gone remarkably down.
Many hand pumps are lying
defunct including waterfalls, in
many parts of the State.
Not only humans but animals too are withering under
the intense heat.
According to the met
department’s official statement,
heat is increasing rapidly in
Jharkhand. Palamu has
tremendous heat and it’s a misery to get out for life in the

afternoon.
The temperature has
crossed 45 degrees Celsius.
Summer is also increasing in
districts of Jamshedpur, Bokaro
and Dumka, the statement
reveals.
Met department predicted,
“The possibility of major
changes in the weather is low”.
According to weather scientists,
it is due to the flow of hot winds
from the west.
Villagers residing in and

around of the Jaina More,
Paterwar and Gola say that this
year they are facing a huge
water crisis.
The residents of Dhanbad
and Bokaro districts are facing
acute drinking water crisis as
around several thousands of
hand pumps are lying defunct,
check dams, wells and other
water sources (over 3800 water
sources) were dried-up. Water
levels are also depleted in the
Damodar River, Garga and
Maithan Dam.
According to reports, several animals including zoo
inmates across the twin cities
have taken ill because of the
heat waves.
They are suffering from
dehydration and frequently
vomiting.
Meanwhile, the zoo
authorities claim the animals
are being given oral dehydration solutions and plenty of
cold water, a round of the zoo.
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harkhand Mukti Morcha
(JMM) executive president
JHemant
Soren from Tuesday

wo persons, including a
20-year-old youth were run
T
over by a bus at Hessel on
Chaibasa-Tata-Road under
Rajnagar police station in the
adjoining Seraikela-Kharsawan
district on Monday morning.
Those killed were uncle
and nephew and riding on a
bike back their homes at
Kowali block near Potka.
According to information they
had gone to distribute marriage
cards at a relative's house in
Rajnagar.
The victims were identified
as Biren Khandawal (20) and
uncle Joshan Khandawal.
The bus was running at a
very high speed as it ran over
the two bike riders who were
coming from the opposite
direction.
"Everything happened sud-

denly. The bus had first hit the
bike riders and it had run over
the bodies. Both the victims
had died on the spot instantly
as the bus' rear wheel had run
over them," said a local resident.
After committing the
mishap the driver of the bus
stopped the vehicle at a little
distance away and fled the
scene.
OC, Rajnagar police station, Jitendra Kumar Singh
confirmed about the mishap. "
As per our information the bus
was on a high speed and run
over the two bikers by deviating from its usual path. The
two victims who were nephew
and uncle died on the spot,"
said Singh. The OC said they
have seized the bus and are trying to locate the driver who
might have fled somewhere
around.

BDA4B7=8:70AQ 68A8387

group of Maoist rebels kidnapped and gunned down a
youth at Dumari area in Giridih
on the suspicion of him being a
police informer. The incident
took place at Kanakdiha village
under the Dumari police station
on Sunday night when Chudka
Soren was kidnapped by a group
of Naxals who attacked the village.
According to SDPO
Dumari, Niraj Kumar, a tribal
youth was sleeping in his house
at Kanakdiha village at 10 pm,
when heavily armed Naxals
barged in and abducted Chudka.
Police said that the youth
was later shot dead with an AK47 on Sunday night, within two
hours of his abduction.
The bullet-riddled body of
the deceased was dumped at village road near Kanakdiha. There
were visible bullet marks on the

A

neck and back.
Dumari police reached the
spot on Monday morning and
recovered the body. Two handwritten notes left by the Naxals
were also recovered from near
the body. They said Chudka
Soren was punished for being a
police informer. The body was
later brought to the Dumari
police station and the family
members of the deceased identified him as Chudka Soren.
The body was then sent to
the Giridih sub divisional hospital in Giridih town for postmortem. Family members of
Chudka Soren registered an FIR
against few unknown Naxals at
the Dumari police station in connection with the killing and
abduction. Two killings by the
Naxals in Giridih district of
Jharkhand within the span of a
three months have become a
cause of worry for the local
authorities.
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(April 16) is going to camp at
Santhal Paragna for six days
campaigning for party candidates. Out of four seats the
party is contesting in State two
seats—Dumka and Rajmahal
are from Santhal Paragna.
From Dumka the party has
fielded JMM patriarch and
party president Shibu Soren
while from Rajmahal the party
has fielded sitting MP Vijay
Hansdak.
The party draws its
strength from Santhal Paragna
region, which has remained
intact for party despite in 2014
Modi wave. JMM chief Shibu
Soren is eying for his ninth
term in Parliament from
Dumka seat. Almost invincible
from Santhal, he lost the general polls thrice during his
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political career in the last five
decades, twice from Babu Lal
Marandi then with BJP and
once from Congress Prithvi
Chand Kisku.

The region assumes importance for JMM politics as from
Santhal, Shibu Soren popularly known as Guruji started his
political campaign, first against
‘Mahajani Pratha’. Mahajans
were those who use to lend
money to tribal people on
interest and once they were
caught in the 'vicious trap', they
ended up losing everything.
Soren, who was against these
money lenders become popular and accorded Guruji status.
In 1980, he entered the electoral
politics and had to never look
back. He won the parliamentary elections eight times and
seeking ninth term.
JMM spokesperson Vinod
Pandey who was in Sundargarh
(Odisha) along with Shibu
Soren campaigning for party
candidate Anjali Soren said,
“Hemant Jee will camp in
Santhal Pargana for six days
campaigning at several places.
However, it is not that for
JMM only Santhal region is
important. Hemant Jee will
campaign for party candidates
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and alliance partners in other
region too.”
Pandey said, “After camping in Santhal for six days, the
JMM executive president will
visit Palamu campaigning for
grand alliance candidate. JMM
importance for Santhal gains
importance as out of 19 MLAs
in State Assembly, 11 MLAs are
from Santhal region. The
region spread in three parliamentar y seats— Dumka,
Rajmahal and Godda having 18
MLAs from the region.
Sources said that though
Santhal has remained a forte for
JMM, but on several occasions BJP has invaded in the
region. In 2014 assembly election, Hemant Soren had contested from two seats—Dumka
and Barhet of Santhal, but he
lost to Louis Marandi of BJP
from Dumka but managed to
trounce Hemlal Murmu, a former JMM man from Barhet, to
ensure his entry into the
Jharkhand assembly. This
apart, the BJP has one MP
Nishikant Dubey from Godda.
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harkhand Vikas Morcha chief
and former Chief Minister of
State Babulal Marandi filed his
nomination from Koderma parliamentary Constituency in the
presence of JMM executive president Hemant Soren, former
Union minister Subodh Kant
Sahay, JPCC president Ajoy
Kumar and others in Giridih on
Monday.
Marandi, whose party is
contesting from two seats as per
the arrangement of the grand
alliance in the State, will contest
against BJP’s Annapurna Devi,
a former RJD leader, who has

J

recently joined the saffron
brigade. After completion of
nomination filing process the
leaders joined a public meet at
Jhanda Maidan in Koderma,
where they pledged to root out
the NDA government at the
Centre. This was for the first
time since formation of the
grand alliance in the State that
most of the political stalwarts
from the Opposition’s fold gath-

ered at a platform to
showcase Opposition’s
strength.
Addressing the
gathering at Koderma
Soren said that the
leaders came together
on the occasion to reaffirm the boding among
partners of the grand
alliance.
The only purpose of the
Grand alliance is to defeat NDA
candidate in Koderma at any
cost, he added. “I am not fighting Lok Sabha elections for the
first time from Koderma. In
2004, I had fought on BJP’s ticket and won the elections. In
2006 and 2009 I had fought and
won from here. The people of
the constituency had given me
immense support. But, the 2019

elections are totally different.
Today all the opposition parties
are with me. This time people
are fighting the elections not
me,” said Babulal Marandi.
He further added that the
fight this time is not against any
individual but an ideology that
is plundering the nation.
“They had made so many
false promises but did not do
anything in the last five years.
They took five years but mostly the PM remained out of
country for 22 months. People
know this farce now and will
root out the autocratic government from the Centre,” he said.
Notably, Marandi is fighting
from his traditional seat and
said to be a very strong contender from Koderma in comparison with Annapurna Devi,

QRPLQDWLRQVILOHG CQ_cebbU^TUbc

polls in Ranchi, Koderma,
Khunti and Hazaribagh Lok
sabha seats till Monday.
On April 15, 13 nominations were filed, while 19 forms
were sold, according to CEO

office, Jharkhand. For Koderma
seat eight nominations were
filed, while 13 papers were
sold. For Ranchi seat four
nominations were filed and
22 papers were sold, while for
Khunti seat four nominations
were filed till date and 15
papers were sold.
In Hazaribagh four nominations were filed and 14 forms
were sold till Monday.

who has been brought to the
fore by replacing BJP’s sitting
MP, Ravindra Kumar Rai.
Babulal Marandi -3 : JVM
Chief Babulal Marandi files his

nomination paper for Koderma
Lok Sabha Constituency in
presence of JPCC president
Ajay Kumar and others at
Giridih on Monday. PNS
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s many as 20 nomination
papers have been filed for
A
the fifth phase of Lok Sabha
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Ranchi: The State BJP on
Monday issued a report card on
development and welfare work
completed in Chatra parliamentary Constituency in last five
years.
Speaking at a press meet in
Chatra on Monday State BJP
Spokesperson Pratul Shahdeo
said that the area was known for
extremism. “Due to the joint initiative of the Central
Government and the State
Government Chatra parliamentary constituency witnessed
unprecedented development
work. Construct work of 224
Kms roads with investment of Rs
577 crore have been completed
along with fortification work of
224 kilo meter roads of National
Highway 100 is going on with
investment of Rs. 200 crore,” he
added. Providing details of development work done by the government Shahdeo said that more
than 37, 000 families have been
benefitted through Pradhan
Mantri Awas Yojna. “Housing
facility has been provide to 19,
000 families under Indira Awas
Yojna and 15, 000 houses have
been constructed under Birsa

Awas Yojna. A total of 1,72, 693
women have started self
employment under Women
Empowerment,” he added.
“Under the seat One
Community Health Centre, 11
Preliminary Health Centre and
58 Health Substation have been
constructed. A total of 25,000
students got bicycle. The Centre
and the State Governments
wants overall development of the
area”, said Shahdeo.
He appealed to people of
Chatra Constituency to vote
BJP once again.
Meanwhile addressing a
press meet at Medninaga in
Palamu parliamentary con-

stituency Shahdeo also released
report card of development work
completed in Palamu since last
five years.
Speaking on the occasion
Shahdeo said that the Central
Government and the State
Government has given special
attention to Palamu parliamentary constituency. “The construct work of 934 kilometer
roads with investment of Rs 606
crore has been completed.
Fortification work of National
Highway 98 is going on with
investment of Rs. 1515 crore.
More than 60,000 families have
been benefitted through Pradhan
Mantri Awas Yojna. Housing
facility provide to 19,000 families under Indira Awas Yojna, 953
houses have been constructed
under Birsa Awas Yojna and 295
house has been given under Baba
Saheb Awas Yojna,” he added.
Providing details of development work done by the government Shahdeo said that the
dream of Medical College and
Hospital has been realized after
independence and Government
Pharmacy College established in
the area.
PNS
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s
per
the
MET
Obser vator y CentreA
Ranchi, the residents of
Jharkhand are likely to get
some respite from the heat in
the next few days. Rainfall
with thunder storms and gusty
winds is expected in most
parts of the state.
“There is a strong system
forming above Jharkhand and
there are some chances of
thunder storm and rain for the
next two to three days. Severe
thunder storms with gusty
winds and rainfall is also
expected. There can be scattered rainfall- around 50 percent of the entire state is likely to receive some rain.
Thereafter, north- eastern and
south eastern parts of
Jharkhand might witness some
rainfall with thunder storms”,
said Senior Scientist, MET
Observatory Centre- Ranchi,
Dr. RS Sharma.
According to the weather
bulletin released on April 15 by
the MET Observatory CentreRanchi, the maximum tem-

degrees higher than normal.
Likewise
in
Chaibasa also the maximum temperature
recorded is 39.6 degree
Celsius and the minimum temperature at
25.6 degree Celsius
which is 2.1 degree higher than normal.
“Presently, the maximum temperature is
three to four degree
Celsius above normal.
We are expecting some
relief from the rain Gods
from
tomorrow
F^\T]fXcWcWTXaRWX[SaT]fP[ZfXcWd\QaT[[Pc^_a^cTRccWT\bT[eTbUa^\bR^aRWX]VWTPc^]P onwards. The possibiliW^cbd\\TaSPhX]AP]RWX^]<^]SPh
EX]Ph<da\d ty of thunder storms
and rain is mostly in the
perature in the State Capital recorded in these cities is 40.4, second half of the day in this
was recorded at a high of 38.6 43.3 and 40.5 degree Celsius season”, Sharma further added.
As per the communiqué
degree Celsius and the mini- respectively. In Daltonganj the
mum temperature at 24.4 temperature is 4 degrees high- issued, the maximum temperature in Ranchi and its surdegree Celsius. The maximum er than the normal.
The minimum tempera- rounding areas is likely to
and minimum temperatures
are 3 degrees higher than nor- ture recorded in these cities is remain between 35 and 37
Jamshedpur 26.2 degree degree Celsius in the coming
mal.
Jamshedpur, Daltonganj Celsius, Daltonganj 25.5 degree few days. The minimum temand Bokaro have already Celsius and Bokaro 24.6 degree perature around the state capcrossed the 40 degree mark. Celsius. The minimum tem- ital will be around 22 to 23
The maximum temperature perature in Bokaro is 5.2 degree Celsius.
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ollowing Supreme Court
directive former Jharkhand
F
Minister and Congress leader
Yogendra Sao on Monday surrendered before the Additional
District Judge SS Prasad’s court
in a case of mob instigation.
The Apex Court had rejected
Sao’s bail plea and had asked
him to surrender before Ranchi
court by April 15.
The bench of justices SA
Bobde and S Abdul Nazeer had
said, “The petitioner (Sao) is
directed to surrender before the
additional judicial commissioner, Ranchi, by April 15,
2019. The immediate applications for alteration and the miscellaneous applications stand
disposed of accordingly”.
Before surrendering, Sao
told reporters, “It’s a conspiracy
against me. I was visiting Ranchi
for court related works. I will file
a plea to the High Court. I have
full faith in the judiciary and I
will sure get justice.”
The Apex Court order
came on a plea of Sao seeking
explanation and modification
of the order on the place of his
surrender. The Apex Court
had on April 4, refused Sao’s
plea demanding for campaigning in the Lok Shabha
election for the Congress and
cancelled his bail, saying he has
violated the bail conditions.
Sao became a Minister in
the Hemant Soren led United
Progressive Alliance (UPA)
government in the State in
2013. He is an accused in over
a dozen cases of rioting and
instigation of violence.
The BJP led State
Government had moved the
Apex Court seeking cancellation of the bail to Sao and his
Barkagaon MLA wife Nirmala
Devi. It had claimed that they
both violated bail conditions
imposed by the court.
Both Sao and Devi were

5^a\Ta<X]XbcTaH^VT]SaPBP^PaaXeTb
c^bdaaT]STaPc2XeX[2^dacX]AP]RWX^]
<^]SPh
EX]Ph<da\d

granted bail on December 15,
2017, by SC and directed to
reside in Bhopal according to
the bail condition.
They were allowed to visit
the State only for court related
works under police custody
after
intimating
the
Superintendent of Police,
Bhopal.
The SC had rejected their
plea and said “You both have
breached the faith we reposed
upon you. We are saddened by
your conduct. You don’t
deserve any indulgence”.
However, the bench had
refused to cancel the bail of
Devi and said that her deviations in bail conditions are not
considerable with view that
she was a MLA.
The SC had transferred
the trial of 18 cases against Sao
and Devi from Hazaribagh to
Ranchi court in Jharkhand.
Both Devi and Sao were
accused in a case relating to
violent clashes between villagers and police in 2016 in
which four persons were killed.
Devi, a Congress MLA,
had led an agitation against
National Thermal Power
Corporation (NTPC) authorities for their alleged attempt to
forcibly evacuate villagers from
Barkagaon without giving
them due compensation or
rehabilitation, according to
police.
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he Jannayak Janta Party
T
and Aam Aadmi Party
alliance in Haryana has triggered yet another round of war
of words in the Chautala clan.
Divided in two political
outfits—Jannayak Janta Party
and Indian National Lok Dal—
the members of politically
influential Chautala family in
Haryana are now crossing
swords over the issue of parole
of INLD’s chief Om Prakash
Chautala.
The JJP and AAP had on
Friday announced to come
together to contest Lok Sabha
polls on 10 seats in Haryana.
The tie-up however seems
to have touched a wrong nerve
with INLD secretary general
Abhay Chautala, who has
alleged that the alliance is
formed to ensure that former
Chief Minister OP Chautala
stays in Tihar jail and does not
come out during the election
time.
Aam Aadmi Party convener Arvind Kejriwal leads the
AAP Government in Delhi.
OP Chautala alongwith his
elder son Ajay Chautala is
undergoing 10 years imprisonment in Delhi’s Tihar jail
after their conviction in teachers’ recruitment scam in 2013.
Interestingly, Ajay Chautala
on Monday came out of jail on
a three-week furlough amidst
allegations leveled against AAP
and JJP by his younger brother Abhay Chautala.
The two sides had earlier
engaged in a slanging match
during Jind bypoll over the
issue of release of OP Chautala
from the prison. Now in another election season, the same
issue seems to have given INLD
political ammunition to attack
the JJP besides playing an emotional card to woo the voters.
Abhay has accused the JJP
led by his elder brother Ajay of
forging an alliance with the
AAP to ensure that OP
Chautala does not get parole
and stays in jail. “Everyone
knows very well that if OP
Chautala comes out of jail, the
current political equations and
scenario will change in
Haryana,” Abhay said while
referring towards revival of
flagging political fortunes of
INLD if senior Chautala joins
the election campaign.
“It is clear that AAP
Government is working under
the influence of its alliance
partner JJP,” Abhay said while
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reacting to furlough of Ajay.
OP Chautala’s younger son,
Abhay further alleged that the
Delhi Government has
opposed the parole plea of
Chautala Sahab in the Delhi
High Court and they will continue to make such attempts.
The AAP had earlier
denied furlough to OP
Chautala during Jind bypoll. At
that time, AAP had extended
support to JJP in the bypoll, he
said while talking to the mediapersons.
OP Chautala (85) had
approached the court seeking
parole for three months to
spend time with his critically ill
wife who is admitted to intensive care unit in a hospital.
But, the Delhi Government
had on Friday opposed the
parole plea by OP Chautala and
contended that Chautala had
earlier abused the liberty granted to him and will do so again.
The matter is listed for further hearing on April 25.
Reacting to the allegations
leveled by his uncle Abhay, JJP
leader and Hisar MP Dushyant
Chautala on Monday said he
(Abhay) has been saying such
things since two-three months.
He had made similar claims
during Jind bypoll but INLD
chief had come out of the jail
on furlough later, Dushyant
added.
“Like the declining popularity of the INLD, his (Abhay)
statements are also touching a
new low,” the JJP leader said
while slamming his uncle.
Notably, after a furlough
was denied to OP Chautala in
January during Jind bypoll,
the octogenarian leader and his
wife Sneh Lata had launched a
vitriolic attack on their grandsons Hisar MP Dushyant and
INSO chief Digvijay, terming
them “traitors”. The denial of
furlough to Chautala on technical grounds had come hours

after AAP had announced its
support to JJP’s candidate
Digvijay Chautala for Jind
bypoll in January.
Soon after, the ugly and
bitter family feud had reached
a crescendo with Abhay breaking off ties with his brother and
videos of senior Chautala and
his ailing wife Sneh Lata going
viral where both were seen condemning their grandsons for
ruining the family.
The INLD had split last
November following a power
struggle between two brothers,
Abhay and Ajay, grandsons of
Chaudhary Devi Lal. Following
this, JJP, a splinter group of
INLD was formed by Ajay and
his two sons, Dushyant and
Digvijay.
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JJP patron Ajay Chautala,
who came out of prison on a
21-day furlough on Monday,
will be seen campaigning in
the ensuing Lok Sabha polls.
No conditions have been
put with the furlough, which
means that he would be able to
campaign for the JJP, which
will contest in an alliance with
AAP in Haryana.
Ajay, while talking to the
mediapersons on Monday in
New Delhi said, “I have been
informed that the core committee of JJP-AAP alliance
will meet on Tuesday to finalize the name of its candidates.”
The alliance will field
strong candidates on all 10
seats, he said
The electoral contest on
Hisar and Rohtak Lok Sabha
seats will be crucial in these
elections, he added.
With Ajay joining the election campaigning for the JJPAAP alliance in Haryana, this
could spell trouble for the
INLD.
The grand old partyINLD – founded in 1996 by Jat
leader Chaudhary Devi Lal, is
already looking at a risk of
going into oblivion if it does
not perform well in the Lok
Sabha polls, and Ajay could
sway core INLD voters in
Haryana.
The INLD is known as a
Jat-centric party, having strong
base in the rural constituencies
of the state.
The JJP had earlier put up
a strong performance in Jind
bypoll with its candidate
Digvijay Chautala securing
considerably more voters than
the Congress and INLD.
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he Bharti Kisan Union
(BKU) has decided to
T
extend its support to the
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Congress for the ensuing Lok
Sabha elections as the party has
shown a positive attitude
towards the farmers.
“Congress has shown
interest to make radical
changes in the policy framework, which is the need of the
hour. In brief, it is a paradigm
shift...On the other hand, the
BJP has shown a complete
non-serious approach towards
the farmers, as they did during
the last five years,” said BKU
(Mann) national president
Bhupinder Singh Mann.
The decision was taken
after the BKU on Monday
held extensive deliberations,
and a detailed analysis of the
election manifestos released by
both national parties —
Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP)
and the Congress — was conducted specific to the agriculture sector.
The farmer organisation
maintained that it would vote
for the Congress, and would
also create extensive awareness
among the farmers in this
regard.
Mann, who is also former
MP and All India Kisan
Coordination Committee
chairman, said that the BJP’s
election manifesto found to be
just a routine, and there was
nothing which could show a
positive, creative mindset of
BJP towards agriculture.
“On the other hand, agriculture has been well-covered
in the Congress’ manifesto,

e s p e c i a l l y
recognizing the harsh reality
that there is no fault of farmers in their indebtedness as
terms of trade were decisively
against agriculture. With the
promise of ‘karz mukti’ (debtfree), instead of ‘karz maafi’
(debt waiver), Congress has
identified core problem,” he
said.
He said that the Congress
has also tried to hit at various
policy issues which lead to the
agrarian crisis including
promise of changing laws like
‘draconian’
Essential
Commodities Act (under ninth
schedule) and APMC Act.
“These laws virtually deny the
farmers from any justice from
the court of law. These will liberate the farmers from draconian anti-farmer policies,” he
said.
Recognising debt as civil
liability rather than criminal is
also step in right direction
which we have been demanding for a long time, he said.
Mann said that the BKU
had all along been demanding
a separate budget for agriculture, and “by announcing a
separate budget for agriculture,
the Congress has also moved
in the much desired direction”.
“Changing CACP and
constituting a National
Commission on Agriculture
Development and Planning
consisting of farmers, agri scientists, economists to make
farming viable is a pragmatic
step. We have always been
saying that CACP doesn't work
in an impartial manner and is
by and large anti-farmer while
fixing the MSP,” he said.
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BJP leader Murli
Manohar Joshi on Monday
Saskedenior
the Election Commission
(EC) to probe the fake letter in
his name in circulation on
social media. The fake letter
shows Joshi having purportedly
written to his veteran party colleague LK Adavni making critical comments against the BJP
leadership.
The fake letter displaying
official letter head of Joshi is in
circulation in the social media
and has been shared by many
with varying range of surprise
and disbelief.
Demanding an investigation by the poll panel, Joshi has
written to Chief Election
Commissioner Sunil Arora that
he has not written any such letter.
“My friends in media
called me up and told me that
since yesterday a letter

addressed by me to L K Advani
Ji has been circulated on social
media. I have read the contents
of it and I am attaching them
with this letter. I have not sent
any such letter to Advani Ji.
Kindly, immediately look into
the matter and find the source
of the letter, through which it
came to social media,” Joshi
said.
Both Joshi and Advani,
who are among the founders of
the party, had won last Lok
Sabha elections in 2014 from
Kanpur and Gandhinagar
respectively, but they have not
got the party tickets to fight
polls this time.
The fake letter seemed to
have claimed some credibility
in the social media in the
backdrop of denial of tickets to
the two senior leader.
Joshi, the party’s third president, had said after being
denied ticket from Kanpur that
the BJP general secretary

(organisation), Ram Lal, a
Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh
(RSS) appointee, had conveyed
him the party leadership’s decision that he should not be contesting the polls.
Joshi had made public his
letter to the voters of his constituency (Kanpur) that party
leadership had asked him not
to contest Lok Sabha election.
Advani, who has been
replaced by the BJP president
Amit Shah in the Gandhinagar
Lok Sabha seat, said earlier this
month that his party has never
regarded those who disagreed
with it politically as “antinationals” or “enemies” but
only as adversaries. Advani’s
comments as Modi-Shah had
alleged opposition leaders to be
working in the interest of antinational forces.
Fake letter apart, rumours
were also rife on Monday that
Advani may address a press
conference.
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he BJP on Monday came
out hard against Congress
chief Rahul Gandhi after the
Supreme Court issued him a
notice for his remarks falsely
attributing to the apex court on
the Rafale deal.
Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley charged him with “manufacturing” a court order for
political propaganda, while
BJP chief Amit Shah accused
him of ‘lying’ even as another
Union Minister and party
spokesperson
Prakash
Javadekar accused him of using
the court to defame Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
institutions.
BJP MP Meenakashi Lekhi,
who has filed a criminal case
against Rahul, took a dig at him
asking how the man who does
not understand “Constitutional
morality” and “democratic traditions” would represent
Indians in Parliament. Lekhi

T

said he does not understand
“Constitutional propriety” and
was dragging institutions like
the Supreme Court into “shabby politics”.
In a series of tweets, Jaitley
said, “In Rahul Gandhi’s politics,
the Right to Free Speech
includes the Right to Falsehood”.
He further said dynasts are also
subject to the Supreme Court
and while truth holds together,
falsehood falls apart.
“Indian democracy does
not permit them (dynasts) to
rewrite Court orders... To manufacture a Court order for a
political propaganda is a new
low for Rahul Gandhi. The
lower he sinks, the higher we
rise,” Jaitley said.
Javadekar hit out saying,
“The Supreme Court has
exposed Rahul’s lie. He lies daily
and one of those lies has been
exposed.... People are demanding that he tender an apology.”
For his part, Shah attacked
Rahul at a rally in Gujarat.
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he Congress on Monday
said it will provide an
T
explanation to the Supreme
Court for party chief Rahul
Gandhi’s remarks on the Rafale
case verdict. “They (Supreme
Court) have sought an explanation. We will give an explanation to them,” senior
Congress leader Kapil Sibal
said when asked about the SC
order on contempt plea filed by
BJP leader Meenakshi Lekhi
against Gandhi.
The party however sought
to play down the development
in the court, saying it has
issued a notice but the BJP is

citing it as a final verdict. “We
will give a comprehensive and
strong explanation. The BJP is
trying to distort Rahul’s comments even though his intent
was not to hurt anyone. The
interpretation given by the BJP
is certainly objectionable,”
Congress
spokesperson
Abhishek Manu Singhvi said.
Hitting out at the BJP, Sibal
claimed that Modi had cited the
court’s order on the Rafale
review petition to assert that his
Government has been given a
clean chit in the deal. In its
December 2018 verdict, the
Supreme Court had said there
is no occasion to doubt the
decision-making process in the
multi-billion dollar Rafale fighter jet deal with France, as it had
rejected the demand for a
probe. Citing new documents
and disclosure, some petitioners have filed a review plea.
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New Delhi: The Supreme
Court Monday said it would
hear after two weeks the fresh
plea alleging that CBI tried to
“shield the real perpetrators” in
the Muzaffarpur shelter home
case by not conducting proper probe on “crucial leads”
which are available on record.
A bench headed by Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi said an
advance notice has been circulated in the matter by the
other side seeking deferment of
the hearing on the plea.
The fresh interim plea has
been filed in a pending PIL of
Nivedita Jha in which the apex
court had directed CBI to
probe the shelter home sexual
assault cases. The plea, filed
through advocate Fauzia
Shakil, has sought a direction
to the CBI to carry out a thorough, proper and scientific
probe into the case.
PTI
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he Supreme Court Monday
ordered status quo on the
Delhi High Court’s order which
had asked the Centre to comply within three months with
the apex court’s judgement on
grant of reservation for promotions in government jobs to
SCs and STs employees.
The high court, in its
November 12 last year order,
had said that authorities were
bound to comply with the verdict rendered by a five-judge
Constitution bench of the apex
court in the matter, which had
paved the way for grant of
quota for promotions in the
government jobs to SCs and
STs.
The high court, while noting that the Constitution bench
judgement was delivered on
September 26 last year, had

T

directed the Centre to comply
with it within three months.
The apex court’s last year
verdict, which had paved the
way for grant of quota for promotions in government jobs to
SCs and STs, had held that
states were not required to
“collect quantifiable data”
reflecting the backwardness
among these communities.
The Centre’s challenge to
the high court’s order Monday
came up for hearing before a
bench of Justices SA Bobde and
SA Nazeer which said that the
issue was needed to be heard at
length.
“We consider it appropriate to grant status quo (on high
court direction) as on today,”
the bench said after Attorney
General KK Venugopal said
that the high court ought not
have passed such order.

he Supreme Court Monday
directed the Election
Commission to re-examine its
earlier order and take an
informed decision on banning
pan-India release of the biopic
on Prime Minister Narendra
Modi after watching the full
movie.
The top court directed the
poll panel to take a decision by
April 19 and submit its report
in a sealed cover to the court.
A bench of Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi and Justices
Deepak Gupta and Sanjiv
Khanna said that it will consider the EC report and hear
the matter on April 22.
Senior advocate Mukul
Rohatgi, appearing for film
producers who have challenged
the EC’s ban on the biopic’s
release till the current general
elections are over, said the poll
panel has taken the decision
based just on watching the
promo, not the entire movie.
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He suggested that the producers are willing to hold a special screening for the poll panel
or its committee on Tuesday or
Wednesday, so that they can
take an informed decision by
Friday.
To this, the bench asked
EC’s counsel Amit Sharma,
whether the poll panel has
watched the movie or not.
He said the entire movie
was not available and a decision
to ban the release was taken
after watching the trailer.
The bench then asked the
poll panel to watch the full
movie and then take an
informed decision on whether
its release should be banned or

not.
At the outset, Rohatgi submitted that the EC had taken a
call to ban the movie by watching a 2-minute promo.
He said when the apex
court had referred the matter to
the poll panel, it had said that it
cannot decide to ban the biopic
on the basis of the trailer.
The EC had on April 10
stalled the release of the film
until the polls end, asserting
that any biopic material with
the potential to disturb the
level-playing field during elections should not be displayed.
The Commission, in a separate order, also directed the
producers “not to exhibit the

film titled ‘PM Narendra Modi’
till further orders. The film was
earlier set to release on April 11.
Acting on the complaints
of political parties, including
the Congress, the poll panel
also said that any poster or
publicity material concerning
any such certified content,
which either depicts a candidate (including prospective)
for the furtherance (or purported to further) of electoral
prospects, directly or indirectly, shall not be put on display
in electronic media in the area
where MCC is in force.
The Left had also opposed
the release of the film saying it
would disturb the level-playing
field for other parties in the
election and was in violation of
the Model Code of Conduct.
The Modi biopic, starring
Vivek Oberoi has been the
most-talked about movie in
this election season. Directed
by Omung Kumar, it tells the
story of Modi’s rise to power
from his humble beginnings.
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he Supreme Court Monday
refused to stay the Madras
T
High Court order that directed the Centre to ban the
“Tiktok” app over concerns
about access to pornographic
content through it.
The top court said that ban
directive was just an interim
order and the high court is
schedule to hear the matter on
April 16.
A bench of Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi and Justices
Deepak Gupta and Sanjiv
Khanna said that it is keeping
the issue open for further adjudication and would consider it
on April 22.
Senior advocate Abhishek
Manu Singhvi, appearing for
Chinese company ByteDance,
said there were over billion

downloads of the mobile app
and an ex-parte orders were
passed by the Madurai bench
of Madras High Court.
He said the court did not
even issue notice in the matter
and an order was passed without hearing them.
The bench said the high
court is already seized of the
matter and the ban order was
just an interim order.
“We are not closing the
issue. Let the high court hear
the matter,” the bench said
and listed the matter for further
hearing on April 22.
The high court had on
April 3 directed the Centre to
ban mobile application
“TikTok” as it voiced concern
over the “pornographic and
inappropriate content” being
made available through such
apps.
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he
Enforcement
T
Directorate (ED) on
Monday said it has attached
four immovable properties
worth C3.68 crore in Delhi,
Panchkula and Sirsa of former
Haryana Chief Minister Om
Prakash Chautala in connection with a money laundering
case against him and others.
The ED initiated investigation under Prevention of
Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) on the basis of a CBI
FIR and charge sheet filed
against Om Prakash Chautala
and his sons Abhay and Ajay
under various provisions of the
Indian Penal Code and
Prevention of Corruption Act.
CBI probe revealed that
Om Prakash Chautala had
allegedly acquired assets disproportionate to his known
source of income to the tune of
C6, 09, 79,026 during the check
period from May 24, 1993 to

May 31, 2006.
The CBI probe further
revealed that Abhay Singh
Chautala and Ajay Singh
Chautala had allegedly
acquired assets disproportionate to their known sources of
income to the tune of C119,
69,82,619 and C27,74,74,260
respectively.
During the Investigation
conducted by ED under
PMLA, it was revealed that
Om Prakash Chautala had
acquired Immovable properties
at New Delhi, Panchkula and
also constructed residential

house at Sirsa (Haryana) during the period out of the money
received from undisclosed
sources.
“Investigation also revealed
that Om Prakash Chautala was
directly involved in acquisition
and projecting various tainted
properties as his untainted
properties. He had also disclosed properties so acquired in
the affidavit filed before returning officer in Haryana Vidhan
Sabha Election 2005 and 2009
thereby projecting publicly the
tainted properties as untainted,”
the ED said in a statement.
Earlier, the ED had
attached properties of Om
Prakash Chautala to the tune of
C46,96,000 in the year 2013,
which has been confirmed by
Adjudicating Authority.
A Prosecution Complaint
(chargesheet) against Om
Prakash Chautala was also filed
before Special Court on July 17,
2018. Total attachments in this
case stand at C4.15 crore.

echnology was on India’s
side in the Balakot air
strikes, Air Chief Marshal BS
Dhanoa said on Monday,
asserting that the results would
have been further tilted in the
country’s favour if Rafale jets
were inducted in time.
The Indian Air Force chief
was addressing a gathering at
a seminar on aerospace power
of the future and the impact of
technology.
“In the Balakot operation,
we had technology on our
side, and we could launch precision stand of weapons with
great accuracy. In the subsequent engagements, we came
out better because we upgraded our MiG-21s, Bisons, and
Mirage-2000 aircraft,” he said.
“The results would have
been further skewed in our
favour had we inducted the
Rafale aircraft in time,” Dhanoa
said.
The Air Force struck a
Jaish-e-Mohammad terrorist
training camp in Pakistan’s
Balakot area on February 26, in
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response to the February 14
Pulwama terror attack in which
40 CRPF personnel were killed.
The Pakistan Air Force
retaliated the next day by
unsuccessfully targeting various military installations in
Jammu and Kashmir.
Dhanoa said in his speech,
“In the proposed induction of
the Rafale and S-400 surfaceto-air missile system, in the
next two-four years, once again

the technological balance will
shift in our favour, like it was
in 2002 during Operation
Parakaram during the last
stand-off.”
India inked an inter-governmental agreement with
France in September 2016 for
the procurement of 36 Rafale
fighter jets at a cost of around
C58,000 crore. The delivery of
the jets -- capable of carrying
a range of potent weapons and

missiles — is scheduled to
begin from September.
In October last year, India
and Russia signed a multibillion dollar deal for S-400
‘Triumf ’ long-range air defence
missile systems. It has the capability to destroy incoming hostile aircraft, missiles and even
drones at ranges of up to 400
km.
The seminar on ‘Aerospace
power in the 2040s: Impact of

Technology’ was held at
Subroto Park here to mark the
birth centenary of the late
Marshal of the IAF Arjan
Singh.
The event was hosted by
the IAF along with the Centre
for Air Power Studies (CAPS),
an autonomous defence
research and analysis body.
“Among all arms of the
military, technology affects us
the most.. Land forces mainly
fight with men, naval and air
force officers operate machines
and in the Air Force this technology has to be packed in
smaller machines and subject
to extreme temperature and
pressure conditions,” the IAF
chief said.
And, air power is more
sensitive to technological
change, he said.
Defence Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman last week complimented the IAF for its “flawless
execution” of the February 26
Balakot operation and subsequent thwarting of the
Pakistani response while
addressing top IAF commanders here.
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eeping aside their political
differences, India and
K
Pakistan have joined hands to
save the rare Indian Star
Tortoise (Geochelone elegans),
which is widely trafficked for
use as exotic pets— because of
the pattern of light radiating
lines on their shells— in international market.
The two neighbouring
countries at the upcoming 18th
Conference of the Parties of the
Convention
against
International Trade in
Endangered Species of Flora
and Fauna (CITES), scheduled from May 23, have
demanded the transfer of the
tortoise from CITES Appendix
II to Appendix I, which accords
a species the highest level of
protection.
In their efforts, they are
joined by Sri-Lanka which is
also battling to protect this
endemic species. The listing of

a species in CITES Appendix I
effectively prevents all commercial international trade,
while those listed in Appendix
II can be traded under special
permit conditions and only if
the trade does not cause harm
to them in the wild.
CITES is a multilateral
treaty to protect endangered
plants and animals. Roughly
5,800 species of animals and
30,000 species of plants are covered by CITES in three
Appendices according to the
degree of protection they need.
If transferred to the
Appendix I, the Indian Star
Tortoise--a medium sized tortoise endemic to parts of India,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka-will get
heightened protection. The
species is deemed “vulnerable”
by IUCN and their biological
attributes make them extremely vulnerable to over-exploitation by humans because they
are easily hunted, have a low
reproductive rate, potentially

occur at low densities, and do
not survive or breed readily in
captivity, India has said in its
proposal to the COP.
According to the Indian
Wildlife Protection Act, 1972,
star tortoises fall in Schedule IV
which grants them the least
level of protection.
The CITES noted that to

safeguard wild populations, all
range states have chosen to
adopt strict domestic legislation
that prohibits commercial utilization of the species but these
has been insufficient to stop
illegal trade due to the ongoing
demand for the international
pet trade, and inadequate
enforcement by transit and

importing States. The species
qualifies for Appendix I, which
would both strengthen international cooperation of
enforcement authorities and
result in higher and more
deterring fines and penalties,
the CITES noted.
For example, between 2000
and 2015, at least 34,080 live
individuals were recorded as
seized by wildlife and customs
authorities during 118 different
enforcement actions internationally. In India, between 2011
and 2015, at least 8,533 individual live specimens were
seized and that this species
occurred in at least 23% of all
such seizure events (223)
reported during this time
period.
Similarly, in Sri Lanka,
unpublished data provided by
Customs Department and
other enforcement officials
states that at least 3,130 individual specimens were seized
between 2015 and 2017 alone.
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Lucknow: Hitting out at senior
SP leader Azam Khan for his
derogatory remarks on her,
BJP's Rampur Lok Sabha seat
candidate Jaya Prada, on
Monday said he has transgressed the 'lakshman rekha'
and is no longer her brother.
Khan, without taking
names, on Sunday had said it
took "you 17 years to understand her reality" but, "I could
recognise it in 17 days that she
wears a khaki underwear".
The BJP claimed that the
comment was made against
Prada, who is fighting the Lok
Sabha polls against the
Samajwadi Party (SP) leader.
"(He has) crossed the lakshman rekhaa (his limits) this
time. He is no longer a brother to me. I had considered him
as my brother and tolerated
everything, but now I cannot
tolerate (this)," she told
reporters in Rampur.
The actor-turned-politician also said the people will
give an answer as people
respect women.
"What is this man doing?
Does he have the right to contest polls? I appeal to the
Election Commission that he
should not be allowed to contest the polls, he is not eligible
to contest the polls," she said.
Khan had told a an election
rally in Rampur, "... You got
represented (by her) for 10
years."
"People of Rampur, people
of Uttar Pradesh and people of
India, it took you 17 years to
understand her reality. But, I
could recognise it in 17 days
that she wears a khaki underwear,” he had said.
The video of Khan's purported speech was also doing

the rounds on various social
media platform.
Seeking an answer from SP
chief Akhilesh Yadav, Prada
said, "I am asking Akihlesh,
whether you will allow such a
person to contest the polls.
Shame. He (Khan) should be
expelled."

Rampur goes to polls in the
third phase of the Lok Sabha
elections on April 23.
Prada also cited a Sanskrit
shloka and said that "a family
in which women are revered or
given due respect, that family
is blessed with divine qualities,
divine food and children, and
a family in which women are
not revered, all their work
bears no result".
Taking note of news
reports,
the
National
Commission for Women
Monday strongly condemned
the "extremely derogatory"
remarks made by SP leader
Khan against Prada and issued
a show cause notice to him. PTI
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Lucknow: UP Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath on Monday
condemned SP leader Aazam
Khan's "under wear jibe"
allegedly targeting film actor
Jaya Prada, saying it indicated
the leader's "mean mindset"
and "shamed" SP and BSP
chiefs Akhilesh Yadav and
Mayawati for their silence
over it.
"Shame!," said Adityanath,
condemning Khan's remark
and the two former Chief
Ministers' silence over the
jibe, in which Khan on
Sunday told a poll rally in
Rampur that "he knew in 17
days that she wears a khaki
underwear".
"The mean and indecent
remark against Jaya Prada
reflects the mean mindset and

personality of Azam Khan," the
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister
said in tweet.
"The silence of Akhilesh
Yadav over it is shameful
indeed," said Adityanath.
"And the silence of
Mayawati, despite her being a
woman, indicates that for the
sake of power, they are ready to
do and put up with anything,"
he added.
"The common perception
that the people have about the
Samajwadi Party has been reiterated once again. An example
in this regard has been presented by Azam Khan,"
Adityanath earlier told a TV
news channel, dubbing Khan as
a man of "mean mindset and
personality" for making the
"indecent" remark.
PTI
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Thiruvananthapuram:
Congress leader Shashi
Tharoor on Monday suffered
head injuries when the hook of
a weighing scale came off and
its iron panel hit his head
while performing 'thulabharam' ritual at a temple here.
According to party sources,
Tharoor, who is aiming for a
hat-trick
from
Thiruvananthapuram Lok
Sabha constituency, sustained
injuries on his head, which
required six stitches.
The 63-year-old MP also
suffered a minor leg injury in
the incident which occurred at
a Devi temple here.
'Thulabharam' is a Hindu
ritual in which a person is
weighed against a commodity
such as flowers, grains, fruits
and similar articles in temples
and the equal value or quantity is offered as donation.
Monday being the
Malayalam new year day
('Vishu'), Tharoor performed
the ritual by offering sugar
equal to his weight in the
morning before embarking on
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espite
announcing
D
amnesty scheme for first
time stone pelters in Kashmir

his poll campaign.
He was accompanied by
his family members and party
leaders and workers, including
MLA, V S Sivakumar.
While he was sitting on one
of the pans of the weighing
scale, the hook came off and its
iron panel fell on his head, the
party sources added.
"Thulabharam was over by
that time.
The accident happened
when Tharoor, sitting in the
weighing scale, was waiting to
see the 'deeparadhana' (aarti)
being performed at the sanc-

tum sanctorum," Sivakumar
later told reporters.
The iron panel of the
weighing scale came down and
hit his head," Sivakumar added.
Tharoor was given first
aid at the Government general hospital here and then taken
to the Trivandrum Medical
College for detailed examination, party sources said.
Television
channels
showed the former union minister getting into a car with a
bandaged head and waving to
onlookers wearing a bloodstained kurta.
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Lucknow: For making the snide
"underwear jibe" allegedly against
film actor Jaya Prada, former SP
leader Amar Singh Monday
described his erstwhile party
colleague Aazam Khan as "filth
and muck" of Indian politics.
"Azam Khan is the filth and
muck (gandgi) of Indian politics. He symbolises all the evils
of the society," said former
Rajya Sabha member Singh,
who is considered as Jaya
Prada's mentor in the north

Indian politics.
Maintaining that it was
"below dignity" for him to react
to what Khan says, Singh, however, added, "Even in the last
election he had distributed Jaya
Prada's morphed pictures,
besides launching a vicious propaganda against me and her."
Terming Azam Khan's rants
as "nothing new", the former
Samajwadi Party leader, who
was once close to the party
founder Mulayam Singh Yadav,

accused Khan of making various anti-India remarks in the
past and dubbed him as a "symbol of foreign invaders" like
"Nadir Shah, (Ahmed Shah)
Abdali, Taimurlang, Chenghiz
Khan".
"Azam Khan is the one
who earlier made derogatory
remarks against Bharat Mata,
feels ashamed of singing Vande
Matram and proclaimed that
Kashmir is not a part of India,"
said Singh.
PTI
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Madurai: The Madras High
Court bench here on Monday
sought to know from the Tamil
Nadu Government as to why a
total and permanent ban on
'gutka' and 'pan masala' cannot
be imposed.
Justice N Kirubakaran and
Justice S S Sundar directed the
State chief secretary and the
health secretary to file a reply
to a public interest litigation
(PIL) seeking the ban.
''Why not the Government
is going for permanent ban on

the two products, why only a
government order has been
issued banning them (for a specific period) instead of a total
ban,'' the judges asked.
The bench posted the matter for further hearing after two
weeks. The petition sought the
ban saying the tobacco products could cause cancer.
The State Government
had in 2013 imposed a ban on
the items and has been extending it annually by way of an
order.
PTI
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Badaun (UP): Union Home
Minister Rajnath Singh on
Monday blamed the wrong
policies of the Congress for the
poverty prevailing in the country and said the day India
became "Congress-mukt", there
would be no poverty.
"The country is facing the
problems of backwardness and
poverty because of the wrong
policies of the Congress...The
day India becomes Congressmukt, it will be free from
poverty," he said addressing an
election meeting here in favour
of Sanghamitra Maurya, the
BJP candidate from Badaun in
the ongoing Lok Sabha polls.
Singh claimed that the SP-

BSP-RLD alliance in Uttar
Pradesh had accepted defeat in
the election after the first phase
of polling and that was why
these parties were raising questions on the electronic voting
machines (EVMs).
"These three parties could
not win by contesting separately and so, they have come
together, despite their differ-

ences...But this alliance will be
blown away by the (Prime
Minister Narendra) Modi
storm," he said.
The Home Minister also
took a dig at the anti-BJP
alliance, saying the situation
was such that RLD chief Ajit
Singh had to climb on to the
dais at a joint rally of the
Opposition after removing his
footwear.
On the Opposition parties
raising questions about the
casualty figures in the Balakot
airstrike, Singh said, "Brave
are the ones who move forward after attacking the
rival...The brave do not count
dead bodies."
PTI
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valley, former Chief Minister
and PDP Chief Mehbooba
Mufti's cavalcade was targeted
by stone pelters in Khiram
area of South Kashmir's
Anantnag district on Monday.
Mehbooba was heading
towards Bijbehara to address a
party workers convention after
offering prayers at a famous
shrine.
According to reports, one
of the escort vehicle bore the
maximum brunt of stone pelting causing injuries to the driver. He was shifted to a local
hospital while PDP Chief was
provided safe passage by the
security personnel by cordon-

ing off the entire area.
Later addressing a workers
convention, Mehbooba Mufti
said, "we are attacked at
Khiram. Our security guard
was injured". She asked, "
What was our fault? What we
have done? Why stones were
pelted" ?
Striking an emotional
chord with the party workers,
Mehbooba said, "Mufti Sayeed
didn't leave any property for
me. You people are the only
thing i have".
"I didn't want to be CM but
my father tied up with BJP".
She said, it is like washing your
face with acid. He did so
because he wanted to do something for Kashmir. She said,
Mufti Sayeed didn't have lust
for power. He had remained
Home Minister.
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Bengaluru: Union Social
Justice Minister and Republican
Party of India (A) president
Ramdas Athawale on Monday
said the Congress-JD(S) coalition Government in Karnataka
will not last long and asked
Chief
Minister
HD
Kumaraswamy to join hands
with BJP for the State's welfare.
Terming the Congress as
"casteist", the Dalit leader said
that party president Rahul
Gandhi should not dream
about becoming Prime
Minister.
"...Kumaraswamy is upset,
I request him-why are you
behind Congress when the BJPJD(S) coalition Government
can be formed?"Athawale told
reporters here.
Stating that there was such
a proposal earlier, he said
"Congress was clever, they supported Kumaraswamy and
made him CM, but
Kumaraswamy is crying, he is
not happy with Congress people.
So I feel that this
Government will not last long."
"Kumaraswamy has to
come back to the BJP and if
Karnataka's development has to
happen...Kumaraswamy has to
leave Congress and come back.
Staying with BJP will benefit as Modi ji government is
coming (to power) with NDA
securing over 350 seats" he
added.
In 2006, Kumaraswamy
had joined hands with BJP to
formthe coalition government,
overthrowing the Dharm Singh
led Congress-JD(S) government, that lasted about 20

months.
Asking Kumaraswamy to
join hands with BJP for the benefit of the state, Athawale said
"you will become the Deputy
Chief Minister...
He (Kumaraswamy) is not
happy with theCongress... As
Deputy Chief Minister he will
be happier than now(as Chief
Minister)."
"Asked if he would mediate
between BJP and JD(S) leaders,
he said after the Lok Sabha elections, "we can try, because if
Modi government comes, then
I doubt that Kumaraswamy
will be safe (as Chief Minister)."
Athawale said eradication
of poverty was something only
Modi could do and not Rahul
Gandhi and the Congress president should not dream about
becoming Prime Minister.
"Eradication of poverty is
Narendra Modi's work, not
Rahul Gandhi's- it is not something he can do.
Rahul Gandhi should not
dream about becoming Prime
Minister," he said.
"As long as there is a
Narendra Modi wave in the
country, how can Rahul Gandhi
become the prime minister?" he
added.
Stating that Rahul Gandhi
does not have the support of
Mahagatbandhan leaders,
Athawale said the leaders were
posingfor photographs only to
oppose Modi.
He said the Congress calls
BJP "jaatiwadi" (casteist), but it
is the most casteist party.
"Their face may besecular,
but within they are casteist, so
I left them."
PTI
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Coimbatore: BJP Coimbatore
Lok Sabha candidate C P
Radhakrishnan on Monday
accused the Left parties of
spreading false information
on the implementation of
goods and services tax (GST)
and its impact on industries in
the region.
Talking to reporters here,
Radhakrishnan said almost
all the industries, be it manufacturer or service sector,
numbering around 42,000 in
the district, have been functioning as usual with the only
problem being acute labour
shortage.

He said he, along with
Tamil Nadu municipal administration minister S P
Velumani and Fisheries minister D Jayakumar, had
ensured that the demands of
the industries were met by
reducing the tax rates.
Left parties, in collusion
with the DMK, were tryjng to
confuse the people and industries by spreading false information to mar the reputation
of the Narendra Modi government, he said. In
Coimbatore, CPI-M candidate P R Natarajan is pitted
against Radhakrishnan. PTI

Mumbai: Actor-turned-politician Urmila Matondkar was on
Monday granted police protection after a group of "BJP
supporters" clashed with
Congress workers during her
poll campaign in north
Mumbai.
The scuffle took place near
Borivali railway station where
Matondkar, the Congress candidate from the Mumbai North
Lok Sabha constituency, was
canvassing, police said.
An onlooker said some
BJP workers shouted 'Modi,
Modi' as they confronted the
Congress workers outside the
railway station.
The BJP has fielded sitting
MP Gopal Shetty from the

constituency.
Matondkar told reporters
that she lodged a police complaint "after some BJP workers
barged into her rally".
"We received an application
from Matondkar and granted
her protection till the elections
get over," said Sangramsinh
Nishandar, DCP, Zone XI.
Asked if those involved in
the scuffle were supporters of
the BJP as claimed by
Matondkar, the DCP said
police do not have any such
proof at this moment.
"What we can say is that
those involved in the incident
were commuters," he added.
In
her
complaint,
Matondkar also demanded

strict action against the "BJP
supporters" for violating the
model code of conduct.
Meanwhile, Shetty suggested that those who clashed
with Congress workers were
not BJP activists, but some local
train commuters who admired
the leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.
Matondkar stated that the
supporters of the BJP tried to
thwart her interaction with
the people, which was organised after procuring requisite
permissions from the authorities concerned.
Around 25 "supporters" of
the BJP carrying the party
flags chanted "Modi, Modi", she
alleged.
PTI
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he three landlocked districts of Doda, Kishtwar
T
and Ramban in Jammu region
are gearing up for the tough
electoral battle in the second
phase of Lok Sabha polls in
Jammu & Kashmir on April 18.
Both BJP and Congress
candidates, locked in a close
fight on Udhampur-Doda Lok
Sabha seat, are laboring hard to
woo the electorate as the region
plays crucial role in sending a
successful candidate to the Lok
Sabha.
Sitting BJP MP, Dr Jitendra
Singh is facing tough challenge
from the Congress candidate,

Vikramaditya Singh, son of
former Sadr-e-Riyasat, Dr
Karan Singh.
A total number of 16.85
lakh voters are going to cast
their votes to elect their representative among 12 contesting
candidates in the fray.
Two other candidates,
including BJP's rebel candidate

Lal Singh of Dogra Swabhiman
Sangathan Party, and Panthers
Party candidate Harsh Dev
Singh are also in the fray and
votes garnered by them may
make or mar the chances of the
winning candidate.
Lal Singh is desperately
trying to encash on the antiBJP sentiment prevailing in the

Kathua belt in the aftermath of
Rasana rape and murder case
involving 8 year old Bakerwal
girl.
Large section of people in
the area blame BJP for not
ordering CBI probe in the
Rasana rape and murder case
to unravel the mystery behind
the case.
Congress stalwart Ghulam
Nabi Azad, who was handed
over crushing defeat by the BJP
candidate Dr Jitendra Singh by
a margin of over 60,000 votes
in 2014 Lok Sabha polls, is also
leaving no stone unturned to
defeat BJP candidate.
As star campaigner of the
party he is leading the charge

from the front to avenge his
defeat in the previous outing.
So far, he has addressed
over one dozen meetings in
erstwhile Doda district to seek
votes in support of the joint
candidate of the Congress and
National Conference. At 88
years of age Dr Karan Singh is
also campaigning aggressively
for his son in Kathua and
Udhampur regions.
Recent killing of RSS leader
Chandrakant Sharma, by
unidentified terrorists last
week, is going to trigger vertical polarisation between the
two communities in the region
and may cast its shadow over
the poll outcome.

Five day long strict curfew
restrictions in the area also prevented candidates from reaching out to the electorate seeking votes in their favour.
Smelling a close contest on
the seat, Congress high command also geared up his
machinery in the last leg of the
campaign. They rushed one of
their star campaigner,
Jyotiraditya Scidinia, also a
close relative of Vikramaditya
Singh, to garner majority votes
for him. He addressed election
meetings in Billawar assembly
constituency of Kathua district
to tilt the balance in favour of
his party candidate.
Punjab Chief Minister

Captain Amarinder Singh is
scheduled to address campaign
meeting in Barnoti area of
Kathua on the last day of campaigning on Tuesday.
Meanwhile, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Sunday
addressed an election meeting
in Kathua, to galvanise party
supporters for a decisive mandate in favour of BJP candidate
Dr Jitendra Singh.
Earlier Union Home
Minister,Rajnath
Singh
addressed a campaign meeting
in Bhaderwah in support of Dr
Jitendra Singh and BJP Chief
Amit Shah sought votes from
the masses in Udhampur to
ensure smooth victory of the

sitting BJP MP.
The state unit machinery is
also concentrating in the region
as they are hoping to repeat
their past performance riding
high on the crest of pro Modi
wave.
Compared to 2014 Lok
Sabha polls, the BJP has gradually consolidated its vote bank
in the region. In 2014 polls,
Congress candidate Ghulam
Nabi Azad had established a
healthy lead over his nearest
rival on 8 Assembly segments,
six from erstwhile Doda district
and two from Reasi. BJP had
won majority votes from five
assembly seats of Kathua district in 2014 Lok Sabha polls.
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Mahuva (Guj): Hours after the
Supreme Court sought an explanation from Rahul Gandhi for
his certain remarks on the Rafale
deal, the Congress chief on
Monday accused Prime Minister
Narendra Modi of changing its
terms to benefit his "friend" Anil
Ambani to the tune of C30,000
crore.
Addressing a rally here,
Gandhi also said he got the idea
of `Nyay' scheme from Modi's
"fake promise" of depositing
C15 lakh into every citizen's
bank account.
Hard selling his party's
pledge of providing C72,000 a
year to 20 per cent poorest
families, he said money for the
`Nyay' scheme will come from
the pockets of fugitive economic offenders like Vijay Mallya,
Nirav Modi and Mehul Choksi.
"As part of the UPA deal,
HAL (Hindustan Aeronautics
Ltd) had to manufacture the
fighter aircraft. We were to procure 126 fighter jets (from
France).
"But Narendra Modi
changed the deal. He said we will
purchase 36 French-made fight-
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er jets and gave C30,000 crore to
Anil Ambani, who has no experience of making fighter aircraft,"
Gandhi alleged.

The Congress chief alleged
the Modi Government is buying
the aircraft at an inflated price.
"He (Anil Ambani) has

?C8

never made an aircraft, but you
gave this big deal to him, why?
Just because he is your friend.
"The (former) President of

France told me that when
Narendra Modi visited that
country, he told them 'we will
purchase one Rafale fighter jet
for C1,600 crore instead of C526
crore and from that give C30,000
crore to Anil Ambani'," Gandhi
alleged. "The case is going on in
the Supreme Court... (and),
when the CBI says they will
investigate, the agency's director
is removed at midnight.
`The Hindu' newspaper said
Narendra Modi continued parallel negotiations with the
French company and French
Government," he said.
The Congress president said
the PM is the ‘chowkidar’
(watchman) of the rich, not the
poor. "He told common people
don't make me Prime Minister,
but make me chowkidar. Tell me
one thing — have you seen a
chowkidar guarding the houses
of farmers and labourers? He is
not your chowkidar but that of
(businessmen like) Adani and
Ambani. He snatches your water,
electricity and land and gives it
to these 15-20 industrialists,"
Gandhi alleged. Anil Ambani
has rejected Gandhi's allegations

and emphasised that the
Government had no role in
Dassault Aviation picking up his
company as a local partner.
Earlier in the day, the SC
made it clear that certain
remarks made by Gandhi on the
Rafale case verdict were "incorrectly attributed" to the apex
court and asked him to give his
explanation on or before April
22. The Congress president had

on April 10 claimed that the
apex court has made it "clear"
that Modi "committed a theft".
Gandhi alleged Modi, after
his five-year rule, has not fulfilled his three key promises of
2014 — creating two crore jobs
per year, transferring C15 lakh
into people's accounts and giving the right price for farm
commodities.
He said the middle class will

not be burdened with more
taxes to fund `Nyay', the minimum income scheme for the
poor. "Modi promised C15 lakh
to all though it was a false
promise... From it an idea came
to me. I called my think-tank
and asked them how much
money we can transfer to people directly.They told me we can
give C72,000 per year," Gandhi
said.
PTI
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Agra: Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra on Monday
alleged that the BJP had deviated from the path of truth and
it seemed that the saffron party
neither has faith in democracy
nor in the people.
The Congress secretary
general in-charge for Uttar
Pradesh (East) also said the BJP
instead of speaking about India
and what it had done for its
youth was talking about
Pakistan.
"It seems that the government has faith neither in

democracy, its institutions nor
the people..Had they been real
nationalists they would have
tread the path of truth.
"They would have understood that this country is based
on truth and those who deviate
from it are not let off...You will
also not be excused as you, too,
have deviated from the path of
truth long ago," she said at a rally
here. The Congress leader was
campaigning for the party's
Fatehpur Sikri Lok Sabha seat
candidate and Uttar Pradesh
unit president Raj Babbar.

Lashing out at the BJP government, Priyanka Gandhi said
during election time, they are
talking about nationalism and
Pakistan.
"They must talk about
India, what they have done
for the youth, farmers and
other sections of society. They
must tell what their agenda
for women and women security is,"she said. Taking a dig
at the BJP publicity campaign, she said the truth is
being "drowned" in such campaigns.
PTI
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ith all fangs bared, ahead
of the do-or-die second
phase polls, there was no
exchange of greetings on
Bengali New Years’ Day unlike
on previous occasions.
Instead, rival leaders traded spurious charges with gusto
even as Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on Monday
attacked the Congress, particularly Abhijeet Mukherjee, the
son of former President,
Pranab Mukherjee, for taking
help from the RSS to win the
Jangipur parliamentary seat.
Attacking both Mukherjee
and his neighbouring Congress
MP from Behrampore, Adhir
Chowdhury, for breaking bread
with the RSS, Banerjee said
“these are the people who have
no remorse for their immoral
acts” of running with the hare
and hunting with the hound.
“They are taking help from
the RSS to win the elections by
polarising the election process”
in this district Banerjee told her
audience at Beldanga and

Bhagwangola warning them
to “remain cautious about their
nefarious designs to set one
community against the other.”
“In the Hindu-dominated
areas they (RSS) carry out hate
campaign against the Muslims
and in the Muslim majority
areas they invoke NRC to drive
away the minority community,”
Banerjee said adding how
“Pranab Mukherjee had visited the RSS headquarters to
spend time with them.”
It was in lieu of that the
“RSS is helping Abhijeet
Mukherjee to win the election
from Jangipur,” one of the
three parliamentary constituencies in the Murshidabad

district bordering Bangladesh
where the minorities constitute
about 69 percent of the total
population.
In 2014 the junior
Mukherjee had won this seat by
a slender margin of 8,000 votes
whereas in 2009 the seat went
to his father Pranab Mukherjee.
The Left Front had won the
seat — where the bidi workers
make for a formidable size of
the local population --- for the
last time in 2004.
“Even the Left Front has
been sold out to the BJP as can
be seen how they are working
in tandem with the RSS right
from the last Assembly elections,” Banerjee said. Left too
has a formidable following in
the district.
Attacking
Adhir
Chowdhury a five-time MP
and a former Pradesh Congress
president, known for his
“Robin Hood” image, she said,
“don’t force me to open the
Pandora’s box. The entire game
plan of the Congress will be
exposed if I start speaking,” she
said adding Adhir babu’s tactics
to win election with the help of

the Left and BJP will not be
successful this time” and wondering whether people would
vote for such a party with a
dubious previous record.”
Incidentally eyebrows were
raised in 2018 when
Chowdhury had met Uttar
Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath on a “personal
visit.”
There will be “no Adhir
Chowdhury, not Congress, no
Left Front, no BJP in Bengal
because they all are working
hand-in-glove against the
Trinamool which the people
have been able to understand
and so they will not vote for
them,” Banerjee said adding her
party will win “all the 42 out of
42 seats in Bengal.”
Banerjee also attacked the
BJP for splurging endless
money in the elections. “From
where they are getting so
much of money,” she asked
stopping short of referring to
the black box that had
descended from Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
plane to be taken to some
unknown destination.
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Moradabad (UP): It is going to
be difficult to retain
Moradabad Lok Sabha constituency for BJP, which is in a
direct contest with Congress
due to consolidation of Muslim
votes ahead of the April 23
election, saffron party candidate Kunwar Sarvesh Kumar
has said.
Kumar, a Thakur, is pitted
against Congress's Imran
Pratapgarhi, a poet who has
often questioned the BJP
Government through his
provocative compositions and
fiery speeches.
As the campaigning heats
up, SP-BSP-RLD coalition's S T
Hasan, a doctor by profession,
is also trying to win over the
Muslim votes, about 47 per
cent of the total 19.41 lakh voters in the constituency. Only
the community members have
not yet disclosed who they
will back this time.
Political observers say
Muslim voters often decide
their support during last three
days of campaigning.
Though Kumar, a political
strongman, is well-known in
the area, he is unsure about his

re-election. "The election is
going to be difficult," Kumar
told PTI on the phone as he is
busy campaigning in interior
areas of the constituency.
"The fragmentation of
Muslim votes has not happened. The election has
become Congress versus BJP,"
he added.
Kumar had been a Member
of Legislative Assembly five
times from Thakurdwara
before he was elected MP from
Moradabad in 2014. His son is
now an MLA from Barhapur,
one of the five assembly segments in the parliamentary
constituency.
Other than Muslims,
Jatavs, who have traditionally
supported the BSP, constitute
9 per cent of the total voters.
"We follow wishes of Behan
Mayawati ji. Now that an
alliance is in place, BSP voters(Jatavs) will give full support
to it as is wished by Behenji,"
Ranvijay, a BSP supporter, said.
The BJP is on the defensive
as its voters from the
Scheduled Caste community
— the Balmikis — are also
angry with their local MP,
Kumar.
They say they will either
support the BSP-SP-RLD
alliance or not cast their vote.

"We have traditionally
voted for the Congress and
then we supported the BJP. Our
support resulted in the victory
of Kumar (in 2014). But in the
last five years he has not visited us," said Harkesh, a resident
of Daulat Bagh Balmiki colony.
He said whenever the community sought Kumar's presence, he sent his representatives. "We will not vote for him

this time."
Several other people from
the community shared the sentiment.
Hasan, 55, meanwhile, has
provided treatment to the poor
and thinks it will work for him.
In 17 elections since 1952,
Muslim candidates have won
the seat 11 times, fighting on
tickets from every major political party except the BJP. PTI
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eports of violence came
from Bengal’s Birbhum
district where at least five
Trinamool Congress workers have allegedly received
injuries following a skirmish
between the TMC and BJP
cadres, sources said, adding
the clashes took place in
Sainthia block bordering
Jharkhand on Monday noon.
About a dozen bombs
were hurled from both sides
injuring five TMC men,
sources said adding the central forces had rushed to the
spot and were patrolling the
area. Two persons had been
arrested. The BJP however
promptly denied the allegations saying the clashes were
a result of intra-TMC fighting
that had been taking place for
the past several months.
Elsewhere the State BJP
sources on Monday said

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi was likely to address
four rallies in Bengal this
month. The rallies are likely
to take place at S outh
Dinajpur, Asansol and
Burdwan on April 20, 23,
and 24.
Meanwhile, in an unrelated development the Left
Front has appealed before
the Election Commission to
stall the viewing of a Mamata
Banerjee biopic until the election process were over.
CPI(M) central committee
member Nilotpal Basu said
like in the case of PM Modi
whose biopic was stopped
from being viewed his party
would
expect
the
Commission to take not of
the trailer of the Mamata
Banerjee movie being shown
and “issue an order to stop it.”
This biopic “should not see
the light of the day until the
poll process are over,” he said.

Imphal: Repolling is likely in
two booths of Outer Manipur
constituency, where unidentified miscreants allegedly
destroyed EVMs and VVPATs,
an official said.
The miscreants had
entered the polling stations
posing as voters, he said.
"Around 1.30 pm on April
11, unidentified men ransacked
two booths at Poi and
Chingkhai villages, along the
India-Myanmar border, breaking some of the machines.

They fled the scene even before
the security guards could
react," Chief Electoral Officer
(CEO) PK Singh said.
An FIR has been registered
in connection with the incidents and police are looking
into it, the CEO said.
"The EC is likely to
announce a date for repolling
after it receives neccesary
reports on the two incidents, he
said. Polling for the Inner
Manipur constituency is slated
to be held on April 18. PTI
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:LWKWKH2SSRVLWLRQUHSRUWLQJ(90PDOIXQFWLRQVWKHSROO
SDQHOKDVWRZRUNRXWVRPHWLPHFRQVXPLQJFRUUHFWLYHV

2

XU HOHFWRUDO SURFHVV ZKLFK LV WUXO\ D
ODUJHVFDOHGHPRFUDWLFH[HUFLVHZLWKD
PDPPRWKORJLVWLFDOHIILFLHQF\KDVKRZ
HYHUVWLOOQRWEHHQDEOHWRVHWWOHRXUDQ[LHWLHV
DQGPLVWUXVWRIWHFKQRORJ\ZLWKUHJDUGWRWKH
RSHUDWLRQRIWKHHOHFWURQLFYRWLQJPDFKLQHRU
(906RHYHU\HOHFWLRQVHDVRQLWOHQGVLWVHOI
WRWKHSURSDJDQGDE\2SSRVLWLRQSDUWLHVWKDW
KXJH FDFKHV DUH WDPSHUHG ZLWK DQG SUR
JUDPPHGWRVXLWWKHUXOLQJGLVSHQVDWLRQ$QG
WKLVKDVEHHQDQXQZDYHULQJWKHPHHYHUVLQFH
(90VZHUHLQWURGXFHGEHLQJTXHVWLRQHGE\
SDUWLHVDFURVVWKHVSHFWUXPGHSHQGLQJRQZKHQWKHUHVXOWVVXLWHGWKHPRUQRW
,URQLFDOO\DWWKHUHFHLYLQJHQGRIWKHVHFKDUJHVRIPDOIXQFWLRQLQJWRGD\WKH%-3
DWRQHWLPHUDLVHGWKHORXGHVWSURWHVWZLWKLWVOHDGHU*9/1DUDVLPKD5DRZULW
LQJDERRNWLWOHG'HPRFUDF\DW5LVN$QGWKHQFDPHWKHLQVXUDQFHLQWKHIRUP
RIWKHYRWHUYHULILDEOHSDSHUDXGLWWUDLO 993$7 <HWWKHVFLHQWLILFIDFWLVVLQFH(90V
DUHQ·WFRQQHFWHGWRWKHLQWHUQHWDQGWKHLUVRIWZDUHLV¶EXUQW·LQWRWKH&38DQG
FDQQRWEHUHZULWWHQDIWHUPDQXIDFWXUHPDVVPDQLSXODWLRQLVLPSRVVLEOH2IFRXUVH
WKHIWVIDXOW\FKLSVDQGEUHDNGRZQVDUHSRVVLEOHDQGDSDSHUV\VWHPLVDOVROLDEOH
WREHH[SORLWHGE\DV\VWHPWKDWKDVVHHQERRWKFDSWXUHVDQGEDOORWER[VWXII
LQJEXWHYHQWKHPRVWVFLHQWLILFULJJLQJFDQPD\EHVZLQJDILYHSHUFHQWYRWH
%HVLGHVVXFKEODWDQWYRWHFDSWXUHHYHQWVFDQQRORQJHUKDSSHQZLWKD&HQWUDO
VHFXULW\LQSODFHDQGDSKDVHGRXWHOHFWRUDOSURFHVV%XWZKHQHYHUDPDOIXQF
WLRQLQJLVUHSRUWHGLWIXHOVROGDQ[LHWLHVDQGUDLVHVTXHVWLRQVDIUHVK
6RLWLVWKDW$QGKUD3UDGHVK&KLHI0LQLVWHUDQG7HOXJX'HVDP3DUW\ 7'3
FKLHI&KDQGUDEDEX1DLGXLVUDOO\LQJRWKHU2SSRVLWLRQSDUWLHVDURXQGKLVGHPDQG
WKDWDWOHDVWSHUFHQWRIWKHYRWHVEHFRPSDUHGZLWK993$7VOLSVIRUWKHVDNH
RIWUDQVSDUHQF\DQGUHPRYLQJGRXEWV+HDOOHJHGWKDWWHFKQRORJ\ZDVPLVXVHG
GXULQJ7HODQJDQDHOHFWLRQVDQGODNKYRWHVZHUHUHPRYHGIURPWKHHOHFWRUDO
UROOV+HHYHQFODLPHGWKDWHOHFWLRQRIILFLDOVDSRORJLVHGZKHQWKHUHZDVDJDS
EHWZHHQSROOHGYRWHVDQGWKHWRWDOQXPEHURIYRWHV%HVLGHVDOODURXQG$QGKUD
3UDGHVKWKHEXWWRQVPDOIXQFWLRQHGUHSRUWHGO\UHJLVWHULQJYRWHVRIVRPHSDU
WLHVDQGQRWWKDWRIRWKHUV$URXQGSHUFHQW(90VGLGQRWIXQFWLRQDWDOO6LPLODU
FRPSODLQWVKDYHSRXUHGLQIURPQRUWK,QGLDWRRGXULQJWKHILUVWSKDVHRISROOLQJ
6RWKHUHVHHPWREHVRPHWHFKQLFDOJOLWFKHVWKDWQHHGDGGUHVVLQJVZLIWO\DQG
DUHSURYLGLQJHQRXJKDPPXQLWLRQWRWKH2SSRVLWLRQSDUWLHVWRFODLPDWKRURXJK
UHORRNDWWKHV\VWHPDQGFLWHH[DPSOHVRI:HVWHUQFRXQWULHVOLNH*HUPDQ\ZKLFK
KDYHLQGHHGVKLIWHGWREDOORWSDSHUV6RWKH(OHFWLRQ&RPPLVVLRQ (& KDVEHHQ
OHIWZLWKWKHXQHQYLDEOHWDVNRIUHVWRULQJWUXVWLQDV\VWHPZKLFKKDVVQRZEDOOHG
LQWRDORXGQRLVHDERXWWKH(90VEHLQJGDPDJHGJRRGV%XWWKHIDFWLVWKH(&
FDQQRWJHWPRUH993$7PDFKLQHVVLQFHWKHHOHFWLRQSURFHVVLVDOUHDG\XQGHU
ZD\DQGFURVVWDEXODWLRQLQWKHHQGPD\OHQJWKHQWKHSURFHVVRIFRXQWLQJDQG
SXWDQDWWHQGDQWVWUHVVRQWKHV\VWHPRIWDOO\LQJWKHYRWHV,WLVQRWMXVWDERXW
WKHLQIUDVWUXFWXUH\RXQHHGWKDWPXFKPRUHPDQSRZHUIRUWKHPDJQLWXGHRI
SROOLQJLQFUHDVHVSURJUHVVLYHO\DVODNKVRISHRSOHFRPHWRYRWHDWHYHU\RWKHU
SROOLQJVWDWLRQ,WLVLPSRVVLEOHWRWDFNOHWKLVUXVKZLWKSDSHUEDOORWV,WLVSUH
FLVHO\IRUWKLVUHDVRQWKDWWKH(90VZHUHEURXJKWLQWRRXUHOHFWRUDOSURFHVVWR
VWUHDPOLQHRSHUDWLRQVDQGUHGXFHFRVWV1RZZLWKERWKWHFKQRORJLFDODQGPDQ
XDOV\VWHPVLQSOD\WKHSURFHVVLVTXLWHFRPSOLFDWHGDVLWH[LVWV$QGDOWKRXJK
WKH(&KDVWULHGWDNLQJHYHU\SDUW\LQWRFRQILGHQFHDERXW(90VZKLFKLWFODLPV
KDVEHHQWHVWHGDQGFHUWLILHGE\,,7V·EHVWPLQGVLWQRZKDVWRIDFHWKHSDUWLHV·
SOHDRIFRXQWLQJRIDWOHDVWSHUFHQWRIWKH993$7VOLSVZLWKWKH(90VLQHYHU\
$VVHPEO\VHJPHQW$QGVRWKHRQXVRIUHVWRULQJWKHFUHGLELOLW\RIWKHGHPRF
UDWLFH[HUFLVHKDVQRZEHHQWKUXVWXSRQWKH(&4XHVWLRQLVGRZHJREDFNWR
DUHWURJUDGHV\VWHPDQGULVNIXUWKHULOOV",QWKHVKRUWWHUPZKDWFDQWKH(&
WKHUHIRUHGRWRUHVWRUHIDLWK",WFDQLQFUHDVHVRPHQXPEHUVRI(90PDFKLQHV
FRQQHFWHGWR993$7VDQGHQVXUHWKHODWWHUGRHVQ·WEUHDNGRZQWRR,WPXVWXVH
PRUHDXWKHQWLFDWLRQXQLWVEHIRUHWKHSROOVWRZHHGRXWFRXQWHUIHLWWDPSHUHG(90V
SURJUHVVRQZKLFKKDVEHHQVORZ,WFDQIL[DXQLIRUPVDPSOHVL]HIRUKDQG
FRXQWLQJ993$7VOLSVIRUDOOFRQVWLWXHQFLHV$QGLWVKRXOGIL[DPDUJLQRIHUURU
EHIRUHRUGHULQJDQDXWRPDWLFUHFRXQW,WPD\EHWLPHWDNLQJEXWZLOOHQVXUHLWV
FUHGLELOLW\DPRQJYRWHUVDWOHDVW$QGFRQYLQFHWKDW(90LVQRWWKHGHYLO

EZXVcKZ_UR9RZ

:KHQDRQHWLPHIDYRXULWHEHFRPHVWKHXQGHUGRJDQG
VWRUPVWRYLFWRU\LWVD\VDORWDERXWKXPDQUHVLOLHQFH

,

QZKHQ7LJHU:RRGVGHFLGHGWR
KDYH D UHYROXWLRQDU\ ¶VSLQDO IXVLRQ·
VXUJHU\ WR KHOS ZLWK KLV FKURQLF EDFN
SDLQWKHRQHWLPHVKLQLQJVWDURIWKHJROI
LQJ ZRUOG NQHZ KH KDG KLW URFN ERWWRP
8QDEOH WR HYHQ VLW GRZQ RU ZDON IRU WRR
ORQJKHZRQGHUHGLIKHFRXOGHYHUVZLQJ
DJROIFOXEDJDLQ7KLVRIFRXUVHZDVDIWHU
WKHZHOOSXEOLFLVHGPHOWGRZQLQKLVSHUVRQ
DO OLIH KLV LQILGHOLW\ PDNLQJ LQWHUQDWLRQDO
KHDGOLQHV%DFNLQWKHODWHVDVKLV
VWDUEXUQWEULJKWHYHU\VSRUWVFRPPHQ
WDWRUIXOO\H[SHFWHGKLPWREUHDNWKHOHJHQGDU\-DFN1LFNODXV·UHFRUGRIZLQ
QLQJRIJROI·VPDMRUWLWOHVEXWDVLQWKHLQWHUVWHOODUZRUOGWKHEULJKWHVW
VWDUVRQO\VKLQHIRUDVKRUWWLPH$QG:RRGVZDVEHOLHYHGWRKDYHEHHQ
GRQHVKLQLQJDVKLVEDFNSDLQDQGSHUVRQDOLVVXHVFRXSOHGWRPDNHKLP
DOPRVWLUUHOHYDQWLQWKHJDPHQRZGRPLQDWHGE\DZKROHKRVWRISOD\HUV
OLNH5RU\0F,OUR\DQG'XVWLQ-RKQVRQZKRJUHZXSDGRULQJ:RRGV
%XWWKHUHZDVQRWDVLQJOHSHUVRQZLWKRXWDPRLVWH\HDV:RRGVVRPH
KRZEURXJKWEDFNWKDWFKDPSLRQRIROGDQGZRQKLVILIWK0DVWHUVFKDP
SLRQVKLSVLQ$XJXVWD+LVSOD\ZKLFKXQGRXEWHGO\KDVLPSURYHGGUDPDW
LFDOO\RYHUWKHSDVW\HDUDQGOHGKLPWREHFRPSHWLWLYHDJDLQDIWHUKLVVXUJHU\
LVQRWKLQJVKRUWRIPLUDFXORXV1RERG\H[SHFWHGD\HDUROGWREHDEOH
WRFKDOOHQJHWKHUDVKRI\RXQJFKDPSLRQVDOPRVWDOORIZKRPUDLVHWKHLU
JDPHGXULQJWKHPDMRUWRXUQDPHQWV<HW7LJHUSHUVLVWHGDQGZKLOHKHPLJKW
KDYHORVWWKHGRPLQDWLQJSOD\WKDWFUXVKHGRSSRQHQWVGXULQJWKHWXUQRI
WKHPLOOHQQLXPKHSURYHGWRWKHZRUOGWKDWKHFRXOGVWLOOZLQ
0DQ\DUHGHVFULELQJWKLVDVRQHRIWKHJUHDWHVWFRPHEDFNVLQVSRUWLQJ
KLVWRU\DVVRPHRQHZKRKDGEHHQZULWWHQRIIFDPHEDFNURDULQJDUDUH
IHDWLQDKLJKO\FRPSHWLWLYHVSRUW)HZRWKHUVKDYHDFKLHYHGWKHSLQQDFOH
RIWKHVSRUWDIWHUDPDVVLYHIDOOWKH$PHULFDQWHQQLVSOD\HU$QGUH$JDVVL
EHLQJRQHRIYHU\IHZ7LJHU:RRGVUHPDLQVWKH\RXQJHVWPDQWRHYHUKDYH
ZRQWKH0DVWHUVDQGZKLOHKHKDVVRPH\HDUVWRJRLIKHLVDOVRWREHFRPH
WKHROGHVWWRZLQWKLVWRXUQDPHQWKHLVEDFNDQGEDFNWRVWD\DWWKHYHU\
WRS<HDUVRIIUXVWUDWLRQDQGSDLQQRWMXVWIRU7LJHUEXWIRUKLVOHJLRQVRI
IDQVKDYHVXGGHQO\PHOWHGDZD\7RERUURZWKHWLWOHRID6DOPDQ.KDQPRYLH
´7LJHU=LQGD+DLµ
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7KHPLVVLQJFKDOOHQJHU
FXcWcWT2^]VaTbbaT\PX]X]VShbUd]RcX^]P[P]Sd]PQ[Tc^cPZT[TPSTabWX_^U
aTVX^]P[_PacXTbcWT19?RP]\PZTVPX]bX]bTeTaP[BcPcTbcWXbT[TRcX^]bTPb^]
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ne of the most remarkable features of this year’s general elections is the failure of the
Opposition parties to stitch a
“grand alliance” to challenge the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-National
Democratic Alliance (NDA). Even more
inexplicable is the Congress’ sudden dysfunction, when it should have been upbeat after
staving off the BJP challenge in Karnataka
(May 2018) and wresting its strongholds of
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh (December 2018).
Far from seizing leadership of the
regional parties, Congress president Rahul
Gandhi has failed to set the narrative and
lacks the “winning momentum” that the
firm, Cambridge Analytica, expected him to
gain if his party won in Karnataka, Madhya
Pradesh and Chhattisgarh. In fact, Congress
also won Rajasthan but it is already so outclassed that a feisty Smriti Irani sent Rahul
Gandhi scuttling for a safe seat in distant
Wayanad, Kerala.
It remains a mystery why regional parties cold-shouldered Congress after promising, soon after the Karnataka election, that the
BJP-led NDA would face a united Opposition
candidate on every seat. While the BJP sealed
alliances (party workers said it conceded too
much to please allies), the Congress failed to
have serious dialogues with major parties and
was shocked when confronted with the
Bahujan Samaj Party-Samajwadi Party
(BSP-SP) alliance in Uttar Pradesh. The duo
left Rae Bareli and Amethi for the Congress
and later gave three seats to Rashtriya Lok Dal;
Congress had no choice but to contest all seats
(barring seven out of courtesy for SP leaders).
However, there are doubts if BSP-SP can successfully transfer their votes to each other.
The Congress is unhappy with its
alliance with the Rashtriya Janata Dal in
Bihar. It has an understanding with the
Nationalist Congress Party in Maharashtra
but the alliance with the Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam (DMK) in Tamil Nadu has yielded only nine seats and one in Puducherry.
Adjustments are being worked out with
smaller parties in some places but there is
no bounce in its gait as it has been pushed
to the corner of the stage. In Gujarat, its firebrand new faces — Alpesh Thakur, Jignesh
Mevani and Hardik Patel — have crumbled.
Analysts say the regional parties wanted
to maximise their own Lok Sabha seats to
stake claim to the Prime Minister’s post later,
or improve their bargaining position. If true,
this is unwise. In 1977, when large sections
of the Opposition united behind Jaya Prakash
Narayan, it was largely held that Morarji Desai
had the foremost claim as he had been
“denied” his due after the death of Lal Bahadur
Shastri. Charan Singh had his dreams and
some felt Babu Jagjivan Ram was the most
astute but Desai had the weightage. Similarly,
1989 tilted towards Vishwanath Pratap Singh,
though Devi Lal nurtured ambitions.
Currently, major Opposition parties

O

have concluded that Rahul
Gandhi lacks the gravitas to be
primus inter pares. If this assessment is correct, it is a major blow
for the Congress. Moreover,
while the BJP is contesting
around 450 seats and the NDA
plans to contest all 543 seats, the
Congress seems likely to contest
only around 230 seats. In the
unlikely event of Narendra Modi
not winning a clear majority,
Rahul Gandhi will have to jostle for supremacy with leaders of
parties that contested only at the
State level, namely, SP (37), BSP
(38), Trinamool Congress (42),
Telugu Desam Party (25); only
the DMK and the Rashtriya
Janata Dal are committed to
Rahul Gandhi. Further, regional parties may not win all the
seats they are contesting; the
alliance with the Congress could
have strengthened some.
It follows that if the
Opposition parties cannot agree
on Rahul Gandhi in principle,
there is no guarantee they will
accept him later. The Janata Dal
(Secular) insisted on the Chief
Minister’s post in Karnataka in
2018, forcing the Congress to
play second fiddle. These parties
would also have to thrash out a
common minimum programme before collecting letters
of support and approaching the
President. A single hold-out
could bring the whole process
crashing down — should it
even reach that point.
As of now, the BJP seems
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slated to make gains in West
Bengal, Odisha, Madhya
Pradesh,
Rajasthan,
Chhattisgarh, Karnataka,
Haryana,
Jharkhand,
Maharashtra, Delhi, Tamil
Nadu, Kerala, Assam and the
North-East; Gujarat remains a
stronghold. More pertinently, as
the NDA is the only pre-poll
alliance in this election, the
President would have to first
invite Narendra Modi as the
leader of this alliance, to form
the Government. Anyway, the
BJP doesn’t lag when it comes
to staking claim.
Rahul Gandhi’s greatest failing is his inability to build a
cogent narrative and excessive
reliance on slogans and sundry
activists. Rafale has no money
trail to the accounts of cronies,
as Ottavio Quattrocchi had in
the Bofors deal. Refusal to drop
it after Pulwama shows lack of
imagination. As for his trailblazing Nyuntam Aay Yojana
(NYAY) scheme, there is zero
clarity on what it involves. A USbased advisor, who probably
conceived it, has scared the
middle class with the threat of
higher taxes to fund it. The BJP
has neatly countered this with
the promise to reduce taxes
further. Meanwhile, farmers are
angry that the new Congress
State Governments have
reneged on loan waivers.
The Congress has sidestepped the contemporary narrative over Pulwama, Balakot,
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terrorism and national security
and hopes the Supreme Court
will pass strictures on the Rafale
deal and help it electorally. The
apex court often takes up matters in the domain of the executive but it will remember how
the Congress tried to impeach
a Chief Justice of India to ensure
that the court did not take up the
Ram Janmabhoomi case; it will
not oblige the party.
More pertinently, the
Congress’ promise to remove the
Armed Forces Special Powers
Act (AFSPA) has shocked the
entire military constituency and
embarrassed Lt Gen DS Hooda,
who heads its panel on national security. Modi has already
responded, “Removing AFSPA
from Jammu & Kashmir is the
same as sending our soldiers to
the gallows. I will never let this
happen to our soldiers”.
For the Congress, this is a
battle of diminishing returns.
None of its State Governments
have achievements to showcase
to the nation (Shivraj Chouhan’s
Ladli Lakshmi Yojana became
the precursor to many Modi
schemes for the girl child).
Hence, it is difficult to see how
the party can dramatically
improve upon its 2014 performance of 44 seats. Whatever the
Cassandras may say, the BJP has
no cause for pessimism.
(The writer is Senior Fellow,
Nehru Memorial Museum and
Library; the views expressed are
personal)

?PZXbcP]bPhbXcXbP
eXRcX\^UcTaa^aXb\Qdc
S^Tb]^cX]Vc^STbca^h
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<UQTY^WVb_]dXUVb_^d
Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Jamia gets woman VC”
(April 15). That women in our
country have always been at the
receiving end is evident from the
fact that the much-hyped
Women’s Reservation Bill, that
seeks to grant 33 per cent reservation to them in Parliament
and State Assemblies, has been
lying in limbo since almost a
decade now.
In fact, Najma Akhtar’s
appointment as the Vice
Chancellor of the Jamia Millia
Islamia university is a welcome
fillip for all women aspirants in
academia who long to consummate their cherished dreams in
the educational sector.
Hopefully, other institutions will
take cue from this and entrust
more women in leadership roles.
Azhar A Khan
Rampur

BUc`USd]Qbdibc
Sir — This refers to the article,
“Lessons from a massacre” by M
Venkaiah Naidu and “Mass murder most foul” by Hiranmay
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9@<XQcRUU^Qb_QbY^WceSSUcc
WT]cWT8]SXP]?aT\XTa;TPVdT8?;fPbbcPac
TS X] !' Rh]XRb bR^UUTS Pc cWT U^a\Pc
4eTahcWX]VPbb^RXPcTSfXcWcWTVP\TfPbaXSXRd[TS
P]S_[PhTabfTaTQTaPcTSB^\TbRP]SP[bX]STTSa^RZTS
cWT[TPVdTQdcX]Xcb !cWTSXcX^]cWT! (8?;WPbd]\Xb
cPZPQ[h_a^eTSXcb_^_d[PaXch?daXcP]b^UcWTVP\TfW^
cW^dVWccWT[TPVdTfPbUX]XbWTSPUcTacWT;P[Xc<^SXbRP]
SP[P]ScWTb_^cUXgX]VX\Qa^V[X^fTaTX]PbW^RZPbcWT
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Karlekar (April 13). As a
momentous event, memory and
metaphor, Jallianwala Bagh lives
on in the nation’s conscience.
Bullet marks on the walls of
the park bear silent testimony to
the atrocity that forever changed
the relationship between imperial authorities and Indian subjects. As tragic as the Jallianwala
Bagh incident was, we can learn
a lot from our Indian leaders of
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that time. The contribution of
the victims to our freedom
struggle should never be
forgotten.
British Prime Minister
Theresa May expressed “deep
regret” for the massacre at
Jallianwala Bagh, referring to it
as a “shameful scar on British
Indian history.” This isn’t surprising. May is the leader of the
Conservative party and back in

1920, it was the conservatives
who praised Dyer’s actions in
Amritsar and elevated him to
the status of a hero. The passage
of 100 years does not diminish
the monumental tragedy.
Nevertheless, the nation that
was built with the blood-stained
soil of Jallianwala Bagh now
stands tall, big and strong.
JS Acharya
Hyderabad

3\UQ^dXUb_dgYdXY^
Sir — This refers to the editorial, “On a wing and a prayer”
(April 15). With a fleet down to
14 flying aircraft from as high as
119 earlier and crores of loan
repayments to several banks, Jet
Airways is looking down the barrel of a gun. Naresh Goyal, the
former chairman, was allowed to
submit expression of interest
only if he did so as part of a consortium with other investors
and held a minority stake. It will
now be tricky for SBI to take a
call on his bid. Since Etihad, one
of the strongest investors, doesn’t want to increase its shareholding beyond 25 per cent, it will be
pragmatic to have multiple
investors on board to let Jet fly
again. But to address immediate
concerns, interim funding by
lenders should be non-negotiable.
Last but not the least, the
Government must do a serious
thinking as to what ails the
Indian aviation sector.
Bal Govind
Noida
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\
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QWKHUXQXSWRWKH$VVHPEO\HOHFWLRQVLQ8WWDU3UDGHVKLQ
WKH%-3KDGSURPLVHGLPPHGLDWHSD\PHQWRIDOOVXJDUFDQHDUUHDUV
PRQH\WKDWVXJDUPLOOVRZHWRWKH*RYHUQPHQWIRUFDQHVXS
SOLHV )RUIXWXUHSXUSRVHVWRRLWKDGDVVXUHGWRUHOHDVHDOOGXHV
E\WKHWKGD\FRXQWLQJIURPWKHGD\WKHVXJDUFDQHLVGHOLYHUHG
WRWKHPLOO7KH%-3*RYHUQPHQWKDVEHHQLQRIILFHLQ8WWDU3UDGHVK
IRURYHUWZR\HDUVQRZDQGKDVVLQFHHQVXUHGSD\PHQWVRIDZKRS
SLQJCFURUHZKLFKLQFOXGHVCFURUHIRUWKHPDUNHW
LQJ\HDU2FWREHU6HSWHPEHUCFURUHIRU
WKH\HDU2FWREHU6HSWHPEHUDQGCFURUH
IRUWKHPDUNHWLQJ\HDUFRPPHQFLQJ2FWREHU0HDQZKLOH
IUHVKDUUHDUVFRQWLQXHWRSLOHXS7KLVUDLVHVVHYHUDOTXHVWLRQV
:KDWFDXVHVDUUHDUVWRVXUIDFH\HDUDIWHU\HDU":KDWLVWKH
LPSOLFDWLRQIRUWKHFRQVXPHUV"&DQWKHUHEHDODVWLQJVROXWLRQ":KDW
LVWKHZD\IRUZDUG"7KHURRWFDXVHEHKLQGWKHDUUHDUVFDQEHWUDFHG
WRVXJDUPLOOVEHLQJIRUFHGWRSXUFKDVHVXJDUFDQHIURPIDUPHUV
DW WKH VRFDOOHG 6WDWH $GYLVHG 3ULFH 6$3  ZKLFK LV )DLU
5HPXQHUDWLYH3ULFH )53 QRWLILHGE\WKH&HQWUH,Q8WWDU3UDGHVK
WKHFXUUHQW6$3LVCSHUTXLQWDO/HIWWRWKHPVHOYHVWKHPLOOV
ZRXOGKDYHSDLGDSULFHOLQNHGWRWKHLUUHDOLVDWLRQIURPWKHVDOHRI
VXJDUDQGLWVE\SURGXFWV8QGHUFRQGLWLRQVRIH[FHVV VXSSO\ GXU
LQJPDUNHWLQJ\HDUDYDLODELOLW\LVHVWLPDWHGWREHDERXW
PLOOLRQWRQQHLQFOXGLQJSURGXFWLRQPLOOLRQWRQQHDQGRSHQLQJ
LQYHQWRU\RIPLOOLRQWRQQH DJDLQVWDFRQVXPSWLRQRIPLO
OLRQWRQQHWKHUHDOLVDWLRQLVORZ7KHFDQHSULFHWRRRXJKWWRKDYH
EHHQORZ%XWWKHPLOOVDUHIRUFHGWRSD\DPXFKKLJKHUSULFH
7KLVKDVOHGWRDSLTXDQWVLWXDWLRQZKHUHE\DWDPDUNHWEDVHG
UHDOLVDWLRQRICSHUNJH[IDFWRU\ -XQH WKH\FRXOGQRW
HYHQIXOO\SD\IRUVXJDUFDQHFRVWIRUJHWPHHWLQJH[SHQVHVRQRWKHU
LQSXWVDQGIL[HGFRVW6RWKH\FRXOGQRWPDNHSD\PHQWVLQIXOO
7KH&HQWUHKDVWDNHQVHYHUDOPHDVXUHVYL]KLNHLQLPSRUWGXW\FUH
DWLQJDEXIIHUDQGLQFUHDVHH[SRUWVDPRQJRWKHUVWRUHJXODWHVXS
SOLHVDQGLQWXUQOLIWWKHPDUNHWSULFH$VLIWKLVZDVQ·WHQRXJKLW
PDGHDEUD]HQLQWHUYHQWLRQE\IL[LQJDPLQLPXPH[PLOOSULFHDW
CSHUNJ7KLVPD\KHOSVXJDUPLOOVFOHDUDUUHDUV HYHU\UXSHH
LQFUHDVHLQWKHSULFHJHQHUDWHVDERXWCFURUH EXWWKLV
LVDQDEKRUUHQWSROLF\GHFLVLRQ+RZFDQDSURGXFHUEHWROGQRWWR
VHOOEHORZDFHUWDLQSULFH"
:KHUHYHU SULFH FRQWUROV H[LVW H[DPSOH IHUWLOLVHUV  WKH
*RYHUQPHQWQRUPDOO\IL[HVWKH0537KHPDQXIDFWXUHUFDQQRWFKDUJH
PRUHHYHQDVKHLVIUHHWRVHOODWDQ\SULFHOHVVHUWKDQWKLV%XWWR
UHTXLUHWKDWKHPXVWQRWVHOOEHORZDFHUWDLQWKUHVKROGLVQRWMXVW
DQDQDWKHPDWRPDUNHWIRUFHVEXWLVSDWHQWO\DQWLFRQVXPHU7KURXJK
WKHLUIODZHGGHFLVLRQVWKH&HQWUH6WDWHKDYHFUHDWHGDQDQRPDORXV
VLWXDWLRQZKHUHE\WKH\DUHIRUFLQJWKHVXJDUPLOOVWRFKDUJHIURP
FRQVXPHUVDSULFHZKLFKLVVLJQLILFDQWO\KLJKHUWKDQMXVWLILHGE\XQGHU
O\LQJVXSSO\GHPDQGFRQGLWLRQV7KLVWRRQO\KHOSWKHPSD\WKHDUWL
ILFLDOO\KLJKVXJDUFDQHSULFHWRWKHIDUPHUV,QGHHGWKLVEHQFKPDUN
SULFHZLOORQO\LQFUHDVHDVIUHVKDUUHDUVSLOHXS$OUHDG\WKHPLOOV
KDYHSHWLWLRQHGWRWKH&HQWUHIRUDKLNHRICSHUNJ)LQGLQJD
ODVWLQJVROXWLRQWRWKHSUREOHPFDQQRWEHGLYRUFHGIURPWKHIXQGD
PHQWDOIDFWRUVWKDWKDYHFRQWULEXWHGWRLW³WKHPRVWFULWLFDOIDF
WRUEHLQJWKHSUDFWLFHRIIL[LQJ)536$3RIVXJDUFDQHDWDQDUWLIL
FLDOO\KLJKOHYHO7KLVSUDFWLFHPXVWEHVKXQQHG6XJDUPLOOVVKRXOG
KDYHWKHIUHHGRPWRGHWHUPLQHSD\PHQWVWRIDUPHUVEDVHGRQWKHLU
UHYHQXHXQGHUDPDUNHWEDVHGIUDPHZRUN
,QWKH5DQJDUDMDQ&RPPLWWHHRQVXJDUGHUHJXODWLRQKDG
UHFRPPHQGHGVKLIWWRDUHYHQXHVKDULQJPHFKDQLVPEHWZHHQIDUP
HUVDQGPLOOHUVDQGOLQNHGWKHIDLUDQGUHPXQHUDWLYHSULFHIRUVXJ
DUFDQHWR\HDUO\UHDOLVDWLRQVIURPVXJDUDQGLWVE\SURGXFWVWKURXJK
DIL[HGIRUPXOD,WVRXJKWWRDGGUHVVWKHIODZXQGHUWKHVXEVLVWLQJ
DUUDQJHPHQWVEXWWKLVDKDOIKHDUWHGPRYH$Q\WKLQJVKRUWRIFRP
SOHWHGHUHJXODWLRQRIVXJDULQGXVWU\ZRQ·WZRUN7KHZD\IRUZDUG
LVWROHWPDUNHWG\QDPLFVGULYHYDULRXVVWDNHKROGHUVLQFOXGLQJIDUP
HUV(YHQLIIDUPHUVJHWORZHUSULFHIRUFDQHLWZLOOEHEHWWHUWKDQ
UHFHLYLQJVKRUWSD\PHQWVZKLFKIRUFHVWKHPWRERUURZDWKLJKLQWHU
HVWDQGJHWLQWRWKHGHEWWUDS7KLVDSDUWWKH*RYHUQPHQWFDQDOZD\V
JLYHGLUHFWLQFRPHVXSSRUWWRWKHQHHG\7KLVZLOODOVRSURPSWIDUP
HUVWRGLYHUVLI\FURSVWKDWDUHLQJUHDWHUGHPDQGDQGKHQFHIHWFK
KLJKHUSULFH7KLVZLOOEHJRRGIRUFRQVHUYLQJZDWHUDVVXJDUFDQH
LVDZDWHUJX]]OLQJFURSDQGDQ\VKLIWDZD\IURPLWZLOOKHOSFRQ
VHUYDWLRQ,WZLOODOVRVDYHRQHOHFWULFLW\FRQVXPSWLRQDVIDUPHUV
ZRUNOHVVRQSXPSVHWV
7KHQHZ*RYHUQPHQWVKRXOGWDNHDFDOORQWKLVORQJSHQGLQJ
UHIRUPWKDWZLOOH[WULFDWHWKHIDUPHUVIURPWKHSUHVHQW´KLJK6$3
DUUHDUVGHEWWUDSµDQGDWWKHVDPHWLPHSURWHFWWKHLQWHUHVWRIFRQ
VXPHUVDQGVXJDUPDQXIDFWXUHUV$FROODWHUDOJDLQZLOOEHE\ZD\
RIVDYLQJVLQZDWHUDQGHQHUJ\UHGXFLQJRLOLPSRUWVFXUUHQWDFFRXQW
GHILFLWSUHVHUYLQJHQYLURQPHQWDQGPDLQWDLQLQJHFRORJLFDOEDODQFH
7KHZULWHULVDIUHHODQFHMRXUQDOLVW
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s India, the largest democracy of the world,
is poised to elect its new government, one
of its oldest allies in Southeast Asia,
Indonesia, will elect its new President this month.
The world’s largest archipelagic country is the third
largest democracy after India and the US. Indonesia
is heading towards a stronger democratic set-up
after 15 years of stable Government — the first led
by former President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono,
popularly known as SBY, and then Joko Widodo,
popularly known as Jokowi.
This writer has just come back after a weeklong trip to Java island where a majority of the
population concentrates. During the previous trip
in October last year, there wasn’t much to talk
about the presidential elections but now, after five
months, one can notice a paradigm shift in the
way Indonesians are thinking about the elections.
A country that reeled under 31 years of dictatorship of Soeharto, the second President of
Indonesia, is now fast becoming more decisive
in choosing its eighth President.
In 1998, the country transited from 31 years
of long dictatorship of Soeharto when he was ousted from office. The 15-year rule of SBY and the current Government helped the country become a stable economic power amid rampant corruption
among Government officials. It also witnessed a
few incidents like terrorist attacks in three Churches
in Surabaya in May 2018 and the imprisonment
of a dynamic and pro-development leader belonging to the minority community, Basuki Tjahaja
Purnama, in 2016 in the name of blasphemy and
inciting violence alleged by Muslim hardliners during Jokowi’s tenure.
As Indonesia grappled with an economic crisis, coupled with ethnic and sectarian clashes in
1998, the country saw three consecutive short-term
Presidents — BJ Habibie, Abdurrhaman Wahid and
Megawati Soekarnoputri, who was defeated by SBY
in 2004. SBY ruled for two consecutive terms till
2014 when an ordinary man, Joko Widodo, who
had no elite political or military background, was
elected as President.
Jokowi, a member of the Indonesian
Democratic Party of Struggle (PDI-P), was the
Mayor of Surakarta — a small city in central Java
— from 2005-2012. He became very popular
among the mass due to his hard work and fast-track
problem-solving skills, which made him the best
choice to become the Governor of Jakarta in late
2012. He remained in the limelight due to his policies, mostly driven by infrastructure development
and focussed on the marginalised section of the
society. The PDI-P, led by Sukarnoputri Megawati,
backed his candidature for the President in 2014,
which he won but not comfortably with just over
53 per cent of the votes against former military general Prabowo Subianto. This time again, Jokowi is
running for re-election scheduled on April 17 with
a handful of success stories. His counterpart,
Prabowo Subianto, is a very strong candidate who
has been successful in garnering support from a
few conservative Muslim groups by accusing Jokowi
of being pro-Chinese, who opened the red-carpet
for Chinese investors in the country.
Focussing on infrastructural development,
speeding up the most-awaited project of metro train
in Jakarta, Jokowi sped up the work on inter-city
connectivity in the country, having more than
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17,000 islands. Located on the ring of fire, the country faced numerous natural disasters during his
tenure. However, he made sure that maximum
transparency be maintained in the rehabilitation
programmes.
Jokowi placed his first priority on protecting
Indonesia’s sovereignty by taking many steps to
strengthen maritime boundaries by stopping and
sinking foreign vessels engaged in illegal fishing and
harvesting sea-weed despite high criticism from
neighbouring countries. He struck hard on drug
mafia and traffickers by approving capital punishment despite intense pressure from his ally countries like Australia, France and human rights groups
across the world.
His counterpart and the present Opposition
leader, Prabowo, is running again with a changed
strategy and has projected himself as being accommodative of Islam’s cause and is sceptical towards
ethnic Chinese by touching a soft chord of the
majority of conservative and poor Muslims, who
think their economic development is directly
impeded by the ethnic Chinese in the country.
Subianto, with his running mate Sandiaga Uno, a
renowned entrepreneur running for Vice President,
has been critical of Jokowi’s pro-Chinese policy that
places the duo in a bit stronger position.
During my interaction with some local people in different regions in Java, I found that a majority of them view Prabowo as belonging to the clan
of Soeharto, whose 31 years of rule witnessed rampant corruption which became a culture popularly known as “envelop culture.” Corruption still
plagues Indonesia. The country languishes in the
89th place of 180 countries in the global rankings
of corruption, according to Transparency
International. Subianto launched the Great
Indonesia Movement Party in 2009 and has a mixed
background of being a retired army general and a
businessman. He rose to a very high position in the
Indonesian Army as a Lieutenant General and was
in the news for his swift rise in military positions,

being a son-in-law of former President Soeharto.
Comparing both the presidential candidates,
Setia Budi, a moderate Muslim middle-aged cab
driver, said, “Prabowo is from a military background
and he may turn to be a dictator like his father-inlaw, Soeharto. He is full of attitude and is very rich.
On the other hand, Jokowi, belonging to the lower
middle class like us, leads a very simple life. He is
very polite and keeps fast for the whole month during Ramadhan but never shows it off. He does what
he talks. Therefore, Budi is going to vote for Jokowi.”
Prabowo became infamous internationally for
his covert operations in East Timor in 1996 in order
to suppress the rebellions, which led to human right
abuses in the country. In 1998, he was promoted
as the head of the 27,000-strong Army Strategic
Reserve Command (Kostrad), which is a key Jakarta
garrison meant to supervise operational readiness
among all the commands and carries out defence
and security operations as per the policies of the
Indonesian Army commander. Having served in
the Army at a very high position, Prabowo, a successful businessman now, has emerged as a
shrewd politician and has brought smaller political parties to his side. This time, posing as a pious
Muslim, he has assured the safety of ulemas, restored
respect and fight to free them from criminal threats
against Jokowi’s decision to dismiss an ultra-radical group, Hizbut Tahrir, which aimed to establish an Islamic caliphate in Indonesia. Apart from
giving moral support to the religious leaders, he has
also promised to help improve the conditions of
religious schools in the country.
The country’s political system is based on constitutional democracy. The legislature is made up
of two bodies and has a total of 692 MPs. There
are the 560-member House of Representatives
(DPR) and the 132-member Regional
Representatives’ Assembly (DPD) with four representatives from each of the 33 provinces of
Indonesia. The Indonesian system of selection of
legislators is complex unlike the Indian parliamen-

tary system. In Indonesia, someone can be a member of DPR even though he/she has got lesser votes
than his/her opponent. For the DPR, each Province
has been divided into 1-10 constituencies or electoral districts, which finally has 3-10 seats, depending on its size and population. To make his candidature stronger, Jokowi has chosen a popular
Muslim scholar Ma’ruf Amin as his running mate
for the Vice President in order to connect with the
larger section of the conservative Muslims.
Indonesia, a country rich in human and natural resource, has been faced with unemployment problems, too. The costly education system prevents many aspirants to go for higher
education, leaving many young students — aged
between 14 and 17 years — to seek low-paid
jobs, mostly in the booming hotel and service
industries. Indonesia has become the world’s seventh largest economy due to its purchasing
power capacity. According to the World Bank,
the country needs massive investment to develop its massive infrastructural projects, create
employment opportunities and streamline its
economy.
Islamic fundamentalist groups are trying hard
to pronounce their presence in a rather syncretic
social system that has been influenced by its long
history of the presence of Hinduism and Buddhist
empires by opening up more madrasas, making it
compulsory for Muslim women to wear headscarves in the rural and semi-urban areas. However,
already exposed to Western culture during a long
rule of Suharto, the majority of the populace doesn’t seem to be tamed easily by the call of conservative Muslim groups. As the world looks up to
Indonesia to throw a viable and strong leadership
and have a say in the international issue like the
ever-brewing South China Sea dispute, its mature
electorate is gearing up to show the power of
democracy.
(The writer is a Southeast Asian analyst at the
Jawaharlal Nehru University)
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olitical parties prepare election
manifestoes with an intention to
lure the people, so that they vote
keeping in mind the attractive sops
offered by them. With an eye on the
most popular vote, the two mainstream
parties — the BJP and the Congress —
maintained their focus on populist sectors like agriculture, economy, urban
development and national security. But
voters do not really take these manifestoes seriously for they know that they
are presented in an exaggerated form,
some of which are difficult to be fulfilled. However, some of them are
achievable and is accepted as such.
This time around, both parties laid
great emphasis on “national security”
because of the prevailing hostile envi-
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ronment with our neighbours.
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi
roped in Lt Gen DS Hooda, former
head of Northern Command, Indian
Army, and surgical strikes hero to head
its task force on national security and
prepare a vision document on it. The
party’s manifesto that talked about
reforms towards national security
included some of the recommendations
made by the high-profile team. Some
of the ideas include the appointment of
Chiefs of Defence Staff (CDS), allotment of adequate defence budget for the
modernisation of the armed forces,
aggressive stance towards terrorism and
a review of the Armed Forces Special
Powers Act (AFSPA).
While the BJP gave top billing to
“national security,” the Congress placed
employment and economy above
“national security.” Besides the placement of “national security” in the pecking order of issues, both manifestoes are
rather sketchy and silent about a
national security strategic doctrine.
The BJP declared that it will “speed
up the purchases of outstanding
defence-related equipment and
weapons and equip the armed forces

with modern equipment to strengthen the strike capability of the armed
forces”. In reality, this assurance does not
match the party’s rhetoric on acquisition of defence equipment because the
defence budget this fiscal fell below 1.44
per cent of the GDP, lowest since 1962.
Despite the BJP’s somewhat patchy
record of beefing up the capabilities of
our forces, the party seems to have
scored over the Congress. Part of the
reason is, of course, the aggressive
actions taken by the Modi Government
— surgical strikes after Uri, Balakot air
strike and Mission Shakti. But part of
the reason is also the clear and unambiguous stand taken by it on issues of
nationalism and internal security,
reflected in the “policy of zero tolerance” against “terrorism and extremism” and “giving a free-hand to security forces in combating terrorism”.
The Congress’ manifesto promised
to review the AFSPA and the Disturbed
Areas Act in Jammu & Kashmir while
emphasising that “dialogue is the only
way to understand the aspirations of the
people of the three regions of Jammu
& Kashmir and find a solution to their
issues.” This gives an impression that

it is soft on separatism. Further, as
expected, the BJP reiterated its resolve
to abrogate Article 370, which gives
autonomous status to Jammu &
Kashmir and annul Article 35A of the
Constitution, which the party finds discriminatory against non-permanent
residents and women in the Valley.
“We believe that Article 35A is an
obstacle towards the development of the
State. We will take all steps to ensure a
safe and peaceful environment for all
residents. We will make all efforts to
ensure the safe return of Kashmiri
Pandits. We will provide financial
assistance for the resettlement of
refugees from West Pakistan, Pakistan
occupied Kashmir (POK) and
Chhamb,” read the BJP’s manifesto.
But the one glaring omission in
both manifestoes has been the absence
of a “nuclear weapons programme.” In
its 2014 manifesto, the BJP had
promised to “revise and update its
nuclear doctrine to make it relevant to
challenges of current times.” But in
2019, there is no mention of the
nuclear weapons programme. The
Congress’ manifesto is limited to giving a push to India’s membership of the

Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG).
However, its manifesto somewhat
scores over the BJP’s as it takes a broader view on “national security” and talks
about things like data, cyber, finance,
communication and trade security. The
BJP, on the other hand, has a much narrower focus and does not even mention these dimensions of “national security” that will be critical in future.
On another critical issue —
restructuring the higher defence management — the Congress’ manifesto
talks of establishing the office of CDS
for making him a member of Cabinet
Committee on Security (CCS). The
BJP’s manifesto is silent on this important issue. On the two most immediate external threats to national security — Pakistan and China — there is virtually nothing in the manifestoes of
both parties. The BJP does not even
mention Pakistan except in the context
of refugees. Similarly, the Congress has
not made it clear as to what steps it will
take to stop the export of terrorism
from Pakistan. It just talks about persuading other countries to compel
Pakistan to end its support to terrorist
groups. Even on China, except for beef-

ing up border defences and building
infrastructure along the borders, there
is no outlining of an approach that
either of the national party proposed.
Both parties have expressed commitment to promoting self-reliance in
defence equipment through indigenisation of production and encouraging
private sector participation. “Make in
India” in Defence is unlikely to take off
without privatisation. Little wonder
between 2012 and July 2018, FDI in
defence stood at $1.31 million. Promise
of varied skills training is good but what
about lateral entry into other services
of those retiring young? Instead of
OROP, the BJP did allot one-time pension increase and grapevine is this happened due to the abhorrence of the
Finance Minister and the NSA.
How will the BJP justify denying
NFU to serving soldiers? By telling the
court among other reasons that the uniformed are staying in “palatial houses”
when all other Government services are
authorised NFU, including the central
police forces? Besides, which nation
places its military below police forces?
(The writer is a retired professor in
international trade)
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et Airways’ survival remained
Jlenders
under serious threat after its
on Monday deferred a
much-anticipated decision to
provide emergency funds to the
carrier following a marathon
meeting, even as its pilots’
union appealed to the lenders
and the prime minister to save
the airline.
Jet Airways chief executive
Vinay Dube in an internal
communication has said the
lenders could not decide on the
emergency funding and that
the board of the airline will
meet Tuesday to take a call on
the future.
“As you are aware, we have
been working with the lenders
to secure interim funding for
our operations. The interim
funding has not been forthcoming thus far, and as a result
we have extended cancellation
of international operations
until April 18 (rpt April 18).
“The current status of our
engagement with the lenders
and other related matters shall
be placed before the board
tomorrow morning, where the
management will seek guidance from the board on the
next steps forward. We will
keep you updated on all critical developments,” Dube said in
a mail.
Jet Airways pilots’ union,

the National
Aviators Guild
had
Sunday
deferred a decision to strike
from Monday
saying that it
wanted to give
more time to the
airline ahead of
the lenders’ meeting here.
On March 25,
the airline’s board
had approved ‘the
debt resolution plan’, under
which SBI-led consortium
would provide an emergency
loan of C1,500 crore and in turn
acquire majority stake, following which founder chairman
Naresh Goyal and wife Anita
would leave the airline and pare
his stake to around 25 percent.
But banks have so far only
under C300 crore has been
disbursed that too in small
amounts, citing procedural
delays. This left the airline
cancelling hundreds of flights
as the airline failed to pay the
lease rentals.
Currently it has just sixseven planes for operations,
way below its peak of 123
planes in December.
A meeting between the
airline management and its
major lender SBI last week
also could not take a decision
on the fund infusion.
“We were expecting some
cash support at Monday’s meeting but the lenders have told
the airline that they are not
going to provide any funds for
now...We are disappointed,”

5P[[X]V=?0bRP]VXeT 1dbX]TbbTbfXcWcda]^eTa^eTaC!RaRP]
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he rise in
banks’ profT
itability, thanks to

said a source in the pilots’
union.
“If funds don’t come by
tomorrow, we apprehend that
the airline will not sustain any
longer,” he said, adding much
will depend on the outcome
of the Tuesday board meeting.
Earlier in the day, the airline’s pilot union along with
engineers and cabin crew
members assembled at its headquarters to show their solidarity over salary delays.
The airline’s pilots along
with engineers and senior staff
were last paid for December
2018. This apart, the airline has
also defaulted on the March
salary of other categories of
employees as well.
“We would like to appeal
SBI to release C1,500 crore
funds to help the airline continue operations. We also
appeal Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to save 20,000
odd jobs at the airline,” NAG
vice-president Asim Valiani
told reporters at the airline’s
headquarters here.

a steady decline in
dud assets, can
give a 0.60- percent boost to GDP
in fiscal 2020, says
a report.
This will be
possible due to the
rise in profits on
the back of a decline in credit
costs, which is the money that
banks set aside to deal with bad
loans, will help banks lend
more money to productive
purposes, it said.
“The fall in credit costs
implies a positive supply
impact of 1.40 percent to credit growth, which can boost real
investment growth by 2 percent
and real GDP growth by 0.60
percent financial year,” a report
by American brokerage
Goldman Sachs said Monday.
The Reserve Bank earlier
this month pegged FY20 GDP
print at 7.2 percent, down 20
bps from its February forecast.
The brokerage estimates
credit costs as a proportion of
the total outstanding loans will
nearly halve to 1.20 percent in
FY20 from the peak of 2.30
percent in FY18. In absolute
terms, the fall will be to the
tune of C1.9 lakh crore from
C3.3 lakh crore.
Credit growth has already
been coming in at a multi- year
high for the last few fortnights,
and printed at 13.24 per cent
for the fortnight to March 29.
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n d i a’s
e x p or t s
grew by 11
per cent to
$32.55 billion
in
March on
account of
higher
growth in
sectors
including pharma, chemicals
and engineering, Government
data showed on Monday.
Imports rose by 1.44 per
cent to $43.44 billion during
the month. However, trade
deficit narrows to $10.89 billion
as compared to $13.51 billion
in the same month last year.
Gold imports rose by 31.22
per cent to $3.27 billion in
March 2019.
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tate-run Air
Sresume
India is set to
its flight

I

Oil imports rose by 5.55
per cent in March to $11.75 billion.
For the full fiscal (2018-19),
exports grew by 9 per cent to
$331 billion and imports rose by
8.99 per cent to $507.44 billion.
In result, the country’s
trade deficit widened to
$176.42 billion for the entire
fiscal, compared to $162 billion
in 2017-18, data showed.

ser vices
to
Madrid from
New Delhi from
April 18, the airline
said
Monday.
The airline
had temporarily
suspended services to Madrid along with
Birmingham from New Delhi
last month following the closure of the Pakistani airspace
for all West-bound flights to
and from India.
The national carrier operates three times-a-week flight
services to the Spanish capital
from New Delhi.
“Air India is set to resume
its thrice-a-week service on the
Delhi-Madrid-Delhi sector

from April 18, after a brief
interlude to cater to the consistent heavy demand from
passengers both in Spain and
India,” the airline said in a
statement.
The New Delhi-Madrid
route is serviced by India’s flagship aircraft Boeing 787-800.
Air India has also
announced return fares, starting from Euro 487, for travel on
Madrid-Delhi-Madrid sector.

The brokerage report said
for the past nine years, the
banking system has grappled
with non-performing assets,
where ballooning credit costs
impaired their capital, constrained credit supply, and was
associated with a decline in
credit and investment growth.
Improvements in credit supply will now more likely stem
from an improvement in banks’
profitability on a normalisation
of bank credit costs, it said.
This will be achieved on
the back of more benign trends
in stress loans and the healthier NPA provisioning ratios
that “proactive policies have
engendered over the past two
years”, it said.
The report said boost to
credit growth can be higher if
credit costs are lower, banks
continue to substitute away
from bonds into credit to the
real economy, or raise more
capital than the baseline.
However, on the flipside,
growth can be impacted by up
to 0.15 percent if some of the
assumptions do not come true,
it warned.
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usinesses with an annual
turnover of over C2 crore
B
can now start filing GST audit
reports for fiscal 2017-18 as
GST Network (GSTN) has
made its format available on its
portal.
The audit report for 201718, the first year of the goods
and services tax (GST) implementation, is to be filed by
June 30.
The ministry on December
31, 2018, notified the annual
returns forms GSTR-9, GSTR9A and GSTR-9C. The GST
Council in December extended the last date for filing these
forms by three months to
June 30.

GSTN has now made
available offline utility of
GSTR-9C which can be filled
up by taxpayer and uploaded
on the portal.
GSTR-9 is the annual return
form for all taxpayers registered
under GST, GSTR-9A is for
composition taxpayers.
GSTR-9C is a reconciliation statement, duly verified
and signed by a chartered
accountant or a cost accountant, and required to be furnished along with filing of
annual return by the taxpayer
whose turnover is above C2
crore during a financial year.
EY Tax Partner Abhishek
Jain said the industry was long
awaiting the offline utility and
the mechanics of filing the

GSTR-9C online.
“Clarifications like digital
signature of auditor being
required, balance sheet and
profit/loss account being
attached, etc, should help businesses plan well for executing
this compliance,” Jain said.
AMRG & Associates
Partner Rajat Mohan said timely availability of the utility for
filing GST annual audit report
is a great assistance to taxpayers, especially those having a
multi-locational places of
business.
“Taxpayers have more than
75 days to file GST annual audit
reports and in case they start
early then there would be no
need for any extensions on the
last day,” Mohan added.
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he Government is likely to
extend the last date for
T
submission of bids for the
strategic sale of Air India’s
ground handling subsidiary
AIATSL by a month, till May
16.
The expression of interest
(EoI) was floated on February
12 and the last date for submission of bids was fixed as
April 16.
“It has been decided to
extend the deadline for submission of EoI for AIATSL till
May 16,” an official told PTI.
In November last year,
Finance Minister Arun Jaitleyled ministerial panel had decided to proceed with the strategic sale of Air India Air
Transport Services Ltd (AIATSL).
The Government had also
decided to transfer AIATSL,
along with three other Air

India
subsidiaries, to a
special purpose
vehicle — Air
India Assets
Holding Ltd
(AIAHL).
Proceeds
from the sale of
these four subsidiaries would
be used to pay
off Air India’s
debt.
Air India has a debt burden
of C55,000 crore. Of this,
C29,000 crore debt has been
transferred to AIAHL.
After a botched attempt to
sell Air India in May last year,
the Jaitley-led panel in June
decided to scrap the stake sale
plan for the time being. It was
decided to infuse more funds
into the carrier and cut down
debt by raising resources by
selling land assets and other
subsidiaries.
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COPE Academy of Public
Sector Enterprises (APSE) in
Sassociation
with SP Jain Institute
of Management & Research
(SPJIMR) is organizing
Advanced
Management
Programme from 22nd April to
27th April 2019 at Mumbai. The
programme aims to enhance the

managerial effectiveness and
leadership competencies of professionals from PSUs.
The SCOPE Academy has
been addressing the training
needs of member PSUs at various levels. The long term
vision of Academy is to create
a talent pool and a PSE cadre
of its own, for better succession
planning.
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he Open Door Project, an
T
initiative to induce private schools to take the lead

The Government had initially planned to offload 76 per
cent equity share capital of the
national carrier as well as transfer the management control to
private players. The buyer was
required to take over C24,000
crore debt of the carrier along
with over C8,000 crore of liabilities.
However, the stake sale
failed to attract any bidders
when the bidding process completed on May 31, 2018.

in creating space for underprivileged children in their
schools and give them an
education they will otherwise probably miss, has been
launched by The Millennium
Schools, a national chain of
K12 schools.
Despite so much being
done at Government, NGO
and Private sector level, one
third of Indian children do
not have access to quality
education and over 8 million
are out of s cho ols.
Government and individual
actions are laudatory, but the
size of the problem exceeds
the best efforts yet.
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anasonic launched mirrorless Lumix S series in
P
the
Indian
market.
Comprising of Lumix S1 and
S1R with 24 mega pixel and
47.3 megapixel full-frame

CMOS sensor respectively,
the new S series is based on
the L-Mount standard, which
provides uncompromised
imaging experience.
The Lumix S Series aims
for unprecedented image quality with high resolution mode
for the first time inmirrorless
full-frame, industry-leading
video recording performance
(4K 60p/50p1), the most effective image stabilization, rich
gradation and superior color
reproduction. The first fullframe mirrorless camera by
Panasonic,S1 is priced at
C199,990 and with 24-105mm
F4 lens will beat C267,990
and S1R is priced at C299,990
for the bodyand C367,990with
a 24-105mm F4 lens.
Lumix S1 and S1 R offers
a high-speed, high-precision
AF system based on advanced
control technology over the
lens, the sensor, and the new
Venus Engine enable the user
to capture the target in sharp
focus without fail.
Panasonic is also bringing
in artificial intelligence for
photography and videography. When it comes to autofocus, there are 3 things to
consider: where to focus, how
far the subject is from the
camera, and the accuracy of
the focus. The last two points
are covered by their DFD
technology.
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DON’T WORRY

BE HAPPY
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-cigarettes are known by many different names like e-cigs,
e-hookahs, mods, vape pens, vapes, tank systems, Juul and
are called Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS). They
are being introduced and sold in the shape/form of ordinary
cigarettes, cigars, USB flash drives or pens to target youth. The
challenges with such devices are their unclear long-term health
effects. They are not 100 per cent safe. In the absence of long
term studies claim for their present level of safety is objectionable. These devices cause nicotine levels in the blood to peak
higher than they do with traditional cigarettes. Certain products like Juul deliver high doses of nicotine, probably even higher than tobacco cigarettes. The nicotine content in Juul is 0.7ml
(59mg/ml) per pod which is approximately equivalent to one
packet of cigarette or 200 puffs. Students get away with puffing Juuls/pen in class and home as parents and teachers may
not recognise it as anything other than a flash drive/ordinary
pen.
QHazardous nature and multiple addiction: The vapour
(aerosol) contains several toxicants including Nicotine that damage human health, glycols, aldehydes, volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAHs), tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs), metals, silicate particles and other
elements and flavouring such as diacetyl, a chemical linked to
a serious lung disease. The
metals such as lead,
7TPeh\TcP[b heavy
chromium, nickel and chemicals
bdRWPb[TPS like formaldehyde are often
more in the vapour of eRWa^\Xd\]XRZT[ found
cigarettes than in traditional cigP]SRWT\XRP[b arettes, as per the WHO report.
Some toxicants are specific to e[XZT cigarettes, such as glyoxal, which
gastric irritation and
U^a\P[STWhSTPaT causes
kidney damage. Some research
^UcT]U^d]S\^aT studies have shown that
alone can mutate the
X]cWTeP_^da^U Nicotine
genome and initiate a cancer
TRXVPaTccTbcWP] state. Researchers from WHO,
US Surgeon General
X]caPSXcX^]P[ CDC,
Report 2016 have proved that
RXVPaTccTb nicotine adversely affects adolescent’s brain, heart, lungs and
unborn baby of pregnant
woman more as compared to other hazards. Some studies prove
that ENDS can lead to dual use and other addictions like cocaine
and methamphetamine.
QCessation device: Advocating e cigarette/Vape as cessation
device is completely a myth and unethical also as they are not
approved as drug under Drugs and Cosmetic Act. Nicotine
replacement therapies (NRT) are to be prescribed by a qualified therapist so that the doses are regulated under the supervision. But in case of ENDS, self-therapy may lead to shifting
from one addiction to another and may also cause acute accidental toxicity.
In last six years as per GATS 1 and 2 (Global Adult Tobacco
Survey ) done in 2009-10 and 2016 -17 respectively show very
encouraging results. This survey is done by the Government,
WHO & Tata Institute of Social Sciences jointly & it shows that
the overall Prevalence of Tobacco in Delhi reduced by 27 per
cent.
No doubt that all kinds of tobaccos including traditional cigarette/bidi should be banned but till the time they are not banned,
they are being restricted/regulated under COTPA(Cigarette and
Other Tobacco Products Act) but due to enforcement issues and
tobacco industry’s interference we have not been able to regulate them fully, therefore we don’t want new products like e-cigarette/Juul to enter the list and get established in market like
traditional cigarettes.
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>:D<) Kokum, commonly known as Garcinia indica is a
fruit bearing plant of mangosteen family. This purple
coloured berry has number of uses including cooking,
medicines, industrial and oil extracts are helpful for treating
various health issues.
Kokum is an excellent source of anti-oxidants thus it minimises the risk of diseases and promote cell regeneration and repair. It
helps to reduce fever and allergic reactions. Cold blend of Kokum
is applied on allergic rashes on skin.
Kokum juice is very popular in India especially during hot summer. It is delicious and has a cooling and
refreshing effect on the body. It
not only quenches your thirst,
but also helps to prevent dehydration and sunstroke due to
heat.
The extracts of Kokum enhances the health
of our digestive system to a great extent. Digestive
problems such as constipation, flatulence, excessive bloating and
indigestion can be treated by having Kokum juice. It also contains
an active ingredient called hydroxy citric acid. It promotes the burning of fat. It converts excess calories into fat. This aids in proper
weight loss.

healthy diet and regular exercise are not
enough to ensure good health and wellbeA
ing of individuals. People strive to adapt a healthy
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ith over 45 years of
medical practice, I
have witnessed that
people often overlook the simplest
things in their pursuit of wealth
and happiness.
And thus as a doctor, whose
life's ambition is to spread awareness of healthy lifestyles and
Homeopathy, I joined hands with
Ashwin Sanghi to bring the readers easy-to-do, common sense tips
to help achieve good health and
healthier lives through my book '13
Steps to Bloody Good Health'. And
this World Health Day I share with
you a few easy ways to lead a
healthy life.
■ Love Yourself: Remember
Kareena Kapoor’s line in Jab We
Met — Main apni Favourite
hoon. Yes, be your own
favourite. Loving yourself
means taking care of your
health and happiness. Why
wait to be sick? Why not invest
in health?
■ Sleep= Good Health: Did you
know that 93 per cent of
Indians are sleep deprived?
Sleep deprivation is linked to a
low immune system, weight
gain, depression and brain
functions among many others.
So ask yourself the question, am
I sleeping well enough?
■ You are what you eat:
Understand that food is medicine. Fad diets cause more
harm than good. Avoid
processed foods and preservatives, artificial sweeteners and
sodas.
■ Relax: Stress is a part of life.
While we can’t avoid the triggers that cause stress, we can
definitely find better ways of
reacting to them.
Even if you realise a few of
them, you will definitely be on your
way to a healthier and happier you.
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ensing the wave in consumers,
almost every FMCG brand category is adopting the use of natural products and ingredients.
Consumer’s quest to embrace
healthy lifestyle is forcing consumption patterns to move away from
artificial and synthetic. In an era
when the whole world is going
Natural, the biggest question is that
does the trend apply to healthcare as
well?
90 per cent people want to
adopt Ayurveda as the first call of
treatment. It is a proved science perfected over centuries, affordable
and sustainable healthcare. Last
three decades have seen growth of
natural medicines world over. An
unprecedented jump from 6000
crore medicine sales in 2007
to 19000 crore in 2017. By
2022 the Ayurvedic
healthcare market
is expected to grow
at a steady pace and
become 50,000
crores. While
allopathy industry
stands at 1,20,000 crores.
It is critical to understand

S

taying healthy is a way of life.
If we look at the bigger landscape of health like eating
right, proper sleep, exercising hard
and stressing less, putting all of
them together in practice is a hard
row to hoe. We know that exercise
and a good diet go hand in hand,
but how much are we bringing
these habits into our life? Well,
maybe to some extent, but not
enough to keep us healthy. Among
all the health anomalies, cardiovascular diseases are highly prevalent
among people which includes
strokes, heart failure, coronary
artery diseases, and hypertensive

S

One of the most common
problems that occur in summer
months is dehydration. This can
be dangerous for children and the
elderly. ROSHANI DEVI shares
tips on how to
rehydrate the body
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uring acute summer
months the body loses
fluids rapidly when we
sweat. If one doesn’t consume
enough fluids, it can
lead to dehydration.
If corrective steps
are not taken
immediately, the
person can even
land up in the
hospital.
There are a
few natural
ways that one
can follow to
remain hydrated
at all times.
First, keep sipping water at regular
intervals. Put a timer in your
smartphone to alert you to
drink water every hour on the
clock.
Second, coconut water is
great to keep one hydrated.
Drink coconut water through-
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and fix the hurdles standing in the
path of the true realisation of
Ayurveda healthcare’s potential.
Issues such as problems of supply
chain, uncertainty about who to trust
and assured quality of medicines in
Ayurveda and various other factors
the true potential of traditional
medicines and practices of Ayurveda
is yet to be realised.
Coupled with modern diagnostics and encouraging evidencebased treatment, gap between the
patients and qualified trustworthy
ayurvedic doctors can be bridged.
Technology is playing a major role
in increasing accessibility to the
right ayurvedic practitioners and
knowledge sharing within the
community for capacity building.
We can step closer to the aim of
making Universal Health Coverage
a reality by strengthening the
ecosystem. On this World
Health Day let’s push
towards progressive adoption of Ayurveda for
Health and Wellness.

out the day — 4 to 5 times daily
for best results. Coconut water
is high in sodium and potassium, the levels of which are often
depleted when you are dehydrated.
Third, before you start any
strenuous physical activity eat a
couple of bananas which has
high potassium content and
can help replenish the
levels and combat dehydration.
But
if you are
already
dehydrated —
barley water is good
for the body. Take a cup
of barley, 3 to 4 cups of water,
1/2 lemon, a teaspoon of honey
Boil barley and water for an
hour. Then cool it and strain.
Add lemon and honey. Drink
this three-four times a day to
treat dehydration.

heart disease. We bring you four
healthy tips that will keep your
heart problems at bay.
5H5B39C9>7
Exercise comes with a host of benefits that are fruitful for our health.
That’s why indulging in the highintensity workout sessions cuts
down the risk of heart diseases and
help one maintain healthy blood
pressure.
51D9>7B978D
Dietary patterns play a key role in
maintaining good health which can
impact the risk of heart problems.

lifestyle, yet there is a great rise in lifestyle diseases like hypertension, diabetes, obesity, PCOD,
anxiety, depression. The undefeated reason
behind this is stress.
Stress simply means that our own thoughts
and emotions are not in our control. If we are
unable to maintain the ease in our system, disease is bound to manifest us. Our system works
optimally when there is pleasantness within.
There can be no health without happiness. It is
a known fact today that mental stress and
depression are the new epidemics on the rise.
According to the WHO predictions, depression
and anxiety will be the biggest diseases to afflict
mankind by 2020. In the race for earning more
money and being more successful, people have
lost touch with who they really are and their own
happiness.
Today, science has proven that our minds,
our thoughts, our emotions, play a vital role in
every aspect of our physical life. If you are mentally stressed and unhappy, each and every cell
of your body feels it and hence you cannot
remain physically fit and healthy for long. This
is a medically proven fact. Men and women of
mid age suffer from stress and anxiety due to
various professional and personal goals. To curb
this issue The Mind Programme was introduced.
This programme has been conceptualised
to help individuals realise that happiness lies
within oneself. How one can enjoy living their
life by truly becoming stress-free. The aim is to
teach individuals the science and art of being
happy. The programme is especially devised for
men and women suffering from
professional/personal pressure and responsibilities. To be part of the Mrs India Inc, a beauty
pageant for married women means teaching mid
aged women burdened with responsibilities how
to be happy and remain calm in stressful situations. The contestants of this pageant are trained
because women representing India must know
how to retain their calm, embrace happiness and
be stress free at crucial stages.
The programme is broken down into a
three-hour session where the technique of
manifesting good health and fitness, abundant
wealth, happy relationships and a successful
career, without stress are taught. Individuals are
trained to create their own happiness within
themselves, which is not dependent on any external factor.
The programme is like sitting in meditation
and doing pranayama. You visualise whatever
you want as something that’s already done. So
if you’re aiming to be 56 kg, you visualise yourself wearing that pair of jeans that you want to
fit into it. The idea is to practice it for 15 minutes every morning.

Some studies have shown that
consuming green leafy vegetables
and fruits minimises the risk of
developing heart problems and
are associated with the lower coincidence of heart disease.
@B?@5BC<55@
Getting enough quality sleep is
highly essential to lower the risk of
heart diseases. Researchers believe
that sleeping less than 7-8 hours per
day disturbs our biological process
and health conditions, leading to
sleep deprivation.
CWTfaXcTaXb3a?ET]ZPcP:aXbW]P]8]cTa]P[
<TSXRX]T?PaPb7^b_XcP[
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n World Health Day, SBI Life
Insurance organised — Thanks A
Dot, a breast cancer awareness drive in
Sonepat, Haryana. Research indicates
that 1 in 3 women in rural India have not
heard of the deadly disease and as many
as 90% of them are unaware of the possibility of self-breast examination.
Rajiv Dingra, Founder and
CEO, WATConsult said: “This
clearly highlights the lack of
awareness in these areas and
the need for women in rural
India to understand the
nuances of breast cancer, the
prevention methods and the
necessary steps to be taken.
With Thanks a Dot, we reached
out to a village in Haryana to initiate the positive conversation around
breast health.”
Studies indicate that the average age
of breast cancer in India is almost a decade
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lower than in the west. One of every 2
woman newly diagnosed with breast cancer doesn’t survive in India. Also, out of
2,000 women detected with cancer, 1,200
were diagnosed at a late stage. This
means it reduces the first-year survival rate
by 3 to 17 times for breast and cervical
cancer.
Ravindra Sharma, Chief of
Brand
&
Corporate
Communications, SBI Life
Insurance said: “Breast cancer
is most common in women
and can be cured if detected at
an early stage. Most women in
rural areas neglect their health
and delay in seeking medical
advice early because of unawareness, illiteracy, myths or superstition
and many a times, due to financial constraints. It is imperative for these women
to have deeper understanding and awareness of the symptoms of this disease.”

Ua^\cWT9PfPWPa[P[=TWad2T]caTU^a
0SeP]RTSBRXT]cXUXRATbTPaRWX]1T]VP[dad
<TRWP]Xb\bcWPcRPdbTfX[Sch_T_$"
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WT\Pc^[^VXRP[\P[XV]P]RXTbP]SX\_[XRPcTSX]
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cWTcTP\bPXS
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tudies indicate that
the risk of Type II
diabetes rises with
increasing body weight.
Those who are obese are 3 to
7 times more likely to acquire this condition than those with a normal weight. The
risk increases by 20 times in people with
a body mass index (BMI) greater than 35
kg/m2. According to statistics, a modest
weight loss of even 5% to 10% in six
months is enough to delay or prevent the
onset of diabetes and other obesity-related illnesses.
Losing weight to counter obesity and
maintaining the ideal weight are all steps
towards harm reduction. The first-ever
conference on harm reduction that was
held on 30th January 2019, organized by
HCFI and IJCP, discussed this and more.
It highlighted the need for a balanced diet
in maintaining the ideal weight according
to one’s body type.
Tips from Heart Care Foundation of
India
Q Limit the intake of complex carbohydrates as they tend to increase blood
sugar levels and the production of insulin.
In those with insulin resistance, this surge
can lead to further weight gain. Get your
blood glucose levels monitored regularly.
Q Exercise every day. Aim at getting
about 30 to 45 minutes of physical activity every day, five times a week.
Q Do not consume refined sugar in any
form.
Q Reduce stress through activities
such as meditation and yoga.
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udanese protest organisers on
Monday called on their supporters to mobilise outside the
Army headquarters, saying there
was an attempt to “disperse the
sit-in” where thousands have
camped out for 10 days.
The Sudanese Professionals
Association did not say who
was attempting to break up the
crowd, but witnesses said several army vehicles had surrounded the area. “There is an
attempt to disperse the sit-in
from the army headquarters
area, they are trying to remove
the barricades,” the SPA said in
a statement to AFP.
“We call on our people to
come immediately to the sit-in
area to protect our revolution.” Witnesses said troops
were seen removing the barricades that demonstrators had
put up as a security measure.
“Protesters are chanting
‘army is our army’,” an onlooker told AFP from the site of the
sit-in. Witnesses said the army

S

displayed a banner on one of
the walls of their building facing the protesters.
“Our brothers and sisters,
don’t come close. You have
been our guests under our
protection. But now the emergency law governs all of us,” the
banner said.
Before his ouster last week,
veteran president Omar alBashir imposed a state of emergency under which rallies were
banned. The SPA described the
attempt to disperse the crowds
as “an indication that the military council will not fulfil its
committment given to the people,” in a separate statement on
its Facebook page.
Protest organisers have
given a list of demands to the
country’s new ruling military
council that came to power
after Bashir was removed from
office. Their key demands
include handing power to a
transitional civilian Government
and bringing leaders of Bashir’s
regime to justice, including the
deposed President.

3DOHVWLQLDQVWDWHOLNHO\
QRWLQ86SURSRVHG
SHDFHSODQ5HSRUW
Washington: A United States’s
proposal for peace between
Israel and the Palestinians,
dubbed “the deal of the century”, will likely not include a fully
sovereign Palestinian state, the
Washington Post reported.
According to sources
familiar with the main elements
of the deal, the agreement
pledged practical improvements in the lives of
Palestinians but stops short of
securing a Palestinian state.
The White House is
expected to reveal its longawaited peace deal, spearheaded by Jared Kushner, US
President Donald Trump’s sonin-law, later this year.
While officials have kept
details of the plan secret, com-

ments from Kushner and other
US officials suggest that it
“does away with statehood as
the starting premise of peace
efforts”, the Washington Post
reported.
The plan is likely to focus
heavily on Israeli security concerns. It revolves around a
proposal that foresees major
infrastructure and industrial
work, particularly in the
besieged Gaza Strip.
For the plan to succeed or
even pass the starting gate, it
will need at least initial buy-in
from both Israel and the
Palestinians as well as from the
Gulf Arab states, which officials
say will be asked to substantially bankroll the economic
portion.
Agencies
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Helsinki: Finns can expect a
broad, ineffective coalition
Government for the next four
years as the Social Democrats,
who narrowly won weekend
elections, focus on keeping the
surging anti-immigration populists out, analysts said.
The polls were closely
watched to see how the nationalists would do ahead of
European Parliament elections
in May when many believe
they and the eurosceptic camp
as a whole could make significant inroads. As Finland’s politicos digested Sunday’s vote, the
big question on Monday was
what role the far-right antiimmigration Finns Party, which
more than doubled its seats in
parliament under the leadership
of hardline nationalist Jussi
Halla-aho, would play. AFP

Islamabad: Pakistan's independent human rights watchdog on Monday raised concerns about incidents of forced
conversions and marriages of
Hindu and Christian girls, saying around 1,000 such cases
were reported in the southern
Sindh province alone last year.
In its annual report, the
Human Rights Commission of
Pakistan said the Government
has done little in the past to stop
such forced marriages and asked
the lawmakers to pass effective
legislation to end the practice.
“Around one thousand cases of
Hindu and Christian girls were
estimated in the province of
Sindh alone in 2018. The cities
where such cases occurred frequently included Umerkot,
Tharparkar, Mirpurkhas, Badin,
Karachi, Tando Allahyar,
Kashmore and Ghotki,” said
the 335-page report titled ‘State
of Human Rights in 2018’. PTI
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Kuala Lumpur: Malaysia’s
Prime Minister said on Monday
a Chinese company building a
rail link across the Southeast
Asian nation will jointly help to
manage and operate the network, part of revised deal that
will get the stalled project off
the ground at a lower cost and
ease strained relations.
The East Coast Rail Link
across peninsular Malaysia was
suspended after Prime Minister
Mahathir Mohamad’s alliance
swept into power last May and
said it would review largescale infrastructure projects to
rein in surging national debt
that it blamed mostly on corruption in the previous
Government.
Cancelling the project
risked alienating China,
Malaysia’s largest trading partner, which considered the railway connecting Malaysia’s west
coast to eastern rural states a

key part of its Belt and Road
infrastructure initiative.
The project was revived last
week after the contractor, stateowned China Communications
Construction Company Ltd.,
agreed to cut the cost by onethird to 44 billion ringgit (USD
10.7 billion). Mahathir said
Monday the government chose
to renegotiate the deal rather
than pay compensation of 21.78
billion ringgit (USD 5.3 billion).
He said the fact that the project
cost can be reduced sharply by
21.5 billion ringgit (USD 5.2 billion) showed that the cost had
been inflated when former
Prime Minister Najib Razak’s
government awarded the main
contract to CCCC in 2016.
The rail project will now
cost 68.7 million ringgit (USD
16.7 million) per kilometer,
down from 95.5 million ringgit (USD 23.2 million) previously, he said.
AP

2WX]P\PZTbf^a[S´b
bcPa\TSP\_WXQX^db
Sa^]TQ^Pc
Beijing: China has successfully tested the world’s first armed
amphibious drone boat which
the Chinese military analysts
claimed could be used in land
assault operations and is capable of forming a combat triad
with aerial drones and other
drone ships, according to a
media report.
Built by Wuchang
Shipbuilding Industry Group
under China Shipbuilding
Industry Corporation, the
drone ship, named Marine
Lizard, successfully passed
delivery checks and left factory on April 8 in Wuhan, capital of Central China’s Hubei
Province.
Having a maximum operation range of 1,200 kms, the
Marine Lizard can be remotely controlled via satellites, an
official said. In ship form, the
12-meter-long Marine Lizard is
a trimaran propelled by a
diesel-powered hydrojet and
can reach a maximum speed of
50 knots while maintaining
stealth, it said.
Agencies
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sorts of uncertainty in
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putting off foreign investors.
In a survey on corporate
deal-making
published
Monday, consulting and
accounting firm EY says Britain
is the top investment destination in the world for the first
time in the report’s 10-year history — overtaking the United
States, which has held the top
spot since 2014.
The pound’s fall since the
June 2016 vote to leave the
European Union has made
British assets cheaper, but Steve
Krouskos, a global vice chair at
EY, notes Britain also remains
an “open environment for foreign investors” even in the
midst of the Brexit chaos.
That culture, he said, is

reinforced by the English language, a skilled workforce, and
a strong technology base.
Those long-standing
strengths have helped Britain
recover as a place to do business since the shock of the June
2016 referendum, which saw
the country narrowly vote to
leave the EU.
With so much uncertainty
surrounding the future of the
British economy, the country
slumped down EY’s rankings.
In the October 2016 survey,
Britain was as low as seventh.
There have been a number
of high-profile investments in
Britain over the past year,
including Comcast’s purchase
of satellite broadcaster Sky for
around 30 billion pounds (currently USD39 billion) and
Coca-Cola’s takeover of Costa
Coffee for near 4 billion
pounds (USD5.2 billion).
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hey might not share the same
level of camaraderie as Varun
Dhawan and Alia Bhatt or
even a history like Madhuri
Dixit and Sanjay Dutt — the
other actors in the new film Kalank,
which releases this week — but Aditya
and Sonakshi share a deep-rooted respect
for each other’s craft and the people that
they are. They agree on a lot of things,
whether it is to do with the film industry, their previous outing together or
their larger world view. Where they differ, is the manner in which they approach
acting.
Talking about the film and its tagline,
which says, Eternal Love, one wonders
whether the description still holds in the
days of Tinder and speed dating. But
both the young actors are in sync with
the emotion.
Aditya insists, “Love, in essence, is
still felt the same way that it was a 100
years ago and what it does to you. One
can’t control it as it controls you. When
you are in love, reason goes out of the
window. The norms and practices as well
as the way we express love might have
changed over the years.”
Sonakshi points out that if a person
has experienced love at any point of time,
it does not die. “It might change even
when you say that you don’t love a person and become indifference, hate or
fondness. It could be any emotion but it
never goes away,” she says.
While Sonakshi has previously acted
in Lootera, a period film, it is the first
time around for Aditya, which attracted him to this project which is set in the
1940s. “The character excited me and at
some level, scared me as it was a new territory. I’ve acted in films which were set
in contemporary times. Fear can be a
great motivator, especially for an actor
and can set the engine going. I felt that
I was reaching for something that didn’t lie in my comfort zone,” he says.
This ensured that he did his homework. “One has to be well-versed in the
politics of the time. So I read quite a few
books to understand the narrative completely. It is set in the 40s, which is a very
well-documented period in our history.
I saw some films as the pace of speaking and the intonation is different as
compared to our times and attended diction classes. I had to do a lot of work to
be confident enough,” he says.
It was the script which blew him
away and compelled him to make the
effort. “As an actor, it isn’t very often that
you get a script which is shooting ready.
You could see that the director had
worked on it for a very long time. He was
very clear about how he would make the
film and the way he looked at each character. This made me very confident. It
was evident that he would do justice to
it,” he says.
Sonakshi too had similar reasons for
signing it. “When Abhishek narrated it
to me, I was in awe of the world that he
had created. With every line and paragraph, you could imagine what he wanted. When I saw the trailer, the world that
was shown to us, matched with every letter in the script. I also loved the fact that
each and every character has a very
important role in taking the narrative forward which happens rarely in a multistarer,” says Sonakshi dressed in a pale
yellow salwar kameez.
However, unlike Aditya, her method
of approaching a role is more impulsive.
“I often get embarrassed as I don’t have
a process. I would approach a Lootera or
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a Satya or an Akira the same way, though
the last one did need a lot of physical
preparation. I process the information
that I get from my director and how he
wants me to portray the character. I try
to grasp that and then add my two bit to
it. When I get to the sets and the camera starts rolling, that is when the
process begins. The character comes alive
when I am in costume, wearing my sari
and sindoor. My walk changes. Since the
character is from the 40s, I tried to
process all the information that I had
read and what I had heard about the period from my family,” she says.
This is the second time that the two
actors have come together in a film. But
when you mention Welcome to New York,
they erupt into peals of laughter. “He was
there for one scene and not much
thought went into that,” says Sonakshi
and Aditya quips, “Not much thought
went into the entire film,” and both
burst out laughing once again.
She explains the reason why she
isn’t seen as often as she was earlier,
“I was burning out. I like this style of
working. I was overdoing it. I was doing
so many films that they were practically overlapping. I never had time for
myself or to take care of myself. So, from
Akira onwards, when I decided to slow
down, my life became a lot more
wholesome,” she says.
To which Aditya adds, “I am
going through that phase which
you must have gone through. I
am going from set to set.
Though I am giving my 100 per
cent but sometimes I wonder if
that is enough because I am so
tired.”
Aditya is working on
Anurag Basu’s untitled film
which would release by the end
of year. There is also Malang
with Mohit Suri and Sadak 2
with Mahesh and Alia Bhatt.
While Sonakshi would be
reprising her role as Rajjo in
Dabang 3, “There is also Bhuj on
the 1971 war. It is based on the
real-life character of a lady who
built a runway with 300 women
overnight so that fighter planes
could land. I am really looking
forward to it,” she says.
But what is it that makes
them take on any role or a film?
“Films pull you in different ways
for different reasons. The main one
is the script and the director. It is a
director’s medium and his vision is
compelling. The script is 80 per cent
and if the director is great, you take
that risk,” says Aditya.
Sonakshi, given her approach to
acting, is more instinctive even while
selecting a role. “For me, the entire
package has to fall into place — the
director and the script. I make that decision there and then in my head when I
hear the script. I can’t take the script, reread it and dwell on it. Even though I
can’t tell them that and show that I am
eager. I might say it a week later that I
will do it,” she says and throws her head
back to laugh heartily, while Aditya
adds, “Yes, you have to play hard to get
it.”
He feels that it is the best time to be
an actor. “The web series allow creative
people to put out their vision unedited,
unadulterated and really express themselves. Even in films, I am reading
more and more varied scripts. There
is no formula any more as filmmakers
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efore Marvel fans assemble across
the globe to watch the biggest onscreen battle between superheroes
like Iron Man, Captain America, Thor
and supervillain Thanos, they are coming up with fun theories. Robert Downey
Jr, one of the lead actors of Avengers:
Endgame, has a favourite and says this
is exactly what’s going to happen in the
film.
When the superheroes failed to
save the day in last year’s blockbuster
film Avengers: Infinity War, the fans were
left disappointed.
While the actors and makers of
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Avengers: Endgame are tight-lipped
about its conclusion, ahead of the
release of the movie, which will take the
story forward from Avengers: Infinity
War, fans are discussing how the mighty
superheroes will defeat the mad titan
Thanos.
Downey Jr, who danced his way
through the promotion of the Russo
Brothers’ directorial, gave a thumbs up
to one fan theory.
“My favourite is Ant-Man goes up
and makes himself grow big and that’s
exactly what happens,” the actor, known
for his witty humour, said.

are stepping up to the demands of the
audience to see different things,” he says.
Kalank stars Sanjay Dutt and
Madhuri Dixit Nene who bring forth a
lot of experience, which Aditya says
improves their craft. “Sub-consciously,
you pick up a lot of things. The way they
work or approach a role is always a
learning experience. They have a deeper understanding of the craft, the script
or even scenes and these are things that
you cannot imbibe because experience
is priceless. I had more scenes with
Sanju Sir and he carries this intimidating aura, which he is aware of. And since
this would be a hindrance to the proper execution of a scene, he broke the ice
to make sure that everyone was comfortable,” says the actor dressed in a yellow, white and black kurta.
Sonakshi, on the other hand, says,
“Just their presence is awe-inspiring.
They are people whose work we have
loved and grown up watching. I think
all of us idolised Madhuri Dixit and still
do. For me it is a big achievement to be
a part of the same frame as her.”
With Sanjay, she shares a different
equation altogether. She says, “I have
worked with Sanju baba before in Son
of Sardar. And he is a family friend. My
father (Shatrughan Sinha) is very fond
of him and vice versa. My father helped
him in his time of need so he remembers that. Whenever we are on the set,
he would tell me stories about it. He is
an emotional person,” she says and goes
on to add, “More than being the superstars, they are very good human beings.
And that is what you remember.”
Talking of her father, one cannot of
course forget that he has recently
switched political sides. “I am an apolitical person. I am supporting him as
a family. I won’t be campaigning for him
and he is not even expecting that,” says
Sonakshi and goes on to add, “As a family, we know, the switch was an important but at the same time a difficult decision. He had been with the party for
long but at that time a different set up
and principles were prevalent. Things
have changed and he wasn’t happy.
There is no point in being in a place
where you aren’t appreciated. I hope he
does good work with the Congress.”
However, when one probes the two
about the industry’s fascination with
being ‘apolitical’ as recently Alia Bhatt,
their co-star in the film, too had made
the assertion during a discussion about
Gully Boy and the Azadi track which
had clear political undertones. Sonakshi
says, “If you say something about someone, 5,000 people from his party will get
after you and create a mockery,” as
Aditya nods his head sagely and adds.
“The reaction is more than what you
expect. It is very tricky to say anything
because the backlash is unpredictable,”
he says.
Aditya points out the difference
with Hollywood and the way stars in
America take a stand. “They have a different culture. In their late-night shows,
everything is up for questioning. The
satires and the way they can question
authority is unparalleled. If you look at
it across the world, there is no other
society which can be as critical of their
politicians as America and that is the
beauty of that country,” he says as the
publicists for the film usher them
towards another interview.
(The film is slated to hit the screens
on April 17.)
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This was followed by roaring laughter in the audience of select media. His
co-star Brie Larson liked the ones that
involve defeating Thanos.
Calling the theories “hilarious and completely crazy”, their
co-star Jeremy Renner added,
“People have invested in the stories
and characters. It makes me feel
proud to be a part of it.”
Though their characters are up
against Thanos, played by actor Josh
Brolin, Downey Jr finds it impossible
“not to love this guy. I think he almost
feels bad that he has to play such a bad
guy.”
But on a serious note, the Iron Man
star feels proud to be part of the franchise that started over a decade ago.
“Some of you hold this cinematic universe close to your
heart. It has some symbolism stuff. It’s really coming
to be that way for us.
“I am glad that I am
part of witnessing this cultural moment, that’s coming
up and I have a lot of gratitude,” he said.
The superstar also
heaped praise on Larson
and her film Captain
Marvel, the first female-led superhero
film in the Marvel Cinematic Universe,
for breaking a “double pane glass window and establishing what this genre is
supposed to be.”
°80=B
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ixty years after he first
appeared in the pages of
the magazine Pilote the
hero Asterix, created by
two geniuses René
Goscinny and Albert
Uderzo, is back.
If Asterix and
Obelix thought
they could

S

recover from their last expedition in the
tranquil setting of their beloved
Armorica, they’d better think again. A
mysterious teenage girl has just arrived
in the village escorted by two Arverni
chiefs. Caesar and his legionaries are
searching for her and with good reason:
word on the ground in the village is that
the visitor’s father is none other than the
great chieftain Vercingetorix, who was
defeated at Alesia.
Commenting on the new adventure,
the two authors revealed about the
incredible discovery, “From what we
know of the chieftain’s daughter,
she’s a rebellious teenager. Hardly
surprising — it can’t be easy having a name like Vercingetorix.”
They added, “We did quite a
lot of research into her for the
album — her appearance, name,
and personality. As you may know,
Vercingetorix didn’t give away much
about his private life and there are a
very few historical sources. But you’ll
see, we’ve managed to track down quite
a collection of scoops.”
The new Asterix and Obelix adventure, Asterix and the Chieftain’s Daughter,
will be published in the UK on the
October 24, once again created by the celebrated Jean-Yves Ferri and Didier
Conrad.
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esty and approach Krishna with love and
devotion — what matters is the human
gaze. In the first half of the 17th century,
modes of representation favoured by the
painters serving the first Mughal emperors impacted the diverse court styles in the
Punjab hills. This early Mandi artist must
have trained in one of the great Mughal
painting workshops before moving to the
hills, as is evident in his distinctive depiction of the human form and his use of a
green palette and motifs such as the
colour-saturated trees. The artist produced
an important group of Mughal-influenced works but within a generation, this
style all but vanished as regional tastes reemerged at this court.
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Raja Sidh Sen, a devout and powerful
ruler credited with tantric powers, pays
homage to Savari Durga, a regional form
of the goddess. She is the form of the great
Goddess, worshipped by the Savaris, a rustic community of tribals living in the
Punjab hills. She stands under a skinnystemmed tree covered with yellow blossoms. Her four hands hold a bow, a bowl
of freshly severed skull cap, an arrow and
a ram’s horn head raised to her mouth.
Identifiable by her bow and peacockfeathered skirt, she gazes at her subject
with bloodshot eyes and blows a horn,
confronting him. A terrifying presence,
she holds the fresh cranium, which still
bears the red tilak stripes that indicate it
is from one of her devotees, while crows
fly above her and the jackals at her feet hint
at charnel grounds. The Mandi master’s
bold works are immediately recognisable
because of their saturated colours, created from roughly ground pigments and
their distinct style, which makes no
attempt to present a realistic likeness of the
ruler, rather conveys his devotional passion.
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ocussing on the early painting
styles that emerged in the regional courts of Punjab hills in north
India during the 17th and 18th
centuries, Seeing the Divine, a collection of Pahari paintings is an exposition of tradition as well as technique, at
the Metropolitan Museum in New York.
It has among the finest collections of
Indian miniatures harking back to yesteryears.
The exhibition examines innovative
ways of depicting Hindu gods. By juxtaposing devotional images with emotionally-charged narrative moments, the paintings provide fresh means for royal patrons
to forge a personal connection to the
divine through devotion (bhakti).
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Two stunning romantic miniatures are
created with night shades. The first is
Krishna celebrating the advent of the rainy
season. He sits sheltered by an umbrella
in a verdant landscape as rains shower
down, represented through streaks of
white dots. Youthful cows look lovingly at
Krishna and graze on the newly-grown
grass, while lotuses bloom in the flowing
river below. It also reflects Krishna’s love
for the cows and his universal name,
Gopala. The image is based on a detailed
two-page passage from the Bhagavata
Purana that reads, “The dried-up earth
was fully replenished like the sensually
motivated body of a repentant person.”
Rather than using an established iconography, the painter created a new and
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unique realisation of the text, including
details such as the twilight atmosphere.
This Jammu artist worked on an early
Pahari idiom, masterfully grouped figures
and played with scale to produce a work
with great compositional unity.
The second is a forest depiction of
Krishna and Radha as lovers. In this deeply
romantic visual, Krishna’s arms are
wrapped around Radha, who stands crosslegged in a dancer’s pose. She gazes lovingly in his eyes. Set during the night, this

unusual painting puts light on Radha and
Krishna’s isolation, inviting the viewer to
consider their exclusive access to the gods
even as it suggests the echoes of erotica.
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Krishna and the gopis represent a
charming scene full of mischief. He sits on
a tree with the clothes that he playfully
stole from the bathing gopis. At first, they
plead with him to return their garments
but ultimately they overcome their mod-

Devi, in the form of Bhadrakali, is a
work that weaves storylines in mythology and beliefs. The deity, the great goddess Devi is of central importance to the
Pahari Hindu tradition. Originally, this
folio was one of a series of 70 paintings
that showed different aspects of her;
these works would have been used by
tantric practitioners. Sanskrit verses on the
back describe this manifestation:
Equal to a thousand rays of the rising
sun...
She is everything...
She banishes fear...
I adore goddess Bhadrakali...
Shown against a brilliant yellow background, with the cut beetle wings in her
jewellery catching the light, she is venerated by the Hindu gods who surround her.
The vibrant style demonstrated here is
characteristic of early Pahari paintings and
had a profound impact on later works produced in the Himalayas.
(The exhibition is made possible by The
Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Foundation
and runs till July.)
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hen we think about the
Netherlands, we not only
think of tulips, canals and
cheese, but even the story of Anne
Frank. The tale of that little girl in the
backdrop of the Second World War and
the Holocaust is one of the greatest testimonies of triumph and courage.
Anne Frank — A History for Today
highlights her story at the IIC. Her
diary comprising vivid observations
and experiences is one of the world’s
most popularly read personal accounts
of the Holocaust. Complete with quotations and the Frank family’s photographs, the exhibition showcases
how personal accounts can give an
authentic picture of contemporary history.

W

ANNE THE AUTHOR
Between the age of 13 and 15, Anne
wrote many short stories, fairy tales,
essays and the beginning of a novel.
Five notebooks and 300 loose pages
meticulously handwritten during the
war are remnants that talk to us about
life and its many reflections for this
young lass. Anne Frank kept her diary
for almost two years while she, her family and four others hid in a “secret
annex,” an attic in the company owned
by Anne’s father, Otto, in Amsterdam.
The Nazis raided their hideaway on
August 4, 1944. Anne died in the
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp in
March, 1945. Her diary was later
turned over to Otto Frank and was published in 1955.
ALBUM OF MEMORIES
I saw larger parts of this exhibition
in 1993 at Washington DC. And looking at it so many years hence will no
doubt be an exercise in recall and deeper reflections. I remember the curator
telling us that the exhibit had a strange
beginning: In 1978, an anonymous
phone caller alerted the director of the
Anne Frank house that she was sending a package that might interest everybody. A few days later, a box arrived
containing the Franks’ albums of family photographs. They had disappeared
along with the family’s other possessions when the Franks abandoned
their home and went into hiding.

EXPERIENCES AND EXCLUSION
The exhibition connects her life
story to modern experiences of discrimination and exclusion, based on interviews with youths of diverse backgrounds and identities.
The photographs form the heart of
the exhibit and illustrate how ordinary life
was for the Frank family before the
Holocaust. The exhibition succeeds in
creating a heartbreaking portrait of a
world sliding into war, of a Jewish community paralysed by fear and of a girl trying to grow up while everything she knew
crumbled around her.
On large picture panels, the exhibition presents Frank’s life from her birth
in 1929 to her death in the BergenBelsen concentration camp in 1945
and relates her personal life story to the
historical context of Hitler’s rise to
power, World War II and the persecution of the Jews. Through photos and
interviews, the visitors learn about how
these young people see themselves,
how they are viewed by society and what
role prejudices play in their daily lives.
Best however are her images in school
and the portraits that hide a shy nervous
smile.
(In collaboration with The Anne
Frank House, Amsterdam, PeaceWorks, an
initiative of The Seagull Foundation for the
Arts and the Embassy of Netherlands in
India, the collection is on display at the
India International Centre (IIC) from April
18 to 29.)
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hey are a common sight around
Beirut but their presence barely registers with the Lebanese
citizens anymore.
Nearly 30 years after civil war
guns fell silent, dozens of bulletscarred, shell-pocked buildings are
still standing — testimony to a brutal conflict that raged for 15 years and
claimed 1,50,000 lives. Some are
Beirut landmarks, like the iconic
Holiday Inn, a hulking, bullet-riddled
blue and white building that towers
over the capital.
The hotel, which opened for
business just two years before the war
broke out on April 13, 1975, was
destroyed early on during battles
between rival factions and used as a
sniper’s nest. It has stood deserted and
untouched since then, its shareholders locked in a dispute over its future.
There’s the modernist movie
theatre that never was, nicknamed
locally “The Egg.” Its mouldy skele-
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ton stands as a ruin, its future
unclear. Like the Holiday Inn, it’s a
curious attraction for foreigners.
There are also a few remaining
residential buildings located along the
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former Green Line, which separated
the mainly Muslim part of West
Beirut from the predominantly
Christian part, their ravaged facades
a testimony to the horrors witnessed

many years ago. They still stand,
either because their owners have no
money to fix them or because of disputes over ownership.

“Seeing these buildings is like
being slapped in the face,” said Sahar
Mandour, a Lebanese journalist and
a writer. “You’re walking around

going about your daily business
when suddenly you come face to face
with a scene that takes you back to
the old days.”
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Unlike others who dislike the
sight of these buildings and think they
should be demolished, Mandour,
42, says it’s important that they stay
for the nation’s collective memory, to
never forget a war that pitted
Palestinians against Lebanese,
Christians against Muslims,
Christians against Christians and
every other combination possible.
Israel also stepped in, adding to the
destruction.
“For a foreigner, it is a destroyed
building. For us, it is a painful
reminder of the bullets that pierced
our bodies, streets and walls,”
Mandour says. “I don’t want these
buildings to disappear, their mission
is not over yet.”
Not everyone feels the same. A
woman who rents an apartment in a
bullet-scarred building on the former
Green Line between the mainly
Muslim Shiyah and Christian Ayn el
Rummaneh districts, said she worries
about her two sons and society judging them for where they live.
She keeps plants on the veranda
and on the stairs to compensate for
the building’s grim facade.
“If I had somewhere else to go, I
would,” she said, identifying herself
by her nickname, Imm Lebnen or
mother of Lebanon.
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B de Villiers and Moeen
Ali hit impressive half centuries to guide Royal
Challengers Bangalore to a
respectable 171 for 7 against
Mumbai Indians in their Indian
Premier League game here on
Monday.
After RCB lost skipper Virat
Kohli (8 off 9 balls) and Parthiv
Patel (28 off 20 balls) inside
seven overs, de Villiers (75 in 51
balls) along with Ali (50 runs in
32 balls) resurrected the innings
with a 95-run stand for the third
wicket.
The South African star
stamped his authority, hammering six fours and four sixes, as he
completed his half century in 41
balls. Ali was a little bit more
aggressive than de Villiers as he
hit five sixes and a lone boundary as the two took the MI attack
to cleaners.
Ali initially played second
fiddle but later upped the ante. He
was particularly severe on
Australian
pacer
Jason
Behrendoff (1/49), whom he hit
for two sixes and a four in the
16th over, which fetched 17 runs
for RCB.
De Villiers, who took time to
settle, then showed his class, as he
hit round the park.
However, veteran Sri Lankan
pacer Lasith Maliga (4/31)
pegged the visiting side back by
removing Ali and Marcus Stonis
(0) in the 18th over and taking
two wickets in the final over. De
Villiers was run out in the final
over off a brilliant throw from
long-on.
Earlier put into bat,
Behrendoff celebrated his World
Cup selection by getting the
prized wicket of Kohli, who
edged to stumper Quinton De
Kock.
Parthiv struck three fours and
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cWTUXT[S
<d\QPX8]SXP]bWPeTcWT^_cX^]c^
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a six off Behrendoff in the fifth
over from which RCB amassed
19 runs. But he threw his wicket away, giving a dolly to
Suryakumar Yadav off Hardik
Pandya (1/21).
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iger Woods completed
T
an epic comeback from
career-threatening injury
and scandal by winning the
83rd Masters on Sunday,
capturing his 15th major
title with an unprecedented
back-nine rally.
Ending an 11-year
major drought, the 43-yearold American superstar —
who underwent spinal
fusion surgery in 2017 due
to chronic back pain —
seized his first major title
since the 2008 US Open.
"It's overwhelming just
because of what has transpired," Woods said.
"I could barely walk.
Couldn't sleep. Couldn't
walk. Couldn't do anything.
"To have the opportunity to come back, it's one of
the biggest wins I've ever
had for sure."
Winning a fifth Masters
title, and his first since 2005,
cemented a fairytale comeback to the pinnacle of golf
for Woods, whose career

Live on Star Sports 1& 2

imploded after a 2009 sex
scandal and nagging knee
and back injuries that
required a total of seven
surgeries.
"It's overwhelming just
because of what has transpired," Wood said.
"I was just lucky to be
playing again." With fans
chanting his name, an emotional Woods walked off
the 18th green and hugged
his mother Kultida, daughter Sam and son Charlie just

as he had embraced his late
father Earl there after his
first major victory at the
1997 Masters.
"It has come full circle,"
Woods said. "This tournament has meant so much to
me and to have everyone
here means so much to me
and my family.
"Now to be the champion — 22 years between
wins is a long time — it's
unreal for me to experience
this. I just couldn't be more

happy, more excited. I'm
just kind of at a loss for
words." Racing to finish
before an oncoming thunderstorm, players created
their own electric atmosphere, spectators roaring
repeatedly for sensational
shotmaking on one of golf 's
iconic stages.
Woods fired a finalround two-under par 70 to
finish on 13-under 275 for
a one-shot victory to capture
a $2.07 million (1.82 million
euros) top prize and the
green jacket symbolizing
Masters supremacy.
An all-American trio
of three-time major winner
Brooks Koepka, world number two Dustin Johnson
and Xander Schauffele
shared second on 276.
It was the fifth Masters
title for Woods, his first
since 2005, and it moved
him three shy of the all-time
record 18 majors won by
Jack Nicklaus.
"A big well done from
me to Tiger," Nicklaus
tweeted.
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n inconsistent Kings XI
A
Punjab will look to sort
their bowling woes and regain
the momentum when they
host a rejuvenated Rajasthan
Royals on Thursday.
The R Ashwin led Kings
XI slipped to number fifth spot
after suffering back-to-back
losses against Mumbai Indians
and Royal Challengers
Bangalore respectively. Overall,
the hosts have registered four
wins from eight matches.
The bowling attack of
Kings XI has been good only
in patches. They failed to
defend 197 against MI the
other day with Kieron Pollard's
knock of 31-ball 83 blowing
them away.
In their last game against
RCB, Punjab's bowling again
failed as they allowed the
opposition overhaul the target
of 173 with four balls to spare.
Mohammad Shami,
Andrew Tye and all-rounder
Sam Curran bled too many
runs to hurt the hosts and they
will need to bowl a tight line
to support their skipper R
Ashwin, who has the ability to
frustrate even top batsmen
with his intelligent bowling.
"We let ourselves down on
the field. We have a few more
games at home and We need
to string some wins and gain
some momentum," Ashwin
had said.
Rajasthan, on the other
hand, come into this match
with a win under their belt.
They defeated Mumbai Indians

on the latter's hometurf by four
wickets and are currently
placed at the seventh spot
with two wins from seven
matches.
Opener Jos Buttler's 43ball 89 was the cornerstone of
Rajasthan's chase of 188 against
Mumbai. He was supported
well by Rahane's 37 and Sanju
Samson's 31 to achieve the victory target.
The only other match
which Rajasthan won was
against RCB, in which Buttler
again played a key role, hitting
59 runs when his team was
chasing a target of 159.
If Buttler boosts Royals'
batting, Kings XI have Chris
Gayle, who smashed an
unbeaten 99 to single-handedly anchor Punjab to 173 against
RCB in the previous game.
Other Punjab opener KL
Rahul also have been in good
form but his 64-ball unbeaten
100 too went in vain against
Mumbai Indians.
KXIP have been a dominant side on their home
ground and they would hope
that the loss to RCB in the previous match here was an aber-
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elhi Capitals skipper
Shreyas Iyer said his
D
team has the self belief to
win the IPL title this time
after it jumped to second
spot in the points table following a 39-win over
Sunrisers Hyderabad.
Invited to bat, Delhi
posted 155 for seven and
then returned to bowl out
Hyderabad for 116 in 18.5
overs to notch up their second successive win.
"We are believing so
and it's never too far," Iyer
said when asked if he thinks
his side can win the IPL.
Asked about the composition of the team, he
said, "We have played
together (Rabada and himself during U-19 days). It is
good to be around each
other. It is easy to have that
camaraderie.
"It is a positive thing to
carry around. We are positive as well when we chase.

le Gunnar Solskjaer knows
all about overturning
O
Champions League deficits at the
Camp Nou.
Twenty years after scoring a
last-gasp winner there for
Manchester United in the final
against Bayern Munich, Solskjaer
will be back in Barcelona's stadium on Tuesday looking to mastermind an unlikely comeback
for the English team from the
touchline.
United arguably has the
toughest task of the eight quarterfinalists heading into the second legs, having lost 1-0 to
Lionel Messi's Barcelona at Old
Trafford last week.
Yet that was the score line
facing United in 1999 after Mario
Basler had put Bayern in front in
the sixth minute in what proved
to be one of the most dramatic
football matches in a generation.
United engineered the turnaround with two goals in injury

time — the first from Teddy 2QbSU\_^Qfc =Q^EdT
Sheringham, and the second <YfUVb_]!"*# Q]9CD
from Solskjaer.
D@?JE6?#?6EH@C<
During his four months as
United manager, the former
Norway striker has made a point
of reminiscing about the old days
at the club, when no deficit felt
insurmountable. Comebacks and
late goals were a regular thing
under his then-manager and
mentor, Alex Ferguson.
So it didn't come as a surprise that, straight after the first
leg, Solskjaer was buoyant about
United's chances of advancing,
saying with 1999 no doubt in fielded a reserve side in the
mind: "We've scored goals at the Spanish league on Saturday,
Nou Camp before from corners Solskjaer couldn't afford to rest
and crosses ... we can do it, no too many of his first-team players for the match against West
doubt about it."
United has beaten Juventus Ham in the Premier League the
and Paris Saint-Germain away same day.
this season, but Solskjaer said getUnited is still fighting to finting past Barcelona would be a ish in the top four, while
"greater achievement."
Barcelona is close to wrapping up
Not helping United's cause is another Spanish title.
the six-day turnaround between
Barcelona coach Ernesto
the two games. While Barcelona Valverde said the thing he "most

D:?8=6D
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New Delhi: 2^]cX]dX]VWXbV^^Sad]8]SXPb?aPY]TbW
6d]]TbfPaP]PRWXTeTSPRPaTTaWXVWaP]ZX]V^U'X]cWT
[PcTbc0C?aP]ZX]VbaT[TPbTS^]<^]SPhCWT!(hTPa^[S
Ua^\2WT]]PXfW^Qa^ZTX]c^cWTc^_ X]5TQadPah
cWXb hTPa X\_a^eTS cf^ _[PRTb c^ QTR^\T cWT bXgcW
WXVWTbc X] cTa\b ^U bX]V[Tb aP]ZX]V X] cWT WXbc^ah ^U
8]SXP]cT]]Xb?aPY]TbWWPSaTPRWTScWTcWXaSa^d]S^U
8]SXP]FT[[bX]WXb\PXST]P__TPaP]RTPcP]0C?<PbcTab
TeT]c7TWPSP[b^\PSTXcc^cWTcWXaSa^d]S^UP]0C?
C^da]P\T]cU^acWTUXabccX\TX]WXbRPaTTaPccWT
1=??PaXQPb>_T]TPa[hcWXbhTPa7TWPSP[b^T]cTaTS
cWT\PX]SaPf^U<XP\X>_T]c^aXbTc^' [Pbc\^]cW
0]^cWTa 8]SXP] AP\Zd\Pa AP\P]PcWP] Sa^__TS %
b_^cbc^b[X_^dc^UcWTc^_ $7TXb]^fPccWT $&cW
_^bXcX^]
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We will be backing our
abilities."
Rabada, who took four
wickets for 22 runs, said,
"We have our game plans
and all that we try to do is
to stick to it. We hope it
goes our way and more
often than not, it should go
your way.
"It's been the trend so

far, you need to have variety in your pace. We try to
talk about change-ups especially if wickets are assisting
those type of changes. It
worked for us today. In
many ways, you do have a
responsibility as an overseas
player. We are working on
all the departments and it's
working well for us."

B^[bZYPTaW^_TbU^aP]^cWTa2P\_=^dR^\TQPRZ
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ration.
Kings XI have the likes of
Mayank Agarwal, David
Miller, Sam Curran and
Mandeep Singh to bolster their
batting, but they will need to
play good knocks to support
their openers.
For Rajasthan, Buttler has
been the top-scorer but their
batting line-up also includes
skipper Rahane, Samson and
Steve Smith and they will need
to deliver to confront Kings XI
at PCA stadium here.
Rajasthan Royals pacer
Jofra Archer has troubled the
batsmen with his fast bouncers and deadly yorkers and
would look for another good
outing Tuesday.
Among others, seamers
Jaydev Unadkat and Dhawal
Kulkarni along with spinner
Shreyas Gopal would have to
deliver for their skipper if they
have to stay alive and make it
to the Playoffs.
Ben Strokes, who failed to
defend 18 runs in the last over
against CSK, had missed the
last match due to an injury and
it remains to be seen if he
makes a comeback.

:efU^decfc 1ZQh
<YfUVb_]!"*# Q]9CD
D@?JE6?"?6EH@C<

in his last 12 games at the quarterfinal stage - stretching back to
2013.
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fears is the spirit" of Solskjaer's
team.
"United has something special in the final minutes,"
Valverde said on Monday, while
adding that past glories don't dictate future outcomes.
And there is one bizarre
statistic that will be giving United
fans hope as they make their way
to Spain.
Messi, to many the greatest
football player ever, hasn't scored

Juventus had the luxury of
resting most of its regular players at the weekend. Ajax didn't,
and may have paid a costly
price.
For the 2-1 loss at Spal in
Serie A on Saturday, Juventus had
just two players in its starting
lineup that began the 1-1 draw
in Amsterdam. Cristiano
Ronaldo wasn't even on the
bench.
Ahead of Tuesday's game,
Ajax had nine of its starting XI
from the first leg in the 6-2 victory over Excelsior. One of them,
star midfielder Frenkie de Jong,
limped off with a hamstring
problem in the first half.
Ronaldo was rested before
the second leg of the round of 16.
He then scored a hat trick against
Atletico Madrid to see Juventus
overturn a first-leg deficit.

Munich: 1PhTa]<d]XRWWPeTbdUUTaTSPQ[^fc^cWTXa
[TPVdT cXc[T W^_Tb fXcW R[dQ RP_cPX] P]S 6Ta\P]h
V^P[ZTT_Ta <P]dT[ =TdTa ^dc U^a cWT ]Tgc cf^ fTTZb
fXcWPRP[UX]YdahCWTSTUT]SX]V1d]STb[XVPRWP\_X^]b
R^]UXa\TS =TdTa "" fX[[ QT bXST[X]TS U^a Pa^d]S #
SPhb PUcTa V^X]V ^UU X]YdaTS SdaX]V Bd]SPhb fX] ^eTa
5^acd]P3dTbbT[S^aUFXcWUXeT[TPVdTVP\Tb[TUc[TPSTab
1PhTa]PaTYdbcP_^X]cPWTPS^U1^adbbXP3^ac\d]SfXcW
cWT 1PePaXP] VXP]cb ^] R^dabT U^a P bTeT]cW bcaPXVWc
[TPVdT cXc[T CWT X]Ydah_a^]T =TdTa fX[[ \Xbb Pc [TPbc
cWTXa ]Tgc cf^ [TPVdT VP\Tb Pb aTbTaeT ZTT_Ta BeT]
D[aTXRWbcT_bd_7TfX[[STUX]XcT[h\XbbcWT[TPVdT\PcRW
Pc W^\T c^ aTbdaVT]c FTaSTa 1aT\T] ^] BPcdaSPh Pb
fT[[Pb]TgcFTS]TbSPhbPfPh6Ta\P]2d_bT\XUX]P[
P[b^ PVPX]bc 1aT\T] U^[[^fTS Qh P [TPVdT \PcRW Pc
=daT\QTaV
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Berlin: ATXV]X]V 6Ta\P] RWP\_X^]b 1PhTa] <d]XRW
P]S ?aT\XTa ;TPVdT bXST ;XeTa_^^[ 52 PaT bPXS c^ QT
QPcc[X]V^eTa6Ta\P]X]cTa]PcX^]P[CX\^FTa]TaCWT!"
hTPa^[Sb RdaaT]c R[dQ A1 ;TX_iXV P]]^d]RTS cWPc cWT
bcaXZTa WPb c^[S cWT\ ]^c c^ TgcT]S WXb R^]caPRc fWXRW
ad]bcX[[!!8cXbP]^_T]bTRaTccWPccWT4Pbc6Ta\P]
R[dQWPbSTRXSTSc^bT[[FTa]TaPUcTacWXbbTPb^]P]S]^c
V^X]c^cWT[PbchTPafXcW^dcP]TgcT]bX^]1PhTa]bTT\b
FTa]TabUXabcRW^XRTPbcWTbcaXZTa[PbcPdcd\]_aPXbTS
cWT<d]XRWR[dQPbcWT^][h^_cX^]X]6Ta\P]U^^cQP[[
fWT]XcR^\Tbc^WXbUdcdaTP\QXcX^]bFWX[TWXbPVT]c
U^a\Ta6Ta\P]X]cTa]PcX^]P[:Pa[7TX]i5^TabcTaXbbPXS
c^ WPeT P[aTPSh ]TV^cXPcTS eXcP[ SPcP fXcW cWT 1PePaXP]
bXST ]Tf R^\_TcXc^ab WPeT cda]TS d_ ^] cWT
X]cTa]PcX^]P[bcPVT0RR^aSX]Vc^bTeTaP[\TSXPaT_^acb
;XeTa_^^[ P]S cWTXa 6Ta\P] R^PRW 9dTaVT] :[^__ PaT
WXVW[hX]cTaTbcTSX]bXV]X]VFTa]TaCWTU^afPaSf^d[S
UXc_TaUTRc[hX]c^cWTATSbcPRcXRP[bhbcT\;TX_iXVXbbPXS
c^Tg_TRcPa^d]S#\X[[X^]4da^b

30=82;8=274B3DC27>?4=8=C;

New Delhi: 8]SXPb 7PabWTT[ 3P]X aTR^eTaTS Ua^\ P
VP\T S^f] c^ VTc cWT QTccTa ^U 3T]\PaZb <PSb
2WaXbc^_WTabT] c^ R[X]RW cWT 3dcRW 8]cTa]PcX^]P[
QPS\X]c^]cXc[TX]FPcTaX]VT]CWT=TcWTa[P]Sb3P]XP
U^a\Ta Yd]X^a ]PcX^]P[ RWP\_X^] R[X]RWTS WXb \PXST]
Ra^f]^UcWTbTPb^]fXcWP $! !  !!  "eXRc^ah
^eTaf^a[S]^ #(<PSbX]P#&\X]dcTR[PbWCWT!!
hTPa^[SfW^fPb[TUc^]cWTbXST[X]TbU^aP[\^bcTXVWc
\^]cWb [Pbc hTPa SdT c^ P] P]Z[T X]Ydah SXS]c Sa^_ P
VP\T ^] WXb fPh c^ cWT UX]P[ Qdc WT U^d]S cWT V^X]V
c^dVW X]XcXP[[h X] cWT bd\\Xc R[PbW 3P]X \PST bX\_[T
Taa^abX]cWT^_T]X]VVP\Tc^R^]RTSTcWTPSeP]cPVTc^
<PSbQdcWTV^cWXbQTPaX]VaXVWcX]cWTbTR^]SVP\T
P]Sc^^ZcWT\PcRWc^STRXSTa
0VT]RXTb

b_^ac %
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xperienced wicket keeper
batsman Dinesh Karthik
on Monday returned to
India's World Cup squad after
12 years, trumping Mahendra
Singh Dhoni's heir apparent
Rishabh Pant in a selection
move that will be debated for a
long time.
The second wicketkeeper
was the sole bone of contention
for the marquee event starting
in England and Wales on May
30 and the 33-year-old Karthik's
experience of 91 ODIs gave
him the edge over the 21-yearold Pant, according to the fivemember selection panel headed
by MSK Prasad.
Karthik, the oldest Indian
player in terms of international debut (three months before
Mahendra Singh Dhoni in
September 2004), was also part
of the Indian squad during its
disastrous 2007 World Cup
campaign. He, however, missed
the bus in 2011 and the 2015
editions.
In the squad that was
announced on Monday, Dhoni
will be playing his fourth,
expected to be the final, 50-over
World Cup. Kohli will play his
third edition while Rohit
Sharma, Shikhar Dhawan,
Ravindra Jadeja, Mohammed
Shami and Bhuvneshwar Kumar 8]SXP]bT[TRc^ab[TSQh<B: ?aPbPS\TcX]<d\QPX^]<^]SPhc^bT[TRc $\T\QTab`dPScWPcfX[[aT_aTbT]c8]SXPX]cWTd_R^\X]V
822
were all a part of the 2015 edi- 822 F^a[S2d_bcPacX]VUa^\<Ph"X]4]V[P]S8]SXPPaTSdQQTSPb^]T^UcWTUPe^daXcTbc^fX]cWXbhTPa´bc^da]P\T]c
tion.
8]d]Xb^]fT against Australia last month.
India captain Kohli's pre- announcement of the
"We have been planning
IPL statement that the cash-rich squad.
UT[cTXcWTa3:^a
"That is the only realeague will have no effect on the
?P]cfX[[^][h soon after the completion of the
Trophy (2017) for
selections proved to be prophet- son why we went ahead
R^\TX]c^cWT Champions
this. But let me tell you that in
ic as Pant's 245 runs in the T20 with DK otherwise Pant
_[PhX]VT[TeT]XU the last month or so, there have
showpiece fell short of Karthik's was almost there," he
<PWXXbX]YdaTS been a couple of players who
added.
111 runs.
It was a more or less pre- B^cWPcPcYd]RcdaTXUXc have really cropped up like
Naturally, Prasad had to
field the maximum questions on dictable 15-member squad
XbPRadRXP[\PcRWP Vijay Shankar," he said.
But there was no debate on
Pant's omission and the expla- picked by the national selection
`dPacTaUX]P[^aP KL Rahul's
inclusion and he is
nation was Tamil Nadu committee with another notable
bT\XUX]P[ZTT_X]VP[b^
set to be the third opener or a
inclusion being Tamil Nadu's
stumper's experience.
\PccTabCWPcXbcWT potential middle-order floater
"It is definitely a case which seam bowling all-rounder Vijay
we have debated at length. In Shankar, who is expected to be
^][haTPb^]fWhfT alongside Shankar.
Prasad confirmed that
unison, we felt either DK or Pant used as a floater in the batting
fT]cPWTPSfXcW3:
Shankar is being seen as a
will only come into the playing order, especially at number 4.
^cWTafXbT?P]cfPb
potential number four candidate
Shankar, with his "threeeleven if Mahi is injured. So, at
P[\^bccWTaTP]S along with Rahul and Kedar
that juncture if it is a crucial dimensional qualities", took the
d]U^acd]PcTc^ Jadhav.
match, a quarterfinal or a semi- slot which was speculated to go
"The point that was disfinal, keeping also matters," to Ambati Rayudu before his dip
\Xbb^dc²
Prasad told reporters after the in form in the home series
°<B: ?aPbPS cussed is that Vijay Shankar will

E

AXbWPQW?P]cQPcbSdaX]V]TcbbTbbX^]

7QfQc[Qb
ceb`bYcUTQd
@Q^dc_]YccY_^
?C8Q =4F34;78
3X]TbW:PacWXZaXVWcXbbT[TRcTS^eTah^d]VAXbWPQW?P]cPb<B 3W^]X´bST_dch 822

bat at No 4 like Kedar Jadhav
and we also have a role for KL
somewhere at the top of the
order. It all depends on the team
management," Prasad indicated.
Ravindra Jadeja's all-round
skills and his ability to be restrictive on dry wickets came into
consideration during his selection in the 15.
"In the last one and half
years, it is these two wristies
(wrist spinners Yuzvendra
Chahal and Kuldeep Yadav),
who have won us the games but
there might be situations where,
you require an additional allrounder in the playing 11, (this
is) where Jadeja comes in,"
Prasad explained.
"And in the second part of
the tournament, when the wickets will be more dry, we felt
Jadeja will be handy."
With Hardik Pandya and
Shankar to perform the duties of
a combined fourth pacer, there
was no place for an additional
specialist speedster in the line-

up.
Bhuvneshwar Kumar will
be the back-up pacer and Jasprit
Bumrah and Mohammed Shami
are expected to start in all the
big games, fitness permitting.
However, Prasad said that
Navdeep Saini and Khaleel
Ahmed's names were discussed.
It is expected that both the
young fast bowlers will be travelling with the team to England
as back-up, who could be drafted in if anyone from the pace
troika of Bumrah, Shami and
Bhuvneshwar get injured.

B@D03

Virat Kohli (captain), Shikhar
Dhawan, Rohit Sharma (vicecaptain), KL Rahul, Mahendra
Singh Dhoni (wk), Kedar
Jadhav, Hardik Pandya, Vijay
Shankar, Kuldeep
Yadav,
Yuzvendra
Chahal,
Mohammed Shami, Jasprit
Bumrah, Bhuvneshwar Kumar,
Dinesh Karthik, Ravindra
Jadeja.
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atting all-rounder Vijay
B
Shankar on Monday
experienced a "dream
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come true" moment after
being named in India's
World Cup squad and said
he is learning the art of
handling pressure in a

mega event from IPL
teammates
like
Bhuvneshwar Kumar.
"I am extremely elated
to be in the Indian WC
team. This is like a dream
come true. We have a few
World Cup winning team
members here at Sunrisers
Hyderabad and I have spo-
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ken to them to understand what it feels like to
play in a WC and then go
on to win it. I have learnt
a lot from them on the
ways to manage pressure at
such a large scale event,"
said Shankar referring to
his IPL teammate
Bhuvneshwar.

Shankar is expected to
be used as a floater in the
batting order, especially at
number 4. With his "threedimensional qualities".
Bhuvneshwar, who
will be playing his second
World Cup, too was elated.
"I am extremely happy

to be selected for the
World Cup, the conducive
English conditions will
suit my strength and I am
looking to make the most
of it. Playing for SRH in
IPL has given me the right
match practice just before
the mega tournament like
World Cup," he said.

ormer India captain Sunil Gavaskar on Monday
said he is surprised at young glovesman Rishabh
F
Pant's exclusion from India's World Cup squad given
his "exceptionally" good batting form and "great"
improvement in wicket-keeping skills.
The 33-year-old Dinesh Karthik pipped Pant in
the fight for the second wicketkeeper's slot in India's
15-strong squad. Gavaskar said the move is surprising but backed Karthik as a better wicketkeeper.
"A bit surprised, looking at his (Pant's) form. He
was batting exceptionally well, not only in the IPL
but before that also. He was showing great improvement his wicket-keeping as well. He brings that lefthanded option in the top-six which is very handy
against the bowlers," Gavaskar told 'India Today'.
"The bowlers have to change their line (for a lefthander) and the captains have to do a lot of field
arrangements.
Pant has so far scored 245 runs in the ongoing
IPL, compared to Karthik's 111 but Gavaskar said
there was some merit in ignoring Pant's batting form.
"On a morning when say, MSD (Mahendra Singh
Dhoni) has a flu and can't play, you want somebody
who is a better wicket-keeper. I think Karthik's wicket-keeping skills, more than anything, have won him
this place," Gavaskar said.
Former opener Sanjay Manjrekar agreed with
Gavaskar on the point that Karthik's inclusion was
a bit unexpected.
"It's impossible to keep everyone happy with team
selections but Karthik inclusion surprising. Selectors
guilty of showing no consistency in his case.
Discarded after Jan 2019 to select straight for the WC,"
he said.
Former England captain Michael Vaughan said
India's decision to omit Pant was nothing short of
crazy.
"No @RishabPant777 in the World Cup Squad ...
India must be bonkers !!!!!," he tweeted.
Gavaskar said Tamil Nadu all-rounder Vijay
Shankar, who made it to the squad for his "threedimensional qualities", will be a very useful player for
the team.
"He is a cricketer who has improved over the last
one year. He has grown in confidence. Shankar is a
very useful cricketer. He is a very very good batsman,
handy bowler, and an outstanding fielder," the batting great explained.
Manjrekar, on the other hand felt, "Shankar is a
lucky man to make it."
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outh Africa's selectors will
reveal on Thursday whether
Sveteran
batsman Hashim Amla
will be part of the country's
squad for the 2019 Cricket
World Cup.
Amla, 36, is one of South
Africa's all-time great one-day
international players but his
recent form has been poor,
while increasing age has meant
that he has slowed down in the
field.
Amla scored only 51 runs
in four innings in South Africa's
shock Test series loss against Sri
Lanka earlier this year and did 7PbWX\0\[P
05?5X[T?XRcdaT
not play in the first three oneThe other big debate
day internationals against
ahead of the squad
the tourists, although
announcement is the idenCricket South Africa
tity of a back-up fast
stressed he had not been
bowler to the likely trio of
dropped.
Kagiso Rabada, Dale Steyn
With captain Faf du
and Lungi Ngidi.
Plessis, Quinton de Kock,
Chris Morris has been
Rassie van der Dussen,
picked by several experts
David Miller and JP
Duminy all seemingly certain of in their preferred World Cup
selection, there is probably squads because he can bowl at
room for only two more top- more than 140 kph and is a
order batsmen in a 15-man hard-hitting lower-order batsman.
squad.
Andile Phehlukwayo and
Amla's rivals, Aiden
Markram and Reeza Hendricks, Dwaine Pretorius are likely to
have both been in good recent be picked as all-rounders, while
form, with Hendricks named Imran Tahir and Tabraiz
man-of-the-series in the recent Shamsi are South Africa's probTwenty20 series against Sri able spin bowlers.
It is unlikely that a back-up
Lanka after a poor one-day
series had seemingly scuttled wicketkeeper to De Kock will be
chosen, with Miller seemingly
his chances.
Markram and Hendricks being groomed as an emergency gloveman.
are outstanding fielders.

all-tamperers Steve Smith
and David Warner were
B
on Monday selected for

Australia's World Cup squad,
but there was no room for Josh
Hazlewood
or
Peter
Handscomb.
It is the first call-up for the
former captain and his deputy
since the expiry of year-long
bans for their part in the "sandpapergate" scandal in Cape
Town that rocked cricket.
They were eligible for the
final two games of Australia's
recent limited-overs tour
against Pakistan, but selectors
preferred that they eased themselves back at the Indian
Premier League.
Both grabbed the opportunity and have been in good
touch, particularly the bombastic Warner who has made a 0dbcaP[XP]bT[TRc^ab^]<^]SPhP]]^d]RTSSTUT]SX]VRWP\_X^]b $\T\QTab`dPS
blistering return.
Shaun Marsh, Smith,
"Steve Smith and David
It left coach Justin Langer
with a dilemma on the back of Warner come back into the Glenn Maxwell and allthe defending World Cup squad. Both are world-class rounder Marcus Stoinis make
champions winning eight one- players and it has been pleas- up the middle order.
Selectors opted for two
day internationals on the trot, ing to see them produce some
spinners in Adam Zampa and
good form in the IPL."
against India and Pakistan.
Australia's recent red-hot Nathan Lyon and five quick
All the top order have been
firing, and it is Handscomb form has been built on the bowlers.
As with the batsmen,
who is the fall guy despite aver- back of a rock-solid opening
aging 43 in 13 games this year. partnership between skipper Australia's selectors faced a
The decision to drop him Aaron Finch and Usman bowling conundrum as they
target a record sixth World
means the team only has one Khawaja.
The decision for Langer Cup triumph.
wicketkeeper in Alex Carey.
"We have been extremely now is whether to retain that
pleased with how the ODI combination when the 50- 34?C7>5C0;4=C
squad has been building over over World Cup begins in
Pat Cummins will spearthe past six months, including England and Wales at the end head the attack while Mitchell
the recent series wins in India of next month or move one of Starc, the 2015 World Cup
and against Pakistan in the them down to make way for player of the tournament, has
UAE," said chief selector Trevor Warner, who traditionally been recalled after being sideopens the batting.
Hohns.
lined with a muscle tear since

early February.
But Hazlewood, who has
been out of action since
January with a back injury,
missed out, with Hohns saying
the focus was on having him
ready for the Ashes Test series
in England which begins in
August.
Jhye Richardson, who dislocated his shoulder last
month, makes the grade along
with Nathan Coulter-Nile and
Jason Behrendorff.
Hazlewood
and
Handscomb were instead
named in Australia's A squad
for their tour of England starting in June, which will provide
opportunities for players to
make their case to be included in the Ashes squad.
"Given the depth of talent
and competition for spots there
were a number of tough calls
we had to make to settle on our
squad of 15," said Hohns.
"Unfortunately, from the
recent squad which toured
India and the UAE, Peter
Handscomb, Ashton Turner
and Kane Richardson have
made way for the above inclusions, but all three have been
included in the Australia A
squad for the tour of England."
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Aaron Finch (capt), Usman
Khawaja, David Warner,
Steve Smith, Shaun Marsh,
Glenn Maxwell, Marcus
Stoinis, Alex Carey, Pat
Cummins, Mitchell Starc,
Jhye Richardson, Nathan
Coulter-Nile,
Jason
Behrendorff, Nathan Lyon,
Adam Zampa.
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ustralian batsmen Steve
Smith and David Warner
A
are likely to leave their respective IPL teams by the end of this
month to attend their national
training camp from May 2 after
being drafted into the squad for
the upcoming World Cup.
Smith and Warner are currently playing for Rajasthan
Royals and Sunrisers Hyderabad
respectively in the IPL after
serving their 12-month ban for
their role in the ball-tampering
scandal.
"The fifteen-player
squad for the ICC world
cup will assemble in
Brisbane for a training
camp at the National
Cricket Centre on May 2,"
Cricket Australia said.
"The training camp
will include three practice
matches between Australia XI
and New Zealand XI at Allan
Border Field."
While Warner has been in
red-hot form for Sunrisers,
holding the orange cap with 400
runs, which includes a century
and four fifties, Smith has found
the going tough for Rajasthan,
having scored just 186 runs in
seven matches.
They are likely to miss a
couple of matches for their
respective franchises, besides
the knockout stage in case the
teams make it to the play-offs.
Rajasthan will play Royal
Challengers Bangalore on April
30 before meeting Delhi Capitals
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in their last league game
on May 4, while Sunrisers
will be up against
Mumbai and RCB on
May 2 and May 4 respectively.
Seamer
Jason
Behrendorff and all-rounder
Marcus Stoinis, who were also
named in the World Cup squad,
are also expected to leave
Mumbai Indians and Royal
Challengers Bangalore respectively by the end of the month
to attend the camp.
While Jason is likely to miss
two scheduled Mumbai matches on May 2 and May 5 against
SRH and Kolkata Knight Riders,
Stoinis might leave a little early
considering RCB's dismal run in
the IPL this season.
Among others, pacer
Coulter-Nile, who also plays for
RCB, has already been ruled out
of the IPL following an injury.

